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1 Introduetion and Summary 

1.0 Abstract 

In this chapter we introduce the statistica! selection procedures that have been the 

starting-point of the study which has led to this thesis. First, the origin of these procedures and 

their motivation will be given foliowed by the descriptions in a basic situation. Next, we sketch 

in short the development of the Ranking and Selection theory. Finally, we outline the topics of 

the forthcoming chapters and their mutual coherence, and anticipate on the results derived. 

1.1 The origin of selection procedures 

In many experimental situations, different treatments (or populations) are being compared 

with respecttosome characteristic. E.g., in a field experiment the yields of a set of different grain 

varieties, in a food experiment the growths of a certain species as a result of different feeding 

treatments and in a clinical trial the efficacies of a set of different drugs. The comparison is usually 

based upon the value of a parameter that insome way characterizes each treatment in the statistica! 

model we assume for the data resulting from the experiment, e.g. the expected yield of a grain 

variety in a field experiment using a completely randomized design. 

However, most of the times in such experiments the camparisoos are merely the means to reply 

to the real purpose of the experimenter: to identify the "best" treatment, e.g. the variety with the 

largest yield, the feeding treatment that leads to the largest growth, the most effective drug. In 

genera), the real goal in many experiments is to select the best treatment of several different 

treatments, where each treatment is to be interpreted as a qualitative factor characterized by a 

parameter value and where the best treatment is defined as the treatment with the largest ( or 

smaiJest, if appropriate) parameter value. This thesis treats the multiple comparison approach of 

the selection problem. 

The classica! approach to tackle this problem has been to start off with testing the so-called 

homogencity hypothesis that the parameter va lues are all the same. But the outcome of this test 

does not inform the experimenter properly with respect to the goal of selecting the best. In the 

first place, the hypothesis that there is no difference between treatments is not realistic and an 

experiment with large samples of each treatment will surely bring this to light at any prespecified 

significanee level (as was already distinguished by Cochran and Cox (1957)). In the second place, 

a significant result from the homogencity test only tells one that there exist differences between 

the treatments but not which treatment is best. To overcome this problem the homogeneity test 

is often foliowed by techniques of multiple comparisons or simultaneons interenee that try to 

determine which treatments differ from which others and in what direction, in order to (try to) 

identify the best treatment. The problem with this indirect approach is the ob Iigatory translation 
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of interim results of significant, or non-significant, differences between treatments towards an 

interpretab Ie inference with respect to the selection ofthe best. So, although additional information 

is obtained about the relative merits of the treatments, this approach gives no satisfactory answer 

to the selection problem. 

The inadequacy of tests of homogeneity and multiple comparison procedures has led to the 

development of procedures that try to give more direct and easy-to-interpret inferences regarding 

the identification of the best treatment, the so-called Selection Procedures. Two main approaches 

in the theory of Selection can be distinguished and are known as the lndifference Zone approach 

of Bechhofer (1954) and the Subset Selection approach of Gupta (1956, 1965). The former is 

mainly concerned with the design of an experiment while the latter is a means of analyzing the 

data of an experiment. In section 1.2 we describe both approaches for a basic situation. 

1.2 Description of selection procedures 

Suppose we have t (~ 2) treatrnents '111> ... ,'111 in an experiment and from each treatment n 

observations (a so-called balanced one-way layout). Let Y;j denote the r observation from 

treatment '111 , i= 1, ... ,t, j= 1, ... ,n. We assume as model for the observations 

Y;i = 't1 +a t 1i, i=1, ... ,t, j=l, ... ,n, (1) 

with 'tJt ••• , 't1 the unknown treatment means, a the common known standard deviation and the 

t;/ s mutually independent standard Normal variables. Notice that this model encloses the situation 

of t independent random samples of equal size n from t Normal populations '111, ... , '111 with unknown 

population means 1:1, ... , 't1 , respectively, and common known standard deviation a. Let 

't(l) s . . . s 't(t) 

denote the ordered treatment means and let 'll(i) be the treatment with treatment mean 

't(;) , i = 1, ... , t. If treatments with larger means are interpreled as "better", then treatrnent 'll(t) is 

called the best treatment for it bas the largest treatment mean -rw Our goal is to select this best 

treatment. 

Remark 
If there are treatments with equal treatment means, they are placed in a strict order by some fixed 

rule. So in case more than one treatment exists with a treatment mean as large as 't(t), by definition 

one of these is tagged as the best. This tagging is merely to prevent that any discontinuities will 

occur (see chapter 3). 

Let Y1 , i = 1, ... , t, denote the mean of the observations from treatment '111 , which we will 

call for sake of convenience the sample mean of treatment '111 , and let 'llb be the treatment with 

the largest sample mean. 



1.2.1 

So 

where 
n 

= ~ Y .. , i= 1, ... ,t, 
j -1 ,, 

The lndifferenee Zone approach 

and clearly, with probability 1, ~b is unambiguously defined. 

1.2.1 The lndifference Zone approach 

3 

In his pioneering article, Bechhofer (1954) enunciated bis point of view towards selecting 

the best treatment. He feit that whenever the goal was to identify the best treatment out of several 

different treatments, the experiment should be designed accordingly. Thus, he proposed simply 

to select treatment ~b with the aim to select the best treatment '') and to design the experiment 

such that the probability that indeed ~(I) will be selected, is controlled (in some sense) at a 

prespecified level. The selection procedure is called the means procedure and tbe probability 

that tbe selected treatment ~b is the best treatment 11(1) is called the probability of a correct 

selection and denoted by P[ CS]. 
The lndifference Zone approach, proposed by Bechhofer (1954), consistsof dividing the parameter 

space into two regions, the so-called Preferenee Zone (PZ) and its complement the lndifference 

Zone (IZ), and to guarantee a minimum value P* ( 1/t < P* < 1) of the P[ CS] for any parameter 

configuration in PZ. So this PZ represents a region of parameter values where we have a strong 

preferenee for a correct selection and for which we want to guarantee a minimum probability P* 
of a correct selection. This is the so-called P*-condition, or P*-requirement. For the situation 

described earlier the PZ is defined as 

PZ = {-c=(t'l, ... ,'t,)'ER' I 't(l)-'t(l-l)~ö*}' (ö*>O), 

so a parameter configuration is an element of the PZ whenever tbe largest treatment mean 't(t) is 

sufficiently larger than the next largest treatment mean 't(t-l)· 

The probability of a correct selection for the means procedure can be calculated in a direct manner. 

Let <I> and <j> denote the standard Normal cumulative distribution function and density function, 

respectively. 

Theorem 1 (Bechhofer (1954)) 

The probability of a correct selection for the means procedure is equal to 

P[CS]= J .. 1

fi<I>(x + 't<n-'t(i))ljl{x)dx . 
-oo i-1 oNn 

(2) 
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Proof: 

The probability of a correct selection is the probability that the sample mean Y<r> from the unknown 

best treatment is the largest sample meao in the experiment. 

So, 

- P[Y(t) = max1 ,.; ,.1Y<;J 

= P[Y(t) li!: Y<;> for all i .- t] 

[ 

y(i)- 't(i) y(t)- 't(t) 't(t)- 't(i) . ] 
=P s Nn +--;r:: for all l .- t 

aNn a n arvn 

- J"' P [ y(i)- 't(i) s x + 't(t)- 't(;) for all i .- t] cp(x )dx 
-"' aNn aNn 

f"' I -1 ( 't(t)- 't(i)) 
= II .P x + 1.. r.: cp(x )dx. 

;.1 a1vn 
_". 

The last two equations follow from the fact that the random variables 

aNn , i= 1, ... ,t, 

are mutually independentand all have the Standard Normal distribution. 0 

Remark 
From (2) it is clear that the P[ CS] is minimal in case 't1 = ..• - 't1 , with corresponding value .. 

the same probability, if we would have selected a treatment at random. 

Maybe one might think or expect that in case all treatment effects are equal all treatments are the 

"best" and the P[CS] should be equal to 1. However, to avoid discontinuity of the probability 

function, one treatment is tagged as the best treatment. Thus the case of all treatment effects being 

equal is to be interpreted as a limit situation. 

The Indifference Zone Selection Procedure is directed towards the performance of the means 

procedure for configurations (of treatment means) in the PZ. Theorem 2 (implicitly given by 

Bechhofer (1954)) states that the P[CS] for 't E PZ is minimal whenever 

't(l)- ••• = 't(l -1) = 't(t)- ö*' 

which is called the Least Favourable Configuration (LFC) and for which configuration the P[ CS], 
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denoted by PLpc[CS], can simply he given by substitution of ö* for 1:(
1

) ,;(i), i = 1, ... , t-1, in (2). 

Theorem 2 (Bechhofer (1954)) 

For all 1: E PZ : 

This Pud CS] is a strictly increasing function of n with limn _,.., PLFc[CS] 1. Hence, if 

wechoose 

( öa) 2 

n .. ö* ' 

with ö the solution of the equation 

(3) 

then it follows from theorem 2 that the means procedure possesses the P*-property. Tables of 

values of ö that satisfy (3) are given in the appendix. 

Notice that the lndifference Zone approach is concerned with the design ofthe experiment for it 

specifies a sample si ze so that the P* -condition is satisfied. 

1.2.2 The Subset Selection approach 

The Subset Selection approach, actvaneed by Gupta (1956), has as goaltoselect a minimal 

non-empty subset of the t treatments so that the best treatment ,-r(') is included in the selected 

subset with a minimum guaranteed probability P* (1/t < P* < 1 ). Here the sample size n generally 

is assumed fixed, whereas the size of the selected subset is random since it is determined by the 

data. The probability that the best treatment ~(tJ is included in the selected subset is called the 

probability of a correct selection and denoted by P[ CS]. The requirement that the P[ CS] is at least 

a prespecified value P* is called the P*-requirement, or the P*-condition, and is to hold for all 

parameter configurations (there is no Preferenee and Indifference Zone here). 

Gupta (1956) showed that the following Subset Selection Procedure (SSP) satisfies the P*-con

dition: 

select treatment ,-r;, i=1, ... ,t, iff 

with ö the constant satisfying (3). 

-ö.!!.. 
..;n' 
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Gupta (1956) showed that the probability of a correct selection for this selection rule is given by 

P[CS]=P[Y<t>«!:max1,. 1YQ>-ö;;] 

- f"' 'rr<'P(x +Ö+ 't<,>-'t<i>)q,<x)dx. 
1-1 af{ii 

-oo 

(4) 

From ( 4) it is clear that the set of configurations for which the P[ CS] is minimal, the so-called 

Least Favourable Configuration (LFC), is given by 

'tl == ••• = 't, • 

The corresponding probability of a correct selection, denoted by PLFc[CS], is equal to 

The definition of ö ensures that the SSP satisfies the P*-condition. 

It is easily verified that the PLpc[CS] can also be written as 

PLFc[ CS] = P [ Y,,>- 'tel) 0!: Y(i)- 't(i)-ö; for all i .,. t] . (5) 

Now we assume a unknown and we let S denote the unbiased pooled estimator of d- with 

v = t(n -1) degrees of freedom, given by 
t n _ 

2 
.I: .I: (Yir Y;) 

52_1-1 j-1 

t(n -1) 

Gupta (1956) also developed a SSP for this situation that satisfies the P*-condition. The ruleis 

given by: 

select treatment 11;, i==1, ... ,t, iff 

now with ö the constant that satisfies 

f f cp'- 1
(X +Öy)«x)qv(y)dxdy =P* , (6) 

o-

where qv(.) is the density function of a xNv variabie with v degrees of freedom. For values 

of ö that satisfy (6), the reader is referred to the tables in the appendix. 

The probability of a correct selection for this SSP is equal to 

P[CS]= j j:€<'P(x+Öy+ ~~(i))+(x)qv(y)dydx. 
-o 
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Clearly, the LFC is the sameasin the case of known variance, and the corresponding probability 

of a correct selection is given by 

PLFJCS] = J J !l?1
-

1(x + öy)<j>(x)qv(y)dxdy =P*. 
0 _,. 

So indeed the procedure satisfies the P*-condition (Gupta (1956)). 

The most important differences between both procedures have been given in this section. 

The lndifference Zone approach is concerned with the design of an experiment and the Subset 

Selection approach with the analysis of the data from an experiment. When the common varianee 

cl- is not known, the means procedure can not guarantee the probability requirement. A two-stage 

procedure is necessary. Single-stage SSPs are available for both cases (known and unknown 

variance). 

1.3 The follow-up 

lt is over 30 years since the two pioneers in the field of Ranking and Selection theory, 

Bechhofer and Gupta, exposed their ideas and approaches regarding the problem of selecting the 

best. Over this period a tremenclous amount of papers and hooks have been publisbed reflecting 

the increasing attention of researchers through the years. The bistorical perspective and the 

development of the field is described very c\early and extensively in two special double issues of 

the American Joumal of Management Sciences (1985) entitled "Statistica) Ranking and Selection: 

three decades of development" with contributions of Bechhofer (1985) and Gupta and Pancha

pakesan (1985). 

We repeat that the lndifference Zone and Subset Selection approaches have been applied to broad 

classes of distributions. Many generalizations and modifications of the basic problem and goal 

and various extensions of resultshave been made. Non-parametric, robust, adaptive, entropy-based 

and isotonic selection procedures have been developed. Single-stage, two-stage and sequentia! 

selection rules have been considered. Decision-theoretic and optimality formulations have been 

studied, teading to Ba yes, empirica! Bayes, minimax, r -minimax, optima! and Iocally optimal 

rul es. Selection procedures formultivariate and multinomial populations and for Poisson processes 

have been employed. Selection procedures based on medians, selection of variables in linear 

regression, selection from restricted families and conditionat selection procedures have appeared 

in the literature that is still growing in this field. 

The first book on the subject was the monograph by Bechhofer, Kiefer and Sobel (1968), a very 

theoretica! treatise on sequentia! Indifference Zone Selection Procedures, later foliowed by 

Büringer, Martin and Schriever (1980). An elementary, accessible textbook discussing mainly 

single-stage Indifference Zone Selection Procedures with many tables is Gibbons, Olkin and Sobel 
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(1977). In this respect also the volume by Bechhofer and Dunnett (1988) needs to be mentioned. 

Another standard workis the text by Gupta and Panchapakesan (1979) that gives a comprehensive 

survey of the Ranking and Selection theory at that time. The categorized bibliography by Dudewicz 

and Koo (1982) may be very helpfut as a guide. Dudewicz (1976) and Kleijnen (1975) consicter 

Selection Procedures in their books. Hochberg and Tamhane (1987) pay a bit of attention to 

Selection intheir (standard)work on multiple comparison procedures. Dudewicz (1985) edited 

tbe proceedings of the Conference on loferenee Procedures Associated with Statistica) Ranking 

and Selection, that he had organized in Hawaii in 1982. Finally, to stress the enorrnous con tribution 

of S.S. Gupta to the subject we mention Gupta and D.Y. Huang (1981) and the proceedings of 

three symposia held at Purdue University: Gupta and Yackel (1971), Gupta and Moore (1977), 

and Gupta and Berger (1982). 

Bechhofer (1985) has said, when asked about "how it started", that he was led to the selection 

and ranking formulation when he was trying to answer the following at first sight simple question: 

how to ca/culate the probability that for normal populations the sample means line up in 

the same way as the population means ? 

What a simple question cao bring about ... 

1.4 This thesis 

In this thesis we will restriet ourselves to selection procedures for the Normal distribution, 

probably the most important distribution from the viewpoint of applications. Further, only the 

location parameters ofunivariate populations will be considered and for sake of convenience we 

will concentrale ourselves on the selection of the treatment with the largest parameter value. 

The subject of statistical selection procedures is introduced in the previous sections and in 

this section of chapter 1 we try to place the contents of this thesis in the framework of Ranking 

and Selection theory. 

The next chapter, chapter 2, reverts to the origin of the SSPs. These have been announced 

as better alternatives for the goal of selecting the best than the use of Multiple Comparison Pro

cedures (MCPs), withor without the homogencity test preceding. We will underline this, but at 

the sametime asceetaio that this is simply due tothefact that MCPs are not evaluated as SSPs. 

Since if one does, a MCP cao be identical to a SSP. Strangely enough at the same time this 

elucidates the beneficial character of the SSPs with regard to the MCPs when our goal is to select 

the best treatment. Also it is demonstrated that well-known MCPs cao generate new SSPs that 

cao compete withalready existing SSPs. Anyhow, this chapter clearly demonstrales that MCPs 

and SSPs are more closely related than cao be concluded from the literature. 
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Chapter 3 considers and studies the two selection procedures described and explained in 

section 1.2. Properties of the P[ CS] for both procedures will be derived and discussed with special 

emphasis on the monotonicity of the P[ CS]. The latter because of the surprising outcome that in 

some cases obtaining more observations may leadtoa reduction of the P[CS]. This feature, that 

bas been the cause of some errors in the Iiterature, will be proved. 

In chapter 4 the development of statistica! Selection Procedures in a very specific direction 

is sketched. lt treats simultaneous confidence intervals for all distances of treatments from the 

best treatment, 

and of similar parameters. This approach was proposed by Hsu (1981) and is later referred to as 

the Multiple Comparisons with the Best (MCB) approach. Hsu (1981) has shown that the pro

bability statements associated with the Selection Procedures of Bechhofer (1954) and Gupta (1956, 

1965) can be substantially strengtherred by these intervals simultaneously. Thus, the MCB 

approach unifies both the Indifference Zone and the Subset Selection approach. 

By means of the MCB intervals we are able to formulate answers (in terms of probabilities) to 

questions Iike; 

to what extent is the best treatment in the experiment really the best treatment ? 

to what extent is the best treatment included in a selected set of treatments ? 

to what extent is a treatment better than the (best of the) rest ? 

For this reason it is important that in general Selection Procedures are available. But in the Ranking 

and Selection theory the major attention was drawn to the (balanced) one-way layout and scarcely 

toother more complex designs. And if so, almast always restricted to so-called pairwise balanced 

designs, i.e. designs for which differences between treatment effects are estimated with the same 

variance, Iike randomized complete block designs and balanced incomplete block designs. In 

chapter 4 MCB intervals for the linear model with fixed effects are proposed that extend or 

generalize already existing MCB intervals for the one-way layout. These intervals are discussed 

and illustrated by examples. A specific feature of these MCB intervals and the associated SSPs 

is that for each treatment separately a specific selection constant neects to be calculated. 

The selection procedures discussed sofarare decision rules prescrihing which treatment(s) 

to select. These rules have as operating characteristic the probability of a correct selection that 

gives the merits of the selection when following the rule. Th en the probability statement is based 

upon a lower bound for this P[ CS] with respect to (a part of) the total parameter space. In chapter 
5 it is shown that in general we can not actually calculate the P[CS] fora specific configuration 

other than the LFC, unless the design is pairwise balanced or randomized. The latter means that 

a probability mechanism is used with which the real treatments are assigned to the design treatment 
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units. Por such designs confidence lower bounds for the P[ CS] are derived. Forther it is shown 

that in case a design is randomized a SSP exists that satisfies the P*-condition but only needs one 

selection constant for all treatments. 

In ehapter 6 we dweil on the subject of the specific selection constants that appear in the 

SSPs and the MCB intervals proposed in chapter 4. These selection constants i.a. depend on the 

error degrees of freedom, the total number of treatments and the "position" of the treatments in 

the design. As to be expected in pairwise balanced designs these selection constants are all the 

same (for a fixed error degrees of freedom and total number of treatments, of course). But it 

appears that a lso other designs possess this property. It is shown that if a design bas a special kind 

of balance, called autocongruency, then all the selection constants are the same. Sufficient 

conditions are derived, with special emphasis on incomplete block designs, that can verify whether 

a design is autocongruent Por several kinds of incomplete block designs the presence of this 

symmetry will be shown. Side-steps to combinatotics and graphs will be made to this respect, 

illustrated by some examples. 

In the appendix to this thesis tables of the selection constants that appear in the SSPs and 

the MCB intervals in case of pairwise balanced designs are given. Beforehand, the determination 

of the entries in the tables is accounted for. 

1.5 Reports and presentations 

From the beginning of the study on Selection Procedures results have been reported in 

Technica! Notes and papers as well as presented at conferences and meetings. Section 3.3.3 is 

entirely based on the paper "The probability of correct selection", publisbed in Biometrika in 

1988. Largepartsof chapters 4, 5 and 6 have been publisbed in the paper "Multiple camparisoos 

withand selection of the best treatment in (incomplete) block designs", publisbed in Communi

cations of Statistics, Theory and Methods, in 1991. Sections 5.2 and 5.4.2 have been written in 

cooperation with J. Dourleijn ( department of mathematics, Agricultural University Wageningen). 

Partsof chapters 2 have beenpresentedat the XNth International Biometrie Conference in Namur, 

Belgium, in 1988 and parts ofthe chapters 2, 4 and 6 at the conference "Recent developments in 

statistica! data analysis" in Neuchàtel, Switzerland, in 1989, and at the XVth International Bio

metrie Conference in Budapest, Hungary, in 1990. Invited by Prof. C.W. Dunnett, the author bas 

presented partsof chapters 2, 4, 5 and 6 at "a symposium on biostatistics and stalistics in honour 

of Charles W. Dunnett" in Hamilton, Canada, in 1991, and which will be part of the Proceedings 

volume of the conference (in press). 
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2 Multiple Comparisons and Selection 

2.0 Abstract 

In this chapter we will throw some light on the relation between Multiple Comparison 

Procedures (MCPs) and Subset Selection Procedures (SSPs). When one is interested in the 

selection of the best treatment it is a commonplace in the literature of Ranking and Selection that 

MCPs are not appropriate and that SSPs have a great advantage over MCPs in that respect. In this 

chapter it is illustrated that only when MCPs are not regarded as SSPs this is indeed true. In case 

MCPs are adapted to the goal of selecting the best treatment it is shown that they even can be 

identical to already existing SSPs. In consequence, for one and the sameprocedure a direct relation 

between its error rate (as a MCP) and its minimum probability of selecting the best treatment (as 

a SSP) is established. The resulting relation clearly illustrates the advantage of Subset Selection 

towards the goal of selection. In search of new SSPs a well-known MCP is adapted to and evaluated 

as a SSP and compared with others. Yet the technica! problems and theoretica! limitations 

encountered make this working-method far from appealing. 

2.1 Introduetion 

We start from the basic situation of chapter 1, i.e. the balanced one-way model 

Yij = 't;+O E;j, i=1, ... ,t, j=1, ... ,n, 

with Y;j the /h ob servation from treatment 11;, 't1 , ... , 't1 the unknown treatment means, o the 

common unknown standard deviation, and the E;/s mutually independent Standard Normal 

variables. Let Y1 , ••• , Y1 and S 2 denote the sample means and the paoled sample variance, 

respectively, and 11b the treatment with Yb , the largest sample mean. Further, let •c1> s ... s •ct) 
denote the ordered treatment means and 11(•) be the treatment with treatment mean •ei) and sample 

mean Yc;>, i = 1, ... , t. Treatment 11(1) with the largest treatment mean is called the best treatment 

(in case of ties one of these is tagged as the best) and our goal is to select 11(1) • 

As indicated in chapter 1 one way to reach this goal consistsof testing the nuli-hypothesis 

of equal treatment means which, in case of a significant outcome, is usually foliowed by aso-called 

all-pairwise Multiple Comparison Procedure (MCA) in order to try to determine the treatments 

that differ significantly and thus come to select the best treatment. The main problem with this 

approach is the translation of the results of the various camparisans inherent in a MCA into a 

probability statement that makes sense with respect to the goal of se!ecting the best treatment. lt 

seems very hard to give an interpretab Ie inference concerning the unknown best treatment on the 

basis of the experimentwise error ra te a, i.e. the maximum probability of making any false claim 

of significanee for all possible treatment camparisans in the experiment is at most a . In other 
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words, "how well do we select using a MCA ?",is a question difficult to answer. Another point 

that speaks against the use of MCAs for the goal of selection is that these are developed to infer 

on all pairwise differences between the treatm.ent means. "t; -'ti • i,j = l, ... ,t, iiFj, while with SSPs 

the scope is much more narrow, namely the treatment with mean "t(t) • This led to the development 

of the Selection Procedures mentioned in chapter 1. In this chapter we will focus on SSPs and the 

relation to MCAs. 

We reeall that Gupta (1956) proposed a SSP that selects a (minimal) subset of treatments 

such that the probability the unknown best treatment is included in the subset is at least P* (the 

P*-condition). We repeat the selection rule: 

select treatment 111 , i= 1, ... ,t iff (1) 

where V2Ar.vr(= ö*) satisfies equation (6) of chapter 1, thus meeting the P*-requirement. 

Insection 2.2 we adapt some well~known MCAs to SSPs and insection 2.3 we show that adapted 

MCAs can be equivalent to SSPs. This produces for one and the same procedure a direct relation 

between two different characteristics: its experimentwise error rate a. (the MCA status) and the 

lower bound for the P[CS] (the SSP status). As will be shown much can be gained by using 

SSPs. Yet this section also manifests the difficulties that may arise when evaluating adapted MCPs 

as SSPs, namely the determination of the absolute lower bound for the P[ CS]. Toa higher degree 

this holds for the stepwise SSPs discussed insection 2.4. Finally, insection 2.5, in a special case, 

SSPs mentioned in this chapter are being compared. 

2.2 Adapting MCPs to SSPs 

We will consider two types of MCPs (or MCAs) and adapt these to SSPs. The first type 

consists of procedures that can test the significanee of any pairwise difference between the 

treatments and the second type consists of procedures that can investigate the significanee of 

heterogeneity of any subset of treatrnents. The MCPs of both types are assumed to control the 

experimentwise error rate at a.. We also assume that the MCPs possess the transitivity property 

(Gabriel (1964)) or, equivalently, are coherent (Gabriel (1969)). This means that for MCPs ofthe 

first type the following two properties should hold: 

if a treatment 111 is judged significantly different from a treatment 1fi ,j ifll. i, then any treatment 

with a larger "distance" (in absolute sense) to 'i than 11; wiJl also be judged significantly 

different from 1li • 
if a treatment 11; is judged non-significantly different from 1li, j -" i, all treatrnents with 

smaller "distances" (in absolute sense) to 1i than 111 will also be judged non-significantly 

different from 'i . 
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For MCPs of the second type the transitivity property translates into : 

if a set of treatments T is judged significantly heterogeneaus by the MCP, then every set 

that contains T will also be judged significantly heterogeneaus 

if a set of treatments T is not judged significantly heterogen eaus, then no subset of T will 

be judged significantly heterogen eaus. 

The SSP adapted from a transitive MCP of the first type that controls the experimentwise 

error ra te at a is defined as: 

select all treatments that do not significantly differ from treatment 4f!b according to the MCP. 

The SSP adapted from a transitive MCP ofthe second type that controls the experimentwise error 

rate at a is defined as: 

select in order of magnitude of treatment effect a treatment (starting off with 4f!b) only if 

thesetof treatments already selected including this treatment is still judged non-significantly 

heterogeneous, otherwise stop selecting. 

Ifthe original MCP is transitive, then the adapted MCP as a SSP is clearly transitive in the 

following sense: 

if a treatment 'i is not selected, then any treatment with a smaller sample meao than treatment 

4fl; wiJl not be selected either 

if a treatment 4fl; is selected, then any treatment with a larger sample mean than treatment 

4fli will also be selected. 

Example 1 
In the setting of a balanced one-way layout, Tukey (1953) gave exact (1-a)-level simultaneous 

confidence intervals for all pairwise differences between treatment means. These intervals imply 

the following well-known proceduretotest the significanee of any pairwise difference between 

treatment means with the experimentwise error rate controlled at a. Any two treatments 4fl; and 

4f!i, ~j= 1, ... ,t, i.-j, are judged significantly different whenever 

s 
0!: Qt,v,l-a ...[ii ' 

where Qt,v,l-a is the upper a-point of the Studentized range distribution with parameterstand 

v = t(n - 1) degrees of freedom. The resulting procedure is also known as the honestly significant 

difference test or the wholly significantdifference test. According to the definition the SSP adapted 

from Tukey 's MCP is given by 

select treatment ';, i= 1, ... ,t iff (2) 

Notice that the adapted Tukey-procedure is transitive. 
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Example2 
Gabriet (1964) proposed a procedure for testing the homogeneity of all sets of treatments on the 

basis of sums of squares between means within sets. By usin,g for each test the same critical value 

as for the well-known overallF-test (at level1-a) the experimentwise errorrateis automatically 

controlled at a . The procedure judges a set of treatments, say T, significantly heterogeneaus in 

the sense of unequal treatment means, iff 

s; > (t -1)F~.~~aS2, 

with F!,ïl_a the upper a-point ofthe F-distribution with t-1 and v- t(n -1) degrees offreedom, 

and Si the sum of squares for the homogeneity hypothesis of the treatments in T given by 

where 

- Y; 
YT- 1: 

iET T 

with I T I the number of treatments in Tand where the sommation is over all treatments in T. 

The SSP adapted from this MCP of Gabriet (1964) becomes 

select treatment 'Ir;, i= 1, ... ,t iff (3) 

with T; = { 'lrJ : Yi <:!: Y;}. 

Notice that Gabriel's procedure is transitive and hence the SSP, adapted from it (in the sense 

explained before ). 

Example3 
Another single-step procedure that can be used for pairwise camparisans among all treatments is 

Scheffé's (1953) S-procedure which in its general form gives simultaneons confidence intervals 

for alllinear combinations of the parameters betonging to some specified subspace. Restricted to 

pairwise comparisons in a balanced one-way layout it generates a procedure for testing differences 

between treatment effects for significanee with the experimentwise error rate controlled at a as 

follows. Any pair of treatments 'Ir; and 'lri, ~j = 1, ... ,t, iJI!j, is judged significantly different whenever 

- - .! l s I Y;- yj I 0!: V 2(t -1)F~,Ï-a vn.' 
This procedure is also known as the fully significant difference or globally significant difference 

test. Notice the strong resemblance with Gabriel's procedure. Oearly, the SSP adapted from 

Scheffé's procedure becomes 

select treatment 'Ir;, i=1, ... ,t iff (4) 
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We have discussed three well-known transitive single-step MCPs that can be used for all 

pairwise camparisans and where the experimentwise error rate is controlled at level a . These 

three procedures have been adapted, for the goal of selecting the best treatment, to SSPs (2), (3) 

and (4), respectively, and are therefore in principle camparabie to Gupta's SSP (1). 

2.3 Me rits of MCPs as SSPs 

Notice that the SSPs (1), (2) and (4) are equivalent except for the values 

/:it,v,P* ' ~QI,v,l-a and Y(t -l)F~,Ï=-a ' 

where v t(n-1) for all three cases. Hence, SSP (1) of Gupta (1956,1965) was in essence present 

in already existing MCPs. This is an important link between SSPs and MCPs. Although they differ 

with respect to the parameter of interest both MCPs and SSPs have more or less the same basis 

which is reflected by their structure. Insection 2.3.1 some interesting relations between the adapted 

MCP (2) and SSP (1) will be derived that give a quite different and new view on the efficiency 

of SSPs with respect to selecting the best treatment in contrast with MCPs. To be able to campare 

SSP (3) with the others one first has to evaluate it as a SSP. Insection 2.3.2 for a special case 

indeed the probability of a correct selection for SSP (3) and its minimum value are determined 

as well as its expected subset size. Next the same kind of relation with SSP (1) is given for SSP 

(3) as is done in section 2.3.1 for SSP (2) with SSP (1 ). 

2.3.1 Tukey versus Gupta 

The essential equality of three SSPs enables us to make comparisons and we will do so in 

two different ways, but hereby restriet our discussion to camparing SSP (1 ), the procedure of 

Gupta, and SSP (2), the adaptation ofTukey's procedure, because it is well known that SSP (4), 

the adaptation of Scheffé's procedure, is less efficient than SSP (2) (see e.g. Gabriel (1970)). 

The first way of comparison between SSPs (1) and (2) we will discussis a kind of comparison 

found in the literature when a MCP is set against a SSP with respect to their performances. In 

these cases the advantage of SSPs over MCPs is being supported through some example in which 

the size of the subset attained by the SSP is smaller than when using the MCP. In such examples 

the SSP is being determined by a specification of the minimum probability of a correct selection 

P*, and the MCP is defined by specifying the experimentwise error rate a as a 1-P* (e.g., 

P* = 0.95 and a- 0.05) . In that manner the confidence levels are set equal and the comparison 

comes down to camparing the values 

At,v,P* 
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The following theorem tells us that this always tums out to the advantage of Gupta's procedure 

with respect to the subset size. 

Theoreml 

For all t 01: 2, vEN U { oo} and P* E (1/t, 1) : 

Proof: 

Let t :2:2, vEN and P* E (1/t, 1). For sake of convenience we abbreviate A,,v,P* and Q,,v,P* with 
A and Q, respectively. The simultaneous confidence intervals for all pairwise differences between 

the treatment means (fukey (1953)) arebasedon the pivotalevents 

[
- - s - - s 

Aq = Y;- yj -q ...{ii Sl:; -'ti s Y;- yj +q ...{ii 

From the definition of Q it follows that P(A0 ] = P*. 
We reeall from chapter 1 that the constant A satisfies 

P[BI!l) P* 
..f'}.!;. - ' 

where 

for all i,j, i ;o! j] , q > 0 . 

(1) [- - s ] B d = Y(r) -1:1!> :2: Y (i) - 't(i) - d ...{ii for all i ;o! t , d E R . 

Notice that theevent BJ> "increases" in d, i.e. if d1 s ~ then B~l Ç.B!f; . 

From P[Aa] -P[B~à] -P* and the observation that for all values d > 0 we have Ad Ç.BJ>, it 

readily follows that ..fiA sQ. 

The case v = oo (S - a) can he treated analogously from which the theorem follows. 0 

Of course, MCAs like Tukey's must he less efficient and less sharp than SSPs like Gupta's 

when the object is to select the unknown best treatment. This because the former must he able to 

discrimina te between all treatments while the interest of the latter is restricted to the best. Theorem 

2 illustrates this fact again by showing that the pivotal event Aq that is the basis of Tukey's 

procedure is the union of t different pivotal events that all have the same coverage probability as 

tbe pivotalevent BJ1 tbat forms the basis of Gupta's procedure. 

Totbis purpose wedefine tbe events 

. [V.-Y.-(1:·-1:·) ] 
B~- 1 ;Nn' 'sd forall j;o!i , i=1, ... ,t. 
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Theorem2 

For all d ~ 0 and for all i= 1, ... , t : 

t . 

Ad= n B~ and P[B~] = P[BJ1 . 
i -1 

Proof: 

Wedefine 

i,j =l, ... ,t,i .... j. 

Th en 

Ad- [-d sZ1; s d for all i,j = 1, ... ,t,i,.. j] 

= [-d sZ1; s d for all i,j = 1, ... ,t,i <iJ 
and 

so 
t . / 

nB~-
i -1 

n [Z .. ~ -d for all j ,.. i] 
i •l IJ 

- n [Zi' ~ -d] n n [Z1; ~ -d] 
1!1f.i<j!t:.t iJ lsj<ist 

n 
1 s.i <j ;;.t 

[-d sZ1; s d] 

Ad. 

In case of a balanced one-way model the set of variables Y1 't; , i = 1, ... , t as well as the set 

Y(i)- 't(i) , i - 1, ... , t are sets of mutually independent Normal variables with zero means and 

common varianee d . 
So P[B~] = P[BJ1 for all i - 1, ... , t. 0 

But is this comparison justified? Let us take a look at some examples in the literature to 

answer this question. 

With respecttoa eertaio data set Somerville (1984a) compared, using as a confidence level P* 

= 0.95, the subsets of Gupta's procedure and his multipleF SSP (to be discussed insection 2.4) 

with the subset of Tukey's procedure "interpreted as subset selection procedure" by using a 

threshold value based upon an experimentwise error rate of a = 0.05. 

This is not fair. Tukey's procedure may well be interpreted as a SSP but that doesnotmake it at 

that instant a SSP, fit for comparisons on an even base. To that purpose one should treat such a 
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procedure as a SSP meaning that it must be evaluated as such. We will return to this point later 

in this section. In addition, I see no other arguments for the choice of P* = 0.95 and a= 0.05 than 

that these are probably the most frequently used values for the minimum probability of a correct 

selection and error rate, respectively (at least in the teaching area). 

Bofinger (1983) compared the Newman-Keuls MCP with Gupta's SSP by consictering the 

(minimum) distance needed between the bestand the second best treatment in an experiment such 

that Gupta's subset contained only one treatment, and the same (minimum) distance needed to 

state that in applying Newman-Keuls procedure the treatment that came out best was significantly 

different from the treatment that came out second best. In her comparison Bofinger (1983) used 

for the SSP P* = 0.95 and for the MCP a= 0.05 which was given no further explanation. 

In a very clear artiele Chew (1977) bas summarized several MCPs that were available in the 

literature and as illustration applied them all to one and the samedata set each time with a= 0.05. 

He also applied Gupta 's SSP on that data set with P* = 0.95, but yet did notmake any comparison 

with the results of the MCPs. This example confirms the suggestion that the choices a= 0.05 and 

P* = 0.95 are mainly basedon common practice. 

A different kind of comparison occurred in Hsu (1981), where he stressed the difference between 

the threshold values 11 and Q , as part of a comparison between the widths of simultaneous 

confidence intervals for the parameters 

"t;-"t(r), i= l, ... ,t, 

that he obtained and of those intervals that can be obtained from Tukey 's inference. In this context 

it is correct to use for both methods the same confidence level which implies P* = 0.95 and a = 

0.05. Hsu (1981) spotted the same advantage as proved in theorem 1. 

In order to campare procedure (1) and (2) as SSPs on an even base we must evaluate them 

both as SSPs. This means that each of both procedures will be defined so that it meets the 

P*-requirement. Next we can investigate their performances on another property for purpose of 

comparison. Often the ( expected) subset size is considered. 

Ifboth SSPs (1) and (2) must satisfy the P*-condition, then it should hold that 

1 -Q -11 V2 t,v,l-a- t,v,P* • (5) 

Notice that this time the threshold values are set equal to each other and not, as before, the 

confidence levels. But if (5) holds, then both SSPs are.identical and further comparisons on one 

or another property, e.g. the expected subset size, seem useless. 

Yet condition (5) offers us a second way of relating MCPs to SSPs which will stress the 

efficiency of SSPs compared to the (thoughtless) use of MCPs with respect to selection of the 
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best treatment. Namely, from (5) we can derive a direct re lation between a and P* which answers 

the question of how well does one select with such an adapted MCP like SSP (2). In order to 

assess this re lation we de fine two probability functions G and T by 

G(t, v,d) =P[BJ1 

and 

T(t,v,d)=P[Aa], tEN, vENU{oo} and d>O, 

respectively. 

So G(t,v,d) isthe PLFc[CS] ofSSP(l)and T(t,v,d) istheprobabilitydistributionfunction 

of the Studentized range. Notice that, in termsof the functions G and T, the constants A,,v,P* and 

Q,,v,l-u are defined by 

G(t, V, V2A,,v,P*) =P* 

and 

T(t, V, Q,,v,l-J = 1-a' 

respectively. 

We willexamine the direct relation between P* and a by fixing P* and next evaluating the 

function alpha(t, v,P*) defined by 

alpha(t, v,P*) = 1- T(t, v, ...;2A,,v,P*) . 

Thus, wedetermine the experimentwise error rate of Tukey's original MCP when we use as 

threshold value V2A,,v,P*, the value that is necessary to have the adapted farm ofTukey's MCP 

as SSP satisfy the P* -condition. 

From chapter 1 we know that 

G(t,v,d)= J J <I>'-
1
(x+dy)$(x)q_.(y)dxdy (6) 

0 -00 

Further, 

T(t, v,d) = t J J { <I>(x + dy)- <I>(x)}' - 1
<P(x)q"(y )dxdy (7) 

0 -oo 

Expression (7) can be found e.g. in David (1981), page 12. Theorem 3 demonstrates that in case 

t=2 a simp ie and direct expression exists for the function alpha . All other cases are worked out 

numerically. In each ofthe figures 1, 2, 3 and4 treatingP* 0.50, 0.75, 0.95 and 0.99, respectively, 

the function alpha(t, v,P*) is plotted against t ( = 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024) for the 

cases v = 2, 10, 30, 60, 120 and oo (known varianee case). 
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Theorem3 

Por all v ENU{oo} andP* E (0.5, 1) : 

alpha(2, v,P*)- 2(1-P*) . 

Proof: 

Using (7) we have 

alpha(2, v,P*) = 1-2 I I {flJ(x +Vl~.v,P•Y)-~(x)}lj)(x)qv(y)duly 
0-<» 

= 1-2G(2,v,v'2~v,P•)+2 I I flJ(x)lj)(x)qv(y)duly 
0--«> 

-2-2P* . 0 

It is clear from the figures that even for intermediale values of t, e.g. t = 16 or 32, the relation 

between a and P* is extremely advantageous for Gupta 's procedure in the sense that for common 

values of P* an enormous value of a, presumably not used in practice, may be used in the adapted 

form ofTukey' s procedure to state the sameP* -property with respect to selecting the best treatment 

as Gupta's procedure. 
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2.3.2 The single F subset selection procedure 

Insection 2.2 the adaptation of the simultaneous test procedure of Gabtiel (1964) is given 

and referred to as SSP (3). Since this mle is not described in the literature in this specific form 

(see also section 2.4), we can notmake up yet the merlts of the new SSP. Therefore, we shall first 

have to determine its minimum probability of a correct selection, where the minimum is taken 

over all configurations of the treatment means. In other words we have to assess its LFC (see 

chapter 1). 

In general it seems very hard to establish the LFC for SSP (3). We wil!, as a special case, 

consider the situation with only t=3 treatments and assume that the common varianee is known. 

For reasons later to be explained we will eaU SSP (3) the single F subset selection procedure (SF) 

and give its definition for the situation of 3 treatments for sake of convenience. 

Let 11111,11121,11131 denote the treatments withordered sample means Y111 s Y121 s Y131 , respectively. 

We de fine two stalistics 

and 
- - - 2 

-2 -2 -z (Y[3J + Y121 + YrtJ) 
S3 = n(Y[3J + y[2J + yltl- 3 ), 

which can be seen as the "sums of squares for treatments" using the largest two and three sample 

means, respectively. 

The SF is defined by: 

select treatments 11111 , t 121 and 11131 iff 

select treatments 11121 and 11131 iff S2 s c?F and S3 > crF ; 
select treatment 11131 iff S2 > crF and S3 > crF , 

where the threshold value F corresponding to Gabtiel's procedure (in case the varianee is known) 

is equal totheupper a-point of the Chi-square distribution with 2 degrees of freedom, so 

F = :Xit-a (= 2F;,l-a) · 

Notice that the last condition in the definition of SF is equivalent to S2 > crF 

We can a lso descri he the procedure in a step-down fashion as follows: 

step 1. Test the homogeneity hypothesis IJ6 : 't1 = 'tz = 't3• 

If S3 s c?F , then select all treatments and stop. 

If S3 > crF , then praeeed to step 2. 
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step 2. Drop treatment ~[lJ and test the homogeneity of the two remaining treatments. 

If S2 s dF , then select both treatments ~[21 ahd ~[31 and stop. 

If S2 > dF, then drop treatment ~[21 , select only treatment ~[31 and stop. 

This clearly indicates the link ofthe SFto step-down procedures proposed by Somerville (1985a,b ), 

whowas apparently the first to consicter the use of such SSPs. We will returntothese stepwise 

SSPs in section 2.4. 

The evaluation of the SF is reflected in theorem 4 expressing the minimum P[ CS] for all SFs 

with F s 8.11. It is proved that for these procedures the LFC is the set of configurations with 

equal treatment means. We first give the P[CS] in lemma 1 and some analytic results in lemma 

2, befare we state and prove theorem 4. Parts of the proofs are conceived in the sense of Duncan 

(1955), Somerville (1984b) and DuPreez, Swanepoel, Venter and Somerville (1985a). 

Lemma] 

The P[CS] for the SF, denoted by P 5p( CS], is equal to 

with 

and 

P5p[CS]= I I <jl(x1 -rh)<P(x2 -rh)dx2dx1 

0 -{xt + 2VF)N3 
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Proof: 

Without loss of generality we may assume that cT/n = 1, and reptace Y1 , Y2 , Y3 by Y1 , Y2 , Y3 , 

respectively, where the latter are three mutually independent Standard Normal variables. With 

analogous replacements for Y[iJ and Y(il, i=l,2,3, we have 

PsJCS].. PsJCS, Y(1l < Y(2l < Y(3J + P5JCS, Y(1l < Y(3> < Y(2J 

+ P8JCS, Y(2l < Y(1l < Y(3J + P8JCS, Y(2> < Y(3> < Y(1J 

+ P8JCS, Y(3> < Y(1> < Y(2J + PsJCS, Y(3> < Y(2> < Y(1l] 

PsJY(ll < Y(2l < Y(3J + PsJS2 s elF, Y(1> < Y(3l < Y(2l] 

+ PsJY(z) < Y(ll < Y(3J + P sJSz s elF • Y(zl < Y(3l < Y(IJ 

+ P8JS3 s elF,Y(3> < Y(1> < Y(2J + P8JS3 s dF,Y(3l < Y(2l < Y(IJ· 

We can represent the selection procedure in a two-dimensional plane using the orthogonal 

transformation 

XI = ( - y (2) + Y(3)}/V2 

Xz = (-2Y(t) + Y(2) + Y(3J!Y"6 
x3 = ( Yct) + Ycz) + Y(3))/V3' 

where Xt> X21 X3 are mutually independent Normal variables with common varianee 1 and means 

'111 , l']2 , l']3 , respectively, with 

lli = ( -'t<z> +'t(3J)!v'2 , "h = (-2't<t> +'t<2l + 't(3JIV6 and '113 = ('t(Il +'t(2l +'t(3l)/V3 · 

From this it easily follows that 

SJel .. x; +Xi, 

and 

if Y(l) "' l!tJ 
if Y(2) -l[I] 
if Y(3) =l!tJ . 

By using the inverse transfarm we get 

P8JCS] =P8JX2 >X1/V3 > 0] +P8J-X1/V3 <X2 <X1/V3, X1 >0] 

+PsJX; sF, X2 > -X1/V3 > 0] +PSF[(X1 +V3X2)
2
/4 sF, X2 < -X1/V3 < o] 

+PsJx; +XisF, Xtf'/3 <Xz < -X1/V3, XI< 0] +PsJX; +Xi sF, x2 <Xt!V3 < 0] 
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J <j)(x1 - l1JW{X2 l'h)dx , 
R1 UR2 UR3 UR4 UR5 UR,; 

with x - (x1 , x2)' and R1 , ••• , R6 the regions represented in figure 5. The last equality follows 

from the fact thatX1 andX2 are independent Normal variables with common varianee 1 and means 

'1'] 1 and '1']2 , respectively. Notice that (riJ, l)2) E R1 , because l)2 ~ lJt!'v'3 ~ 0. 

From this lemma 1 readily follows. 

Figure 5. The single F SSP in (X1 , X2)-space. 

x,--VF 

R, 

0 
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Lemma2 

lf F s 8.11, then for all 0 < fl < VF : 

[ 

2 l ( V4F -3 2_ 2) 1 +entier 
1 

6 (-'~~-) ~ exp fl fl fl --arctan _r--:; 4 
"' V4F-'f!

2 

Proof: 

Consicter the functions /1> J2, f3 : (0, VF) - R , defined by 

.h(fl) = entier [ 1 6 

2 
( -'~-) ] - - arctan _ r:-;;--'1 

"' v4F-1J 

~"( ) ( flV 4F- 3fl
2 
-fl

2
) 

12 
fl = - exp _,___ __ _,______,_ 

4 

and 

.h<fl) = 1 + ft(f}) + J2(fl). 

We will prove that if F s 8.11, then for all 0 < fl < VF it holds that f3{fl) ~ 0. 

Notice that h. is a monotonic increasing function (with jumps) and that J2 is a decreasing function 

on (0, VFi3) but increasing on (VFi3, VF) . Straightforward calculations lead to 

with 

{ 

2 if fl E(O,r2) 

ft{fl) = 3 if fl E [r2, r 3) 

4 if fl E [r3,r4), 

2VF r2 = -o.3473VF, 
V1 + tan-2{31:/18) 

r 3 - ZVF - 0.517&/F, 
V1 + tan-2(31:/12) 

r 4 -
2VF ... o.6t8oVF. 

Vl +tan-2(31:/10) 

Notice that r 3 < VFf3 < r 4 , for all F > 0. 

Th en 

iff 
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{ 

3+.t;(r2)0i!:O 

4+ .t;(r3)0i!:O 

5 + .J;(VFï3) Oi!: 0 . 

The single F subset selection procedure 

Approximately this leads to the oonditions 

F s; 8.1105, F s; 8.4345 and F s; 9.6566, 

from which the lemma follows. 

Theorem4 

If F :S 8.11, then 

the P8JCS] is minimal in case 't(l) = 't<2>- 't<3> (LFC) 

with corresponding value 

Proof: 

29 

0 

From lemma 1 we know that the PsJ CS] is the probability content of the region 

R = R 1 U R2 UR3 UR4 UR5 U R6 with respecttoa unit circular bi varlate Normal distribution centred 

at (th, th) ER1 • Because ofthe symmetry ofthe regionR with respect to the line X2 =Xd..f3, 

it is clear that the P8JCS] =PsJCS](rh, tb), as function of TJ1 and r12, decreases as (rh, tlz) 

approaches the intersection of the X2-axis and the line through (TJ 1 , TJ 2) with gradient 1/V3 , so 

minj (TJ,.TJzliTJ2"'~tNl"o l PsJCS](rlJ,th) 

=min{ (O,TJz)l•'h"o} P8JCS](TJ1, TJ2) 

=min{ Tlz' Tlz'"O} P 8JCS](O, 1']2). 

Hence we will oonsider the following function with respect to 1']2 , denoted by P(TJ2), 

P(TJ2) = PsJCS](O, th) 

= J cp(xl)cp(xz - TJz)dx 
R 

Wedefine 

(R + TJz) = { (xl , Xz + TJz) I (xr , Xz) ER } 

and 

R -(R +TJ2)= { (x1 ,.xz)ER I (x1 ,xz)~(R +TJ2)}. 
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Assume t}2 2: .fF. 
Th en (R + t}2) Ç R , see a lso figure 6, and we have 

P('t12)- J cp(x1)cp(Xz -t}2}dx + J <P(xl)<P(Xz -t}z}dx 
~~~ R-~~~ 

- P(O). 

J cp(xJcp(x2 -t}2}dx 
R -(R +'1)2) 

Figure 6. Representation of P(O) and P(.fF). 

(-VF,VFl 

(-VF,O) 

I 

'I 
I 

I 

X2 

t 

I 

I 

I 
j (O,VF) 
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Now assume 0 < 112 < VP. 
From figure 7 we see that 

P(flz) - I cj>(xl)cp(xz- 'Yiz)dx - I cj>(xl)cp(xz- flz}dX 
~+tl:J A 

+ I cp(xl)cp(x2- 'Yiz)dx + I cj>(xl)cp(Xz- 'Yiz)dx 
B CUD 

~ P(O) + I cj>(x1)cj>(x2 - f12)dx - I cp(x1)cp{Xz- f12)dx. 
B A 

Figure 7. Representation of P(O) and P(flz) for 0 < f12 < VF . 
x2 

+ (O,VF) 

' Cl 
I 

T <o. Tl:zl 

(-VF,O) \ +<o.o) -

R+lJ2 

, , I 
' 

..... x. 

31 
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We will deduce a condition on F that ensures that the probability content of region B is at least 

as large as that of region A. Notice that 

J cp(x1)«X2-1h)dx - J <jl(x1)«X2-'l'h)dx - J cp(xr)<jl(x2)dx, 
B B'+tb B' 

where region B' is the reflection of region B in the line X2 ::::: ~'12 and where 

B' +f]2 - { (x1 ,X2 + f]2) I (x1 ,Xz) EB'} (see figure 8). The first equation follows from the inva

riance of the unit circular bivariate Normal density function with centre C, under reflections in 

lines through C. 

Figure 8. Representation of A, B and B'. 

B' 

x, 
f 

I 

,~'----------------~ 
I (O,VF) 

' ' 

B 

(o,",) 

(0,0) ..... x, 
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Further, 

J <j>(x1)!j)(x2 - r1z)dx = J <j>(x1)<j>(x2)exp{ 1']2( X:!- ~rh) }dx 
A A 

( 
y4F 3 

2 
1 

2
) f s exp llz ~ llz -lz !j)(xJ)<j>(xz)dx . 

A 

Notice that A C B' and, even more, that for all angles a. with -rc/3 s a. s 0 we have 

Aa~B', 

33 

with Aa the region obtained by rotating A through the angle a. . Further, for all these angles 

-rc/3 s a. s 0 it holds that 

J <j>(x1)<j>(x2)dx = J <j>(x1)<j>(x2)dx . 

A" A 

By calculating the maximum number of times, say k, that non-overlapping Aa's fit in the region 

B' we obtain 

J <j>(x1)<j>(X:!)dx <:!: k J <j>(x1)!Jl(X:!)dx • 
B' A 

Straightforward calculations lead to 

k = 1 + en tier [ 1 ' 

2 

( "' ) ] --arcfan _ r:;;-::'2 
rr y4F -'tlz 

From lemma 2 it follows that if F s 8.11, then for all 0 < 1']2 < ..fF: 

J <j>(xt)<I>(X:! -l']z)dx 
A 

which completes the first part of the theorem. 

The second part follows from the ob servation that in case 1:(1) = 1:(2) = 1:(3) : 

P8JCS] = P(O) = 2 J !j)(x1)<j>(x2)dx + 2 J <j>(x1)$(X:!)dx . 0 
~u~ ~ 
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As in section 2.3.1 we cao establish for the SF arelation between the P* on the one hand 

and the a on the otber. We start off with a value of a , compute the critica) value for SSP (3) 

being F- xi,1_a and then, if F s 8.11, use lheorem 4 to calculate P811(LI'cjCS] which beoomes 
the value P*. Table 1 gives the relation between a and P* for a range of values of F in the 

interval [0, 8.11 ]. Notice that, with t=3 , even using a value as large as a= 0.2625 in the adapted 

form (3) of Gabriel's MCP leads to a reasonable value of P*=0.90. 

Subsetsize 

Table 1. 

Relation between significanee level a, the critical F value and the 

minimum probability of a correct selection P* for the SF. 

a F (== Xit-a) p* 

1.0 0.000 0.3333 

0.9 0.211 0.5253 

0.8 0.446 0.6116 

0.7 0.713 0.6800 

0.6 1.022 0.7390 

0.5 1.386 0.7916 

0.4 1.833 0.8397 

0.3 2.408 0.8841 

0.2625 2.675 0.90 

0.2 3.219 0.9255 

0.1375 3.968 0.95 

0.1 4.604 0.9642 

0.05 5.995 0.9825 

0.0289 7.084 0.99 

0.025 7.379 0.9914 

A characteristic of a SSP is the associated subset size S (this capitalietter is commonly used in 

the literature to denote the subset size and the context should be decisive in discerning it from the 

square root of the pooled estimator for the common unknown varianee cl of the observations). 

The subset size is a discrete random variabie and its expected value, denoted by E(S), is often 

used to compare SSPs that are defined so that they meet the P*-requirement. This strongly 

resembles the methodology of comparing statistica) tests where the sizes of the tests are set equal 

and next the powers of the tests are being compared. In lemma 3 an expression for the expected 

subset size of SF, denoted by E(SsF), is given. 
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Lemma3 

Proof: 

The single F subset selection procedure 

00 -{x,. + 'WF)!VJ 

-I I { <j>(xl - l'h) + <j>(xl +l'h) }<j>(xz - 'l'h)dx 
0 

-I I { <j>(xl - rh) + <j>(xl + l'h) }<j>(xz -llz)dx 

VF -{x,. - z,;F)!VJ 

Withoutlossof generality we assume cr/n = 1. 

Applying the orthogonal transformation used in lemma 1, we get 

E(SsF) = P[SsF ~ 1] + P[SsF ~ 2] + P[SsF ~ 3] 

= 1 +P[SsF ~ 2] +P[SsF = 3] 

= 1 +P[SsF ~ 2] +P[X~ +Xi sF] 

= 1 + 1-P[SsF = 1] +P[X~ +Xi sF] 

= 2 + I <I>(Xz -llz)<j>(xl -111)dx - I <j>(xz -llz)<jl(xl -111)dx , 
A 1 UA2 B1 UB21 UB22 UB3 

with A1 , A2 , B 1 , B21 , B22 and B3 as represented in figure 9. By symmetry 

I <j>(xz -llz)<j>(xl - l'h)dx = I <j>(xz -llz)<jl(xl + ll1)dx , 
A1 A2 
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and similar relations hold with A1 and A2 replaced by B1 and B3 as wellas when replaced by 

B21 and B22• 

So I E(SsF)= 2+ <I>(Xz-llz){<j>(xl-l'll)+<j>(xl +l11)}dx 

A2 

- I <j>(xz-llz){<P(xl-l'll)+<j>(xl +111)}dx , 
B72 UB3 

from which the lemma readily follows. 0 
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Figure 9. Representation of A 1 , A2 , B1 , B21 , B22 and B3 • 

<-YF.ff73l 

B" 

2.4 Stepwise procedures 

x, 
t 

(0,0)- A2 -

B, 

We have seen in section 2.2 that adapting single-step MCAs to SSPs yielded procedures 

identical to already existing SSPs. So, as for that, using MCPs modified for the purpose of selection 

seems to address the problem of selection adequately. Having seen this feature for single-step 

MCPs, it is obvious to consicter other, such as stepwise MCPs. 

Stepwise MCPs exist in two forms: step-down and step-up. Without being too specific, a step-down 

procedure starts with testing an overall hypothesis and next steps down testing implied hypotheses, 

while a step-up procedures proceeds the other way round. A step-down procedure therefore uses 

a non-increasing sequence of critical constants for the successive tests while a step-up uses an 

non-decreasing sequence of cri ti cal constants (single-step procedures in general have one cri ti cal 

constant only). 

An advantage of stepwise procedures over single-step procedures is that the former are in general 
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more powerful. A disadvantage is that they are almost only suited for hypothesis testing and not 

for confidence estimation. The use of stepwise procedures in the Iiterature of Ranking and 

Selection is not new. Naik (1975) proposed a step-down procedure for the goal of selecting a 

subset which contains all treatments better than a standard that improved upon the procedures of 

Dunnett (1955) and Gupta and Sabel (1958). Also Naik (1977) improved upon the procedure of 

Desu (1970) by using a step-down procedure. When the goal is toselect a (minima!) subset of 

treatments that contains the best treatment, Somerville (1984a, 1985a, 1985b) seems to be the 

first who proposed stepwise procedures for this purpose. Unfortunately, in general these pro

cedures are not demonstrably better because, except for the case t=3 , there is no proof (yet 

extensive Monte Carlo studies) for the conjecture of Somerville that these SSPs have as LFC the 

situation 1:1 = •.. = T1 • Nonetheless, in this way the SSPs are evaluated. 

First we give the two step-down SSPs proposed by Somerville (1984a, 1985b) and next 

restriet ourselves to the case of t = 3 treatments (because, as mentioned, for t <:!: 4 no proofs are 

available that the P*-property is satisfied by these step-down procedures) and a common known 

variance, so that we can campare the two procedures with SSPs (1) and (3) appropriately. 

The multiple range subset selection procedure (MR) of Somerville (1984a) is defined as 

follows: 

obtain the smallest j such that Y[tJ Yu1 < d,_j:n , 

and select the treatments ~;, i=l, ... ,t, with Y; <:!: YuJ· 
The constauts d1 , ~, ••• (do= 0) are chosen sequentially; d1 is such that the P[CS] equals P* 
in the case of t=2 treatments and 1:1 =T2 ; ~is such that the P[CS] equals P* in the case of 

t=3 treatments and 1:1 = T2 = T3 , using the value d1 in the procedure; etc. 

Remark 

The MR of Somerville (1984a) has a typical step-down plan, i.e. we start in fact with testing the 

homogencity hypothesis T1 = ... - 't1 and if Y[t]- Y[lJ s d1 _ 1aNn we select all treatments, else 

we eliminale the treatment with the smallest sample meao and calculate the range of the means 

of the remaining treatments in order to test the homogencity of these treatments, etc. Because of 

this, the procedure is clearly transitive in the sense of SSPs. It must be emphasized that this 

procedure in general cao not be rewritten as a single-step procedure because it may happen that 

if we praeeed the other way round (step-up), thus starting with the best one in the experiment and 

add other treatments if the corresponding ranges do not exceed the threshold value d,_ p/Vn, not 

the same subset is obtained as when we praeeed according to the step-down procedure. That this 

can happen is easy to distract from the fact that the constants do , d1 , ••• form a strict increasing 

series. 
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The multiple F subset selection p~edure (MF) of Somerville (1985b) is defined by : 

obtain the smallest j such that S~ :s; (t- j)F1_p2
, 

with 1j and S~ as defined in example 2, 

and select all the treatments of 1j . 
The constants F 1 , F2 , ••• are determined in the same way as described for the MR. Also the 

remark made for the MR applies to the MF, since with the MF the constants F 1 , 2F2 , 3F3 , ••• 

form a strict increasing series. 

2.5 Comparison of SSPs: a special case 

For sake of convenience, in this section SSP (1) is denoted by G. We will compare the SSPs 

G, SF, MF and MR for the special case of t=3 treatments and common known varianee rf. For 

this special situation the probabilities of a correct selection and the expected subset sizes of the 

four SSPs are expressed as integrals and next calculated. In short we will give the expressions for 

the SSPs. Withoutlossof generality we assume rr/n = 1. 

G ; select treatment 11;, i= 1,2,3, iff Y; ;a: Y[31 - V2 A , 

then (Gupta (1965)) 

Pa[ CS] = f <P(x +VZA + 't<3l- 't<2>)<1>(x +VZA + 1:<3>- ,;<1>)cp(x )dx 
_.,. 

and 
3 .. 3 

E (S0 ) = .l: f . n: . ei>( x + V2 A + ( 't(i) - 't(i)))cp(x )dx. 
,. -1 -te J ·1,, •t 

SF ; see section 2.3.2. 

MF; select treatments 1f[tJ , 1f[2J and 11[31 iff 

select treatments 1f[2l and 1fl3l iff 

select treatment 1fl3l iff 

Somerville (1984b) has proved that if F 2 :s (0.75)F3 , corresponding to P* ;a: 0.991, then the 

P* -property is met. The PMI'[ CS] can be represented as the probability content of a certain region 

with respect to a unit circular bivariate Normal distribution centred at (t11, T)2). 
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Proceeding as in section 2.2 we get 

--Pi yFrxi 

and 

with 

and 

MR; 

P ..,[CS]- _&, _ . .}_>!+(x, -~,)<!>(x, - ~,)dx 

+ J J +(xt-TJl)cp{Xl-fb)dx 
a -i,x.+~tfi 

..;r, 
E(SMF) .. 2 + f 

0 

a -yF,-x'; .., -i-'1+~/VJ 

-I f v(x1,X2)dx - f 
0 a 

b 

-J, ~ v(x,,x,)dx f 
2 b 

select treatments 'r11 , 'r21 and 'r31 iff 

select treatments 'r21 and 'r3J iff 

select treatment 'r3J iff 

f v(v1,X2)dx 

f v(x1,Xi)dx, 

-ix.+~IVJ 

y[3]- y[l] s ~ 
Yr31 - Y[ll > d3 and Yr31 - Yr21 s ~ 
Y[3J - Y[ll > ~ and Yr31 - Yr21 > ~· 
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DuPreez, Swanepoel, Venter and Somerville (1985a) have proved for the MR. in case of three 

treatrnents and known varianee that the P* -property is satisfied and that the corresponding P[ CS] 

is at most that ofGupta's procedure uniformly. Further, they have presented strong evidence that 

(for P* s 0.98) the expected subset size of Gupta's procedure is uniformly larger than the one of 

MR. (DuPreez, Swanepoel, Venter and Somerville (1985b) gave a SSP with uniformly lower 

expected subset size than Gupta's). Expressions for the PMJCS] and the E(SM0, used in the 

following comparisons, are derived from Du Preezet al. (1985a). 
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The comparison between the four SSPs G, SF, MF and MR consists of first determining 

the procedures so that the P*-property is satisfied, and next evaluating the two following prop

erties: 

- the probability of a correct selection 

- the expected subset size. 

This is done for three sets of configurations of the treatment effects, namely 

configuration I = {'t: 't<1> = 't<2> = 't<3>- ö} 
configuration 11 = { 't: 111> = 't<2>- ö = 't(3)- 2ö} 
configuration III = { 't: 't(ll = 't<2> - ö ... 't<3> - ö}, 

with ö attaining the values 0, 0.5, 1, 2 and 5. 
For configurations I and III two treatment means are equal, but for the former one treatment mean 

is larger by an amount ö , while for the latter one treatment mean is smaller by an amount ö . 
Such configurations are so-called slippage configurations. For configuration 11 the treatment 

means are equispaced with a distance ö between them. 

The cases P* = 0.75, 0.90, 0.95 and 0.99 have been explored and the results are given in tables 

2 and 3. Notice that in case ö = 0 each P[CS] is equal toP*, as it should be by definition, and 

eachE(S) is equal to 3P*. The latter since the E(S) can beseen as the sum of the three probabilities 

that the individual treatments will be selected, and under the LFC all these three probabilities are 

equal toP*. 

From table 2 we see that PMF[CS] and PMR[CS] are practically the same, and that P0 [CS] 

and PSF[CS] are almost the same except for configuration III where PsF[CS] is smaller. The 

PMF[CS] and PMR[CS] are almost everywhere smaller than both P 0 [CS] and PsF[CS]. 

From table 3 we can conclude that the E(SMF) and E(SMR) are practically the same and are almost 

everywhere smaller than the others. The E(S0 ) and the E(SsF) are almost the same except for 

large va lues of ö , where SF performs better than G. 

The overall conciosion is that there may be slightly better SSPs to be obtained by adapting 

MCPs to this purpose but that the determination of the LFC produces so many difficulties (and 

for most situations is not yet determined) that Gupta's procedure is to be prefeered because of its 

simpte form and, not in the least, si nee it is proved that this procedure meets the P* -requirement. 
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ö G 

0.00 0.750 

0.50 0.855 

1.00 0.924 

2.00 0.986 

5.00 1.000 

G 

0.00 0.900 
0.50 0.952 

1.00 0.979 
2.00 0.997 

5.00 1.000 

ö G 

0.00 0.950 

0.50 0.978 

1.00 0.992 

2.00 0.999 

5.00 1.000 

ö G 

0.00 0.990 

0.50 0.997 

1.00 0.999 

2.00 1.000 

5.00 1.000 

Comparison of SSPs: a special case 

Table 2. 

The probabilities of a correct selection for tbc SSPs G, SF, MF and MR 

for configurations I, 11 and III and P* = 0.75, 0.90, 0.95 and 0.99. 

P* =0.75 

config. I config.II config.lil 

SF MF MR G SF MF MR G SF MF 

0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 

0.854 0.844 0.844 0.877 0.883 0.870 0.870 0.798 0.793 0.787 
0.923 0.911 0.911 0.952 0.948 0.930 0.929 0.824 0.816 0.795 

0.985 0.978 0.978 0.993 0.991 0.982 0.982 0.842 0.827 0.775 

1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.845 0.827 0.750 

P* =0.90 

config. I config. II config. III 

SF MF MR G SF MF MR G SF MF 

0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 

0.951 0.948 0.949 0.965 0.962 0.959 0.960 0.924 0.921 0.920 

0.979 0.976 0.976 0.988 0.985 0.981 0.982 0.936 0.929 0.923 

0.997 0.996 0.996 0.999 0.998 0.997 0.997 0.942 0.930 0.913 

1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.943 0.927 0.900 

P* 0.95 

config. I config. II config. III 

SF MF MR G SF MF MR G SF MF 

0.950 0.950 0.950 0.950 0.950 0.950 0.950 0.950 0.950 0.950 

0.978 0.977 0.977 0.985 0.983 0.983 0.983 0.964 0.962 0.962 

0.991 0.990 0.991 0.995 0.994 0.993 0.993 0.969 0.965 0.963 

0.999 0.999 0.999 1.000 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.972 0.964 0.957 

1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.972 0.960 0.950 

p• =0.99 

config. I config. II config.III 

SF MF MR G SF MF MR G SF MF 

0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 

0.996 0.996 0.996 0.998 0.997 0.997 0.997 0.993 0.993 0.993 

0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.994 0.993 0.993 

1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.995 0.992 0.992 

1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.995 0.990 0.990 
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MR 

0.750 

0.787 

0.795 

0.775 
0.750 

MR 

0.900 

0.920 

0.924 
0.914 

0.900 

MR 

0.950 

0.962 

0.964 

0.959 

0.950 

MR 

0.990 

0.993 

0.993 

0.992 

0.990 
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ö G 

0.00 2.250 

0.50 2.205 

1.00 2.071 

2.00 1.645 
5.00 1.012 

ö G 

0.00 2.700 

0.50 2.662 

1.00 2.544 

2.00 2.107 

5.00 1.050 

ö G 

0.00 2.850 

0.50 2.823 

1.00 2.736 

2.00 2.371 

5.00 1.105 

ö G 

0.00 2.970 

0.50 2.960 

1.00 2.928 

2.00 2.743 

5.00 1.328 

Multiple Comparisons and Selection 

Table3. 
1be expected subset sizes for lhe SSPs G, SF, MF and MR 

for configurations I, 1I and ill and P* = 0.75, 0.90, 0.95 and 0.99. 

P* =0.75 

config. I config. 11 config.lil 

SF MF MR G SF MF MR G SF MF 

2.250 2.250 2.250 2.250 2.250 2.250 2.250 2.250 2.250 2.250 

2.206 2.198 2.198 2.128 2.130 2.107 2.108 2.210 2.211 2.203 

2.074 2.047 2.047 1.848 1.855 1.781 1.782 2.11i 2.113 2.081 

1.653 1.584 1.585 1.364 1.375 1.254 1.254 1.876 1.884 1.778 

1.013 1.006 1.006 1.006 1.006 1.002 1.002 1.690 1.704 1.501 

P* =0.90 

config. I config.ll config.lil 

SF MF MR G SF MF MR G SF MF 

2.700 2.700 2.700 2.700 2.700 2.700 2.700 2.700 2.700 2.700 

2.662 2.658 2.658 2.592 2.593 2.582 2.583 2.665 2.665 2.662 

2.547 2.528 2.530 2.305 2.311 2.268 2.270 2.569 2.570 2.561 

2.120 2.046 2.051 1.656 1.676 1.554 1.555 2.284 2.288 2.255 

1.056 1.029 1.030 1.025 1.029 1.012 1.012 1.890 1.902 1.806 

P*=0.95 

config. I config.ll config.lil 

SF MF MR G SF MF MR G SF MF 

2.850 2.850 2.850 2.850 2.850 2.850 2.850 2.850 2.850 2.850 

2.823 2.822 2.821 2.770 2.771 2.767 2.766 2.824 2.825 2.825 

2.738 2.727 2.727 2.533 2.537 2.512 2.512 2.751 2.751 2.750 

2.383 2.322 2.327 1.857 1.880 1.774 1.774 2.491 2.491 2.484 

1.118 1.069 1.071 1.053 1.061 1.029 1.029 1.958 1.965 1.915 

P* =0.99 

config. I config. II config.lil 

SF MF MR G SF MF MR G SF MF 

2.970 2.970 2.970 2.970 2.970 2.970 2.970 2.970 2.970 2.970 

2.961 2.960 2.960 2.940 2.940 2.939 2.940 2.961 2.961 2.961 

2.928 2.924 2.925 2.824 2.825 2.817 2.819 2.931 2.930 2.931 

2.747 2.719 2.726 2.253 2.269 2.211 2.213 2.782 2.778 2.781 

1.358 1.250 1.262 1.164 1.191 1.113 1.113 2.055 2.050 2.042 

MR 

2.250 

2.207 

2.082 

1.778 

1.501 

MR 

2.700 

2.662 

2.561 

2.255 

1.806 

MR 

2.850 

2.823 

2.748 

2.482 

1.915 

MR 

2.970 

2.961 

2.931 

2.783 

2.049 
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3 The Probability of a Correct Selection 

3.0 Abstract 

Generally spoken, the probability of a correct selection for a selection procedure is the 

probability that the "best" treatment is selected by the procedure. In this chapter in the framework 

of the general one-way model properties of the probability of a correct selection for the Indifference 

Zone Selection Procedure of Bechhofer (1954) and the Subset Selection Procedure of Gupta 

(1956) will be derived and discussed. The monotonicity of these probabilities presented pitfalls 

in some earlier investigations in the literature and will receive special attention. 

3.1 Introduetion 

In section 1.2 the two most familiar selection procedures, the lndifference Zone Selection 

Procedure by Bechhofer (1954) and the Subset Selection Procedure by Gupta (1956), have been 

explained. Forthe balanced one-way model for each procedure the probability of a correct selection 

(P[CS]) bas been deterrnined. In this chapter we mainly consicter tbe P[CS] for the means 

procedure in the framework of the general one-way model. A very special and at first sight sur

prising property of the P[ CS] is concemed with its monotonicity as function of the sample sizes 

and the variances. In section 3.2 it is shown that increasing the number of observations of one 

specific treatment may decrease tbe P[CS]. Further, fora balanced one-way model (a known) 

for botb selection procedures the P[ CS] under the LFC, denoted by PLFd CS] , is investigated 

closer. The tables of selection constauts in the appendix are based upon this probability. It is 

shown insection 3.3 that the PLFc[CS] is a strictly increasingfunction with respect to the selection 

constant, with exactly one point of inflection. For the SSP this result is extended to the varianee 

unknown case. 

3.2 The means procedure 

3.2.1 The P[CS] 

Consicter the general one-way model 

Y;i = 1:;+a;e;i, i l, ... ,t, j=l, ... ,n;, (1) 

with 1:1> ... , 1:, the unknown treatment means, a 1, ... , a, the treatment standard deviations and the 

t::;/s mutually independent Standard Normal variables. We assume that the a;'s are known. Let 

Y; , i= 1, ... ,t, denote the sample mean from ~; and let ~b be the treatment with the largest 

sample meao. We reeall that the means procedure simply consistsof selecting this treatment 11". 
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Let 't<t> s . . . s 't(t) denote the ordered values of 'tt , ••• , 't1 and 1\i) the treatment with treatment 

mean 't<;>, i= 1, ... ,1. (In case of ties, the treatments are arranged according to some fixed rule). 

Treatment \) is called the best treatment. 

Let the sample mean, sample size and treatment standard deviation associated with 11(•) be denoted 

by Y(i) n(i) and a(i), i=1, ... ,t, respectively. 

The calculation of the P[ CS] for the means procedure under this model is essentially the 

same as the one in chapter 1, teading to 

P[ CS] - J.., 'n èP( 0 <1f{iï';, x + 't(t) - 't(i) ) cp(x )dx 
_..,i-t av~ a(i~ 

(2) 

3.2.2 The monotonicity of the P[CS] 

Clearly, P[ CS] is a strictly increasing function with respect to Ö; - 't(t) -"i;> , i - 1, ... , t - 1, 

which we could call the "distances from each treatment to the best treatment" and which reflect 

the "distauces between treatments". As indicated in chapter 1, the main principle bebind the theory 

of Ranking and Selection is that smaller distauces between treatments ought to decrease the P[ CS] 

corresponding toa specific selection rule, so that (absolute) lower bounds for the P[CS] can be 

guaranteed for eertaio ( or all) configurations of these distances. 

So, the monotonicity ofthe P[CS] with respect to the "distances between the treatments" 

is simp Je and straightforward. However, the monotonicity of the P[ CS] with respect to the 

variances of the sample means bas proven to be a contraversial issue where ( superficial) intuition 

was misteading and which bas properly received attention in the literature. 

The main question is: 

if one increases the number of observations from a particular treatment but keeps the 
numbers of observations for the other treatments jixed, wiJl the P[CS] increase ? 

Because of the increase of information, one might think that indeed the P[ CS] wiJl increase. 

So did Ofosu (1973) in proving the monotonicity of the probability of a correct selection in a 

two-sample procedure, and Chiu (1974), who tried to generalize Ofosu's work. But later, Ofosu 

(1975), in a correction, mentioned that bis attention was drawn by Bechhofer who pointed out 

that this monotonicity property of the P[CS] "is not easily proved and iudeed is quite possibly 

false". Bechhofer also made the remark that "earlier attempts to investigate this problem foundered 

on this point". The attentiveness of Bechhofer was justified, as was shown by Lam and Chiu 

(1976), whogave the following counter-example. 
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They calculated, fort""' 3, ö1 = ~ = ö* (> 0), o13/~ =a and oftfn<1l = cif2/n12l = 1 the P[CS] 
and its derivative with respect to a , and derived that 

i!P[CS] < .!_exp(~(ö*i) {VZitö* _ exp(-~(ö*i)} , 
aa n 2b bVb b...[ïb 

with b - 1 + a 2
• Clearly, if ö* is sufficiently small, then aP lila < 0 (for all a > 0). So for this 

example, when ö* is sufficiently smal!, the P[CS] is a strictly decreasing function of n(t)· 

As indicated by Tong and Wetzeil (1979), the proof of Lam and Chiu (1976) depends on a 

specific functional form of the derivative of the probability function and a generalization, based 

on the same technique, seems difficult. They presented in their paper a proof of a generalization 

of the result of Lam and Chiu (1976) but this proof was incomplete. Dudewicz and Dalal (1975) 

and Rinott (1978) also presentedincorrect proofs of such a generalization. We will return to this 

later after theorem 1. This theorem states the phenomenon considered here. The proof is based 

on the functional form of the derivative of the P[ CS] with respect to o(,~ and is an extended 

version of Driessen (1988). But first some definitions and a few lemmas useful to prove theorem 

1. 

Let the variances of the sample means be denoted by YT , i - 1, ... , t , so 

2 ~) 
Y;=-. 

n(i) 

Let y1 and y2 be fixed positive values. Define the real function g: R - R by 

g(x) - <t>( ~) q>(;), x E R . 

Th en g increases in x on the interval ( -oo, Xo) and decreases in x on the interval (Xo, co), with Xo the 

unique salution of the equation 

a 
axg(x) = 0. 

Let g' denote the derivative of g with respect to x, then g' is given by 

g'(x)={.!.q,(~)- ~<t>(~)}$(~), x ER, 
Y1 Yt Y2 Y1 Y2 

and we have g'(x0) = 0 . Notice that XQ depends on the values y1 and y2 and that Xo > 0. 

Wedefine two values a 1 and a2 by 

1 
al =:zxo 

and 
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Th en 

0 < a1 < a2 < oe , 
and we can define the following three disjunct sets: 

A1 = (0, a1), A2 = [ah~] and A3= (a2, oe). 

Lemma] 

There exists an t 1 > 0 such that for all 0 < ö < e1 and all a EA1 : g(ö +a)> g(ö- a). 

Proof: 
Using a first order Taylors expansion we get 

g(Ö+a)-g(ö-a)+2ag'(c) with c E(ö-a,Ö+a). 

Choose E1 = xof4, then for all 0 < ö < E1 and all a EA1 , 

3 
c <Ö+a <E1 +a1 =4Xo<Xo 

andso 

g(ö +a)- g(ö-a) = 2ag'(c) > 0, 

becauseg'(x) > 0 for all x <Xo . 

Lemma2 

There exists an E2 > 0 such that for all 0 < ö < e2 and all a EA2 : g(ö +a)> g(ö- a). 

Proof: 

Again using a first order Taylors expansion we get 

g(ö +a)-g(ö- a)= g(a)- g(-a) + ö{g'(c)- g'(d)}, 

with c E (a,a + ö) and dE (-a, -a+ ö). 

0 

Because the function g' is continuons on Rand limx _ _ g'(x) = limx _ ""g'(x) = 0 , it is bounded 

on R. So there exists a positive value M such that lg' (x)! < M for all x E R. Further, because A2 

is a compact set in Rand g(a)- g( -a) > 0 for all a ER, there exists a positive Iower bound for 

g(a)- g( -a) on A2 , say L. Now choose e2 = L/( 4M), then for all 0 < ö < t 2 and all a EA2 : 

1 
g(lHa)-g(ö-a)>L-ö2M>L-E22M=zL >0. 0 

Lemma3 

There exists an t 3 > 0 such that for all 0 < ö < t 3 and all a EA3 : g(ö +a)> g(ö- a). 
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Proof' 

Choose e3 = 1. We use the following inequality given by Gordon (1941): 

<I>(x) < -«.x) for all x < 0 . 
x 

Let 0 < ö < e3 = 1 and a ,then 

1 

-(~) 
> 
2qf~a) 

ö-a 
(using -- < 0 and (3)) 

Y1 

_ ( ~) ( a y 
1 
ö) exp{ H a~ ö r} 

>exp{1(~)2- a~ +!(~)2} 
2 Yl Yt 2 YI 

...;2yl 
(because a> 1 +--) 

Vit 

Lemma4 

(because 0 < ö < 1) > exp{ ~ ( ~ r -~} 
{2a} y2 

> exp - (because a > 2 + 4 2) 
Y2 Y2 

> exp{ ~ö} (because 0 < ö < 1) 

cp(ö~a) 

- cpc;2a · 

Let y1 > 0 and y2 > 0 be fixed positive values. 

Then there exists an E > 0 such that for all 0 < ö < E and all a > 0 : 

Proof: 

Choose E = min{e1, e2, e3}, with e~> ~ and e3 the values corresponding to lemma 1, 2 en 3, 

49 

(3) 

0 

respectively. Then the lemma readily fellows from the definition of g . 0 
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Theoreml 

Fort<!: 3 and for fixed values y1, ••• , y,_1 there exists an E > 0, such that for all 

6~> ••• , 61•1 with 6;•1':<1> -1':<;>!!!: e, i= l, ••• ,t-1, it holds that 

the P[ CS] is strictly increasing in 0(1) and decreasing in "f.tr 

Proof: 

The derivative of the P[ CS] with respect to Y1 - 0<1~ is equal to 

oP[ CS] I ;..I 1 s"' /II-1 
"""( Ö; y, ) .!.( Ö; y, ) .!.( )dx = .:.. - "" -+-X 'I' -+-X XyX • 

0"{, i -1 Y; ....... ./ -1,; .. i Y; Y; Yi Yi 
(4) 

We will show that each term in (4) is strictly positive in a neighbourhood of 

Ö1 = ... - Ö1 _ 1 - 0 for all y1 > 0 , from which the theorem follows. 

From the anti-symmetry of the part xcp(x) of the integrand it follows, that it is sufficient to prove 

that for each j E { 1, ... , t - 1} there exists an Ei > 0 such that for all 0 < ö < Ei , all y, > 0 and all 

x > 0 it holds that 

I -1 ö yl ö y, I -1 ö y, ö y, 
II !l>( -+-x)cp( -+-x) > II fl)( ---x)cp( ---x). 

i-t,; .. ; y, Y; Yi Yi ;.t,; .. ; Y; Y; Yi Y; 

In turn, it is sufficient that for each j E { 1, ... , t -1} and for each i E { 1, ... , t - 1} - {j} there 

exists an ti; > 0 such that for all 0 < ö < ti' , all y, > 0 and all x > 0 it holds that 

ö y, ö Yt ö y, ö y, 
fl)( -+-x)cp( -+-x)> fl)( ---x)cp( ---x) . 

Y; Y; Yi Yi Y; Y; Yi Yi 
(5) 

Finally, we remark that of course it suffices to prove (5) for one pair (iJ), i" j, and without loss 

of generality we assume j = 2 and i = 1. 

By putting a = y, x (> 0) we see from lemma 4 that such an E21 exists. 0 

Remarks 
Dudewicz and Dalal (1975) state on page 41 that àP[CS]Iào<t) is a continuons function of 

ö~> ... , Ö1 _ 1 and that it is strictly positive at ö1 = ••• = ö, _1 = 0 for all 0<1> > 0 . This is correct. But 

then they conclude that insome neighbourhood (in (t-1)-dimensional Euclidean space) of 

ö1 = ... = ö,_1 = 0 also àP[CS]Iao<t) is strictly positive for all o(l) > 0. 
But in general, this is not true. 

As a counter-example, consider the following function of two variables; 

f(x,y)-y-x, x>O,y >0. 

Th en fis a continuous function of x and y and we have 

f(O,y)=y >0 for all y >0. 
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But clearly for every Xo > 0 there exists a y0 > 0 such that f(x0,y0) < 0. The same flaw in the 

chain of reasoning occurred in Rinott (1978), page 807. And also Tong and Wetzeil (1979) 

presented an incorrect proof of in fact theorem 1. They proved that for all n(t) there exists an E 

suchthatforall A=max1 ,.i,. 1_ 1 (öJyJ s e,itholdsthat 

P .[CS] <Pn[CS] , 
n 

whereP .[CS] andPn[ CS] denote the probabilities of a correct selection with "sample size" veetors 
n 

n+ = (nl> ... , 1 +n1)' and n = (nl> ... ,n1)', respectively. However, to provetheir theorem 1 (so in 

fact our theorem 1) uniformity in n(t) with respecttoE is required because E may depend on n(t)· 

So we have proved that increasing the number of observations or decreasing a varianee 

sametimes decreases the probability of a correct selection. Or as Bofinger (1985) called it: "bigger 

samples are not always better". She mentioned and used this feature of the P[ CS] also in Bofinger 

(1979), as did also, next to the authors already mentioned, Tong and Wetzeil (1984). 

Although this property of the P[CS] may be at first sight contradictory and against intuition, 

Lam and Chiu (1976) have given a very nice explanation that makes intuition again trustworthy. 

They use the fact that the P[CS] can be written as 

P[CS] = P[Yct) > Z] , 

withZ = max{Y(ll> ... , Yc1_ 1)}· Now if EZ >EYc1>, where EX denotes the expectation of a random 

variableX, then one would expect the P[CS] to decreasein n(t) (and increase in o(t))· 

What consequences does theorem 1 have for practice? 

Weil, assume that we have known but unequal variances OÎ, ... ,d; and we have to divide a fixed 

total number of observations, say N, over the treatments. Assume further that we can allocate 

sample sizes to the treatments as we wish. Then from the point of view of selection it would be 

set about cleverly, if we would assign sample sizes such that 

(6) 

because then the analysis is the same as if all treatments have equal variances 1 and a common 

sample size n0• Next, the minimum P[CS] can be established once the Preferenee Zone is 

determined (read ö*). But to satisfy (6), in general we get broken values of the sample sizes since 

these are determined by 

Nd 
ni = 'l:.d = noo'J , 

. } 
} 
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and therefore these integer values must be rounded. Theorem 1 says that in that case one does not 

know exactly whether or not the final assignment yields a larger or smaller minimum P[ CS] then 

fust was specified (read P*). But of course the difference will be very small. 

To this respect Bofinger (1985) stated and proved that incaset <!: 3, for all öl> ... , ó1_1 with ó1 <!: ö*, 

i=1, ... ,t-1, the P[CS] increases in 
I 

!_ (n<•>)i if y;+y~s(1.69~6)(ö*)2 for all i .. t. 
y, 0(1) t-

3.2.3 The PLFC[CS] 

In case of a common sample size n(say) and common known standard deviation a (say), 

the P[CS] for the means procedure is given by (see (2)) 

P[CS] = Joo :rr <~>(x+ 'tv>:;<•>)cp(x)dx . 
•-1 Otvn -

We reeall from chapter 1 that the infinum of the P[ CS] for the means procedure over the Preferenee 

Zone PZ = {,;: 't(l)- ,;<•-!) <!: ö* } is attained by the Least Favourable Configuration 

LFC = { 't: 't(l) = ... = 1:(1 -t) .. 't(t)- ö*} , with corresponding P[ CS] 

"' 

f ö* 
PLFJCS] = -"' <1>

1
-

1
(x + a!Vn )cp(x)dx. (7) 

The rest of this section will be concerned with proving that thePLfd CS] is a strictly increasing 

function with respect to ö* and has exactly one inflection point. This property will be used for 

setting up the tables of ö* in the appendix. Wedefine the real function G: R- R by 

G(d)= l <1>
1

-
1(x+d) cp(x)dx, dER. 

Clearly,GisacontinuousfunctiononRand limd .... .-G(d) = 0 , G(O) =; and limd ...... G(d) = 1. 

Also Gis differentiable and its derivative with respect tod, denoted by G', is given by 

= J <l>'- 1(x +d) x cp(x)dx. 
-00 
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Notice that G'(d) > 0 for all d ER, so that Gis a strictly increasing function of d. In turn G' is 

differentiable and its derivative with respect tod, denoted by G", is given by 

G"(d) = (t 1) L <I>
1

-
2(x +d)cp(x +d)x (j>(x)dx. (8) 

Noticethat limd_._.,G"(d)=O, limd_...,G"(d) 0 and 

We invoke the theory of total positivity (see Karlin (1968)) to prove that G" has exactly one 

sign change from which it follows that G has exactly one inflection point. First we give some 

definitions and properties regarding total positivity. A real tunetion K(x,y) of two variables, x E 

X, y E Y, with X and Ylinearly ordered sets, is said to be totally positive of order r (abbreviated 

TPr) if for all m, with l:s:m:s:r, and all X1 <X2 < .•. <Xm, y 1<y2 < .•• <ym, with 

X; EX ,yi EY, i,j = l, ... ,n, we have 

K(x1,y1) K(x1,y2) 

K(x2,y1) K(x2,y2) 

K(xl,ym) 

K(xz,Ym) 

~o. (9) 

If strict inequality holds, we say that Kis strictly totally positive of order r (STP r)· Often, X and 

Y are either intervals of the real line or countable sets of discrete values, such as the set of all 

integers, or of non-negative integers. 

A tunetion K(x,y) is called sign-regular of order r (SR,) if there exists a sequence of numbers 

Em each either + 1 or -1 such that where the conditions of (9) apply, we have 

K(x1,y1) K(x1,y2) 

K(~,y1) K(x2,y2) 

~o. 

lf the subscript oo is used in any of the previous definitions, then the property in question is 

understood to hold for all values of r. 
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An important and interesting feature of totally positive and sign-regular functions is their 

so-called variation-diminishing property. Consicter the transform h: R-+ R de:fined by 

h(d)- f K(d,y)g(y)dy, 
R 

with K(d,y) a real function in the two variables dandy. 

Karlin (1968) bas proved that if Kis SR,., then the number of sign changes of h is bounded by 

the number of sign changes of g. 

Theorem2 

The function G" bas exactly one sign change from + to - . 

Proof: 

It easily follows from G'(O)>O and limd .... <»G'(d)-0 that it is not possible that 

G"(d) ~ 0 for all d > 0. Further, G"(O) > 0, so G" bas at least one sign change. Now we will 

prove that G"(do)- 0 implies G"(d) s 0 for all d ~do , so that G" bas at most one sign change 

from + to - . We de:fine 

K(d,y)- (t -1)cJ>1
-

2(d- y).p(d- y) , 

so that 

Thus 

G"(d) = f -K(d,y)ycj>(y)dy , dER. 
R 

G"(d) G"(d) G"(do) 
K(d,O) = K(d,O) - K(do,O) 

f {K(d,y) K(do,y)} 
- - K(d,O) - K(do,O) ycp(y)dy 

R 

f I
K(cJo,O) K(do.y)l -1 

- R K(d,O) K(d,y) K(d,O)K(do,O) ycp(y)dy. 

Both cJ>(d- y) and cp(d- y) are STP of all orders and therefore STP2• Since the product of STP2 

kemels is again STP2 (Karlin (1968), page 157), we have that K(d,y) is STP2• This implies that 

the integrand in the last expression is always less than or equal to 0. 

So G"(d) s 0 for all d ~ d0 which proves the theorem. 0 
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Remark 
The funetion G'' can be rewritten as 

G"(d) = (t -1) J <P1
-

2(x +d)<jl(x +d)x<jl(x)dx 
-<» 

=(t-1) J <P1
-

2(x+d)<jl(x+d)dq,(x) 
--<0 

= (t -1) J {(t -2)<jl(x +d)-(x +d)<P(x +d)}<P1
-

3(x +d)<jl(x +d)cp(x)dx 
-oo 

(t -1) f {(t -2)cp(y)- y<P(y)}<P'-\y)cp(y)cp(y -d)dy. 
_", 

And because the function <jl(y d) is STP2 , it is SR2• Further the funetion 

y --+ { (t - 2)<jl(y)- y<P(y )}<V' -3(y )q>(y) has one relevant sign change from + to - . The varia

tion-diminishing property of cp(y - d) implies that G"(d) has at most one relevant sign change 

from + to -, whieh leads to the same result as used in the proof of theorem 2. 

3.3 The Subset Selection procedure 

3.3.1 Common known varianee 

We reeall from chapter 1 and 2 that the Pf. CS] for the SSP of Gupta (1956) for the balanced 

one-way model with common lrnown varianee is given by 

P[cs] = J"' :rr<P(x + ö + •<t)::;i))<~~<x)dx , 
__,.'-1 Otvn 

with ö satisfying (3) of ehapter 1, and is minimal for the set LFC = { 1:: 1:1 = ••. = ,;,} with 

corresponding P[ CS]: 

PLFJCS] = J <P'-\x + ö)cp(x)dx 
-<» 

Notice that Pud CS] G(ö) = P*. Thus the same restilts of section 3.2.3 are applicable to the 

P LFd CS] for this SSP. 
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3.3.2 Common unknown varianee 

In case tbe varianee is unlmown, we reeall from cbapter 1 tbat the SSP of Gupta (1956) 

contains an estimate of o and tbat tbe minimal P[CS] is given by 

PLFJCS]== J J <P
1

-
1
(x+öy)cp(x)qv(y)dydx, 

-«>0 

witb ö satisfying (6) of cbapter 1. 
In this section we will prove that this PLFc[CS] is also a strictly increasing function with respect 

to ö and bas exactly one inflection point. Define the real nmction H: R - R by 

H(d) =I L <P
1

-
1
(x +dy)cp(x)qv(y)dxdy. 

Tben H represents PLFc[ CS] as function of d. The derivative of H with respect to dis equal to 

H'(d) ==I L <P
1

-
1
(x +dy)x$(x)q"(y)y dxdy. 

Clearly,H'(d) > 0 for all dER, so tbatHis indeed astrictly increasingfunction of d. The second 

derivative of H witb respect to dis given by 

Theorem3 

The function H" bas exactly one sign change from + to - . 

Proof· 

We follow tbe line of arguments of tbe proof of theorem 2 in section 3.2.3. 

Fr om 

and 

limd ...... H'(d) = 0 , 

it follows that H" attains negative values. Further, H"(O) > 0 , so H" bas at least one sign 

change. Now we will provetbat H" bas at most one sign change from + to whicb concludes 

the proof. We rewrite H" into 
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with 

L(z) = z2 J (t -1)<1>1
-

2(x +z)<jl(x +z)x<P(x) dx, z <!: 0. 
-"' 

Notice that L(z) =z2 G"(z) and so from theorem 2 and the fact that G"(O) > 0, wededuce that 

L, as function ofz(<!: 0), bas exactly one sign change from + to -. From the variance-diminishing 

property of the TP2 function qv(z!d) it follows that H"(d) bas at most one sign change on the 

positive realline from + to - . 

The TP2 property of qv(z/d) is stated and provedinlemma 5. 0 

Lemma5 

The function qv(z!d) in the variableszand d, both on the set R+, is TP2 • 

Proof: 

The function qv , with v E { 1, 2, ... } , is given by 

where 

with 

r(iv) =(k-1)! in case v 2k 

and 

r(.!.v) = (1)(3)(5) ... (2k l)v'Jt 
2 zk in case v = 2k + 1. 
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qv( ~) qv( ~) 

cv( ~:r-
1 

ex~-~v( ~~r} cv( ~r-
1 

exp{-~v( ~r} 

cv(~:) v-
1 

exp{ -~v( ~:f} cv(~:) v-t ex~ -~v( ~r} 

-c; ( ;::r-1 [ exp{-~v( ( ~:r + ( ~rn -exp{-~v( ( ~r + ( ~:)l }] 
C!:Ü. 

The last inequa1ity follows from the fact that 

z'fdi + zid[- z'fd'f- zidj 

drdi 
(z[- zi) (dj- d'f) 

d[dj 

!!: 0. 
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4 Multiple Comparisons with the Best 

4.0 Abstract 

Multiple Comparisons with the Best (MCB) were proposed and given by Hsu (1981, 1982, 

1984a,b, 1985) and cover the simultaneons confidence intervals for a set of parameters that 

includes the unknown best treatment. A remarkable feature of these intervals is that they imply 

several already existing selection inferences from different schools. Fora balanced one-way layout 

we sketch and discuss the development of the various MCB intervals as well as indicate the 

connections between these and other (well-known) selection procedures. Next, the unbalanced 

one-way layout is considered forming the intermedia te to the more general situation of the linear 

model with fixed effects. The latter model is very important for practical applications because in 

most practical situations the design of the experiment is not that of a one-way layout. And although 

several selection procedures date back from the fifties, and the MCB intervals from 1981, 

extensions of these inferences, to more complex and unbalanced designs that are often used in 

practice were not given fora few years. This bas been the main reason to investigate possible 

extensions of the already existing selection procedures to more general designs. Results are given 

and a few applications highlight and illustrate the practical possibilities of these procedures. 

4.1 Introduetion 

The SSP proposed by Gupta (1956) selects a minimal subset of treatments so that the best 

(unknown) treatment is included in the selected subset with a minimum guaranteed probability. 

Hence, the Subset Selection inference consists of a confidence set of treatments for the ( unknown) 

best treatment. But there is no further ranking of the treatments in this context except for the 

division into two sets: the selected treatments and the non-selected treatments, respectively. 

Clearly, those that are not selected are inferred to be insufficient and with respect to selection of 

the best of no further interest. In thesetof selected treatments large differences can still be present 

and one would in actdition to the selection rule like to have some measure to discern the treatments, 

while keeping in mind the goal of selecting the best. 

Hsu (1981) proposed simultaneous confidence intervals for all distances from the "best", that can 

be seen as a way to meet the wish mentioned above. For the situation of t independent normal 

populations with equal sample sizes and common population variances for both the varianee 

known and unknown case he derived simultaneons upper confidence intervals for 
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where 1:1,. •• ,1:1 denote the individual treatment means aod ~~> the largest treatment meao (we 

assume the larger the better). Intervals forthese non-linear parameters were later called Multiple 

Com.ptlt'isons with the Best intervals for obvious reuons. Usi.ng the upper bounds for these 

parameters ~~> -1:1, i = 1, ... , t, we cao rank the treatments with respect to how "far away" a 

treatment is from the best treatment, which is an inference of direct interest to practice. 

An important aspect of the MCB intervals, as shown by Hsu (1981 ), is tbat tbey imply tbe 

Subset Selection inference of Gupta (1956, 1965) and the lndifference Zone Selection inferences 

of Bechhofer (1954), Fabian (1962) and Desu (1970). Thus, tbe concept of MCB unifles the two 

differen,t approaches of traditional Ranking and Selection metbodology discussed in chapter 1. 

In section 4.2.1 we elucidate tbis important property of tbe MCB intervals by recalling some of 

the selection procedures tbat have been enunciated in the first chapter, but now concentrating 

ourselves on the confidence statements corresponding to these procedures. Relations between 

these procedures that have been made by several authors are mentioned briefly. 

Secdon 4.2 sketches and discusses the development of the MCB approach in the context of 

traditional Ranking and Selection theory. Additionally, in tbis section a survey is given of the 

various MCB intervals for tbe balanced one-way layout and in section 4.3 so for tbe unbalanced 

one-way layout. As mentioned in chapter 1, the applications of selection procedures seem to 

contrast violently with tbe theoretic developments. Certainly one reason is tbe lack of selection 

procedures for more complex designs than the one-way design that nevertheless are often used 

in practice. One only needs tothink of the numerous somelimes quite complicated (incomplete) 

block designs. This formed the motivation to develop selection procedures forthese kind of designs 

and the results are given in section 4.4 accompanied by some examples. 

4.2 Balanced one-way layout 

Our starting point is formed by tbe balanced one-way model 

i =l, ... ,t,j = l, ... ,n, 
with 1:1, ••• , '1:1 the unknown treatment means, a (> 0) the common standard deviation and tbe 

t 1/s mutually independent Standard Normal variables. 

Let Y;, i= 1, ..• ,t, denote the sample meao from t 1 and let tb denote the treatment with the 

largest sample meao with treatment meao 1:b • Let 1:<1> s ... s 't(t) denote tbe ordered treatment 

means and t(i) be the treatment with treatment meao 't(;) , i = 1, ..• , t (in case of ties the treatments 

are ordered accordingto some fixed rule). Further, let Y(i) denote the sample meao from treatment 

t(iJ· Treatrnent t(t) is called the best treatment and our interest is in identifying '<r> . 
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4.2.1 MCB intervals 

4.2.1.1 Varianee known 

The assumption of a known varianee often makes it possible to design an experiment such 

that specific conditions are satisfied and the theory of Ranking and Selection farms no exception. 

Bechhofer (1954) showed (see chapter 1) that in case a is k.nown, if the "best" treatment 11(1) is at 

a "distance" ö* from the other treatments, so 

't(l)- 't(l-1) :i\!: ö* ' 

then the probability that treatment 111> is in fact treatment 11c1J ,i.e. the P[ CS], is at least equal to P* 
(with 1/t <P* < 1), whenever nis chosen as 

n- ( ~*ör , 

with ö (> 0) the solution of the equation 

P*- J <ll1 -
1(x +Ö)+(x)dx. 

__", 

(1) 

Values of ö are tabulated in the appendix. The set {1:: 't<1> -'t(l-lJ <!: ó*} was called the Preferenee 

Zone and its complement the lndifference Zone. We concentrate ourselves on the confidence 

statement associated with the lndifference Zone Selection Procedure of Bechhofer (1954) which 

is given by: 

for all 't with 't(t)- 't(l-l) <!: ö* : P[ 'tb = 't<1d <!: P*. 

This is equivalent to the statement: 

for all 't: P[ 't<1> 'tbs ö*] :i\!:P*, 

and Fabian (1962) showed that this can be strengthened into: 

for all 't: P[ 'tb E I(Db)] <!: P* , 

with Db= (maxi .. dYi Yb+ ö*} f and 

I(Db) - {('t<r>- Db ''te,~ if Db > 0 
't<1> if Db = 0 . 

(Here and in the sequel x+= max{ 0, x}, x-= min{ 0, x}.) The strengthening readily follows 

from 0 sDb s ö*. Thus, we can design the experiment so that with probability P* or more 11b is 

not forther apart from 11(1) than ö* . In addition, the data by means of the opper bound Db will 

give more insight in the distance between 11b and 11cr>· But surprisingly the three statements men

tioned above are mutually equivalent as shown by Fabian (1962). 
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Theorem I (Fabian (1962)) 

The statements 

Multiple Comparisons with the Best 

for all 't with 't<,>- 't<, -l) 2'! ö* : P[ 'tb = 't<1>] 2'! P*, 

for all 't : P[ 't<r>- 'tb < ö* ] 2'! P* 

and 

are mutually equivalent. 

Proof: 

(4)=> (3) 

Follows directly from 0 s; D" s; ö* . 

(3) => (2) 
For all 't: 

P* s:P[t:<1>-'t" < ö*] 

= P[ 'tb > 't<1>- ö*] , 

so for all 't with 't(t)- 't<1 _ 1l 2'! ö* : 

P* s:P['t" >'t<1 _ 1J 

= P[ 't" = t:<,J . 

(2) => (4) 

For all 't with 't<1>- 't(t-I) 2'! ö* : 

P* s:P[t:b =t:<1>] 

= P[Y<,> > Y(i) for all i 111 t] 

= P[Y(t) -'t(1) > Y(i) -'t(i)- ('t<1> -'t<;J for all i .., t] . 

Substituting the case 't(l) = ... = 't<r- 1) = 't<1>- ö* , we get for all 't : 

P* s; P[Y<,>- 't<r> > Y<i>- 't<;>- ö* for all i .., t] 

s; P[Y<,> -'t<1> > Y(i)- 't<;>- ö* for all i .., t,b = (t)] 

+ P[Y<,>- 't<1> > Y(i)- 't<;>- ö* for all i ~"~ t, b .., (t)] 

s;P[b = (t)]+P[Y(I)-'t(l) >Yb -'tb -ö*, b .. (t)] 

-P['t(t)='t"]+P['t(t)-'tb < y(t)- Y" +Ö*, b .. (t)] 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 
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Desu (1970) proposed his Good-Bad selection procedure, which consistsof selectinga 

subset of treatments so that with a prespecified confidence level one can infer that none of the 

selected treatments is bad, where a treatment '111, i=l, ... ,t, is called bad if 1:(,) -1:1 :!: Öz * (> 0). 

The procedure is given by : 

select treatment '111, i=l, ... ,t, iff 

where ö is defined by (1). Desu (1970) has shown that if öaNn s: ö2*, then the probability that 

none of the selected treatments is bad is at least P*. Notice that when we cboose öaNn = ö2 *, 

Desu's selection procedure is identical to Bechhofer's, and tbe definition of bad treatments 

strongly resembles Becbhofer's PZ. The confidence statement of Desu's Good-Bad selection 

procedure is given by 

P[ t:(t)- 'L; < ö2 * for all selected treatments '111 ] :!: P* for all 1:. (5) 

We can interpret the parameter 1:<,> -1:1 as tbe "distance" of treatment '111 from tbe best treatment 

'11(1), i=l, ... ,t. So, the confidence statements ofFabian (1962) and Becbhofer (1954) give upper 

bounds for the distance between '11(1) and 'llb, wbile that ofDesu (1970) for distauces between 1fc,> 
and '11/s whenever the latter are selected. 

Hsu (1981) extended these results by giving upper boundsD1 for't(r) -t:1 for all i=1r .. ,t. 

These upper bounds are defined by 

D1 =(maxi ,.;{'Yi-Y1 + ö*} f with ö* = ~· 

and the corresponding confidence statement reads 

P[ t:(t)- 1:1 s: D1 for all i] :!: P* for all 1:. 

The lOOP*% simultaneous confidence intervals 

[ 0, D 1 ], ... , [ 0, D1 ] 

are called MCB intervals. 

(6) 

Notice that Fabian's statement is part ofHsu's statement (since P[Db < ö*] = 1), so 

that (6) implies ( 4) and, because of theorem 1, also (3) and (2). Statement (6) also implies (5), 

because for all treatments 1T1 , i .-! b , with Yb - Y1 + öaNn s: ö2 * , we have 
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But in reverse, (2) implies (5) because from (2) it follows (see proof of theorem 1) that 

P[ Y(t)- 't(t) :2: Y(i) -'t(i)- ö.;,;. for all i oé t] :2: P* for all,;, (7) 

and this pivotalevent was used by Hsu (1981) to derive the MCB intervals given by (6). 

Gupta (1956) showed (see chapter 1) that if one selects all treatments 111 , i=1, ... ,t, when-

ever 

- - 0 
Y1 :2: Yb- ö .fii , 

then the probability that the best treatment , 1> is selected is at least P*. The subset of selected 

treatments, denoted by C, forms a confidence set for treatment 11(1) and the corresponding conft

denee statement of Gupla's Subset Selection inference is given by 

P[t<,> E C]:2:P* forall ,;, 
which is equivalent to the statement: 

P[Y<1l:ii!: Yh -ó :n] :2:P* for all,;. (8) 

Hsu (1981) showed that (7) implies the confidence statement of Gupta. The reverse is also true, 

since if for all 1:: 

P* sP[Y<1>:2: Y" -ö :n], 
then for all ,;: 

P * s P [ Y(l)- 't(tl :2: Y<•> - 't(i) - ( 1:(1) - 1:<1>) - ö :n for all i oé t J . 

This last inequality must also hold for the set of configurations with 1:(1) = ..... 1:(1) , from which 

it follows that 

Thus, the lndifference Zone selection inferences (2), (3) and ( 4), the Good-Bad selection 

inference (5), the Subset Selection inference (8) as wellas the MCB intervals (6) can be given 

simultaneously with confidence level P*, because they all follow from (7). 
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4.2.1.2 Varianee unknown 

We assume that er is unknown and Iet S2 denote the unbiased pooled estimator of er 
with v t( n-1) degrees of freedom. Dudewicz (1971) bas shown that in this case there is no 

common fixed sample size large enough for a single-stage procedure such that confidence 

statement (2) will hold for all possible values of er. One can take bis refuge with multi-stage 

procedures to overcome this problem (see e.g. Bechhofer, Dunnettand Sobel (1954) and Dude

wicz and Dalal (1975)). 

Of course if we would alter the Preferenee Zone into the set 

PZ' - {t: 't(•l- 't(, -ll ~ öa} 

and hence consicter distauces relative to the standard deviation, then we can simply give a com

mon sample size large enough to guarantee (2) restricted to 't E PZ'. But we will not take this 

route because of the difficulty in practice to specify a meaningful threshold value ö . 

We reeall that for the varianee unknown case Gupta (1956) proposedas SSP: 

select treatment , 1, i=l, ... ,t, iff 

where ö satisfies 

P*- I I !P'-1(x +Öy)lp{x)qv(y)dxdy. (9) 
0 _.., 

Gupta (1956) showed that the probability that treatment t(t) is included in the selected subset is 

at least P* and so the corresponding confidence statement is again (8) with a replaced by S and 

the constant ö defined by (9) insteadof (1). The case "er known" is a special case of "er 
unknown" by replacing S by a and putting v = oo. In the appendix valnes of ö are tabulated. 

Hsu (1981) derived MCB intervals for the varianee unknown case too. These intervals 

read the same as for the varianee k:nown case but now with the upper bounds D1 defined by 

D1 = ( maxi .. {Yi-Y1 +Ö Jn })+, i -l, ... ,t, (10) 

with ö satisfying (9). 

All these results are implied by the following generalization of statement (7) to the case where 

the varianee has to be estimated 

[
- - s 

p y(t)- 't(t) > y(i)- 't(i) - ö Vn for all i ;wt t] ~ p * , (11) 

with ö satisfying (9). 
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N otice that even in case a is unknown we cao give a confidence statement in the spirit of the 

Indifference Zone Selection inference (so regarding the treatment 11b ), namely 

P[~,> --.:" :s:D"] ~P* for all-.:. 

We will return to this pointinsection 4.2.5. 

4.2.2 Example 

We give an example to illustrate the selection procedures and inferences treated sofarand 

also as a reference for the others yet to come. 

Example (from Gupta and Panchapakesan (1979, pages 506-507)) 

We wish to compare five different types of phosphorescent coatings of airplane instrument 

dials, which we will simply eaU treatments and denote by 111 , 112 , 113 , 114 , 115 • From a large 

production of dials 45 were randomly selected and each treatment was assigned randomly to 9 

of the selected group of 45 dials. Then the coated dials were illuminated by ultraviolet light and 

after the light switch was tumed off, one registered the time (in minutes) each dial glowed. The 

results are shown in table 1. 

Table 1. Glowing time (in minutes). 

Type of coating 

111 1lz 113 114 11s 

45.7 51.7 45.9 54.8 65.9 

48.4 46.4 54.8 55.6 65.4 
51.9 49.8 62.9 63.5 60.0 
57.0 52.7 64.7 61.6 70.1 
41.0 48.1 54.3 55.7 69.5 
61.4 54.8 57.9 59.2 64.0 
47.0 54.0 53.9 53.2 56.0 

51.1 49.1 51.7 56.9 68.1 
56.9 44.7 47.9 66.7 61.4 

We assume as a model for the observations the balanced one-way model (see section 

4.2). First, for the purpose of illustration we assume that a is known, namely a = 5. 
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Suppose, in designing the experiment, we want to determine the common sample size such that 

the probability that the best treatment ~b of the experiment is indeed the best treatment ~(5) is 

at least P* 0.95 , if ,;(SJ- T<4> ;a: 5.1 . 

Then, since ö = 3.055 (entry (v = oo, t = 5) oftable 3 in the appendix) satisfies 

we would need samples of size 

n - ( ~~) 2 = ( 5(3~~:5) ) 2 = 8.97' 

which rounded upwards leads to size 9 . 

The ordering from low to high of the treatments by their corresponding sample means is 

given by 

50.1 51.2 54.9 58.6 64.5 

So Tb= ,;5 and for this example Bechhofer's statement (3) becomes, 

T(51 -'t5 <Ö*=5.1, 

whereas Fabian's statement ( 4), using the results of the experiment, turns into 

-rc51 -T5 s D5 - (58.6- 64.5 + 5.1Y- o, 
which is an enormous strengthening. 

Ifwe call a treatment bad if T(s) 't; ;;;e 8.00 (say), then, by applying Desu's procedure, the 

subset of non-bad treatments only consists of treatment 15• 

Gupta's confidence set of treatments forthebest (unknown) treatment is given by 

c {~i: Y; ;a: Yb- 5.1 = 64.5-5.1 = 59.4} = { 11s}, 

so only treatment 115 is eligible for the best. (In the sequel for sake of convenience the treat

ments in the confidence set may also be indicated using only the subscripts, so e.g. C = { 5 } ). 
The MCB intervals of Hsu (1981) become 

T(5)- T 1 s Dl = 64.5 · 51.2 + 5.1 18.4 
1:(5)- <2 s D2 = 64.5 - 50.1 + 5.1 = 19.5 
•eS>- 1:3 s D3 = 64.5-54.9 + 5.1 = 14.7 
T(S)- 1:4 s D4 = 64.5 58.6 + 5.1 = 11.0 
-.:eS>· 1:5 s D5 = (58.6- 64.5 + 5.1 t = 0. 

Notice that these MCB intervals imply Bechhofer's, Fabian's and Desu's statements. The latter 

because only D 5 s 8.00 (we will return to this in section 4.2.5). From these MCB intervals the 

confidence set of Gupta directly follows, si nee if Db = 0, then C={ tb}. 
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Now soppose cT is unknown. lt is estimated by the pooled estimator S2 with V = 40 

degrees of freedom with as resultS2 
.. 26.82. The value ö- 3.154 (entry (v = 40, t = 5) of 

table 3 in the appendix) satisfies the equation 

"' "' 
0.95 = I I ~4(x + öy )«x }q40(y )dxdy 

()-CO 

s 
and so ö v'iï- 5.4. 

Then Hsu's MCB intervals become 

1XS)- 't1 :s: D 1 = 64.5 - 51.2 + 5.4 = 18.7 

1XS)- 't2 :S 02 = 64.5- 50.1 + 5.4 = 19.8 

't(S) - 't3 :S 03 = 64.5 - 54.9 + 5.4 = 15.0 

1XS) - 't4 :s: D4 = 64.5 - 58.6 + 5.4 = 11.3 

't(S) - 't5 :S Ds = (58.6 - 64.5 + 5.4t == 0, 

from which it readily follows that Gupta's confidence set is given by 

c = { 11s}. 

4.2.3 Two-sided MCB intervals 

The MCB intervals for the parameters ~1)-'t;, i= 1, ... ,t, given by Hsu (1981), are in 

fact simultaneons confidence upper bounds because the Jower bounds are trivia! (all being 

equal to zero). Edwards and Hsu (1983) generalized the MCB intervals to genuine two-sided 

simultaneous confidence intervals and derived: 

for all ,; : P[ 11Ct> E C'" ; L; :s: 't(t>- 't; :s: U1 for all i] :~t P * , (12) 

with 

i= 1, ... ,t, 

and 

+ {· -Y -Y ö .. s} c- l: ;:1!: b- Vn. 

where the constants a-(> O) and ö+ (> 0) satisfy the equation 

.. "' 
P* =I I {~x +Ö+y)-~x-ö"y)}1 - 1tp(x}qv(y)dxdy. (13) 

0--óO 
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If ö- = oo then the constant ö+ has to satisfy 

P* =I I <l>t-l(x +Ö+y)+(x)qiy)dxdy), 
0 -00 

which is identical to equation (9) so that ö+ = ö in case ö- = oo • The resulting confidence 

intervals of (12) then reduce to the confidence intervals of Hsu (1981 ), which were given by 

(6). For tables of W, ö+) we refer the reader to Bechhofer and Dunnett (1988). 
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Edwards and Hsu (1983) showed that if for any k E { 1, ... , t} simultaneons confidence inter

vals exist for all differences 1:k - 't1, i ;t k , then MCB intervals can be adapted from these 

intervals. 

Example ( continued) 

We give for the coating experiment the MCB intervals (12) of Edwards and Hsu (1983) at level 

P* = 0.95 and in case o· = ö+. From Bechhofer and Dunnett (1988) we get ö+ = ö- = 3.596 and 

so ö+SNn = 2.543y26.82/Y9 = 6.2 resulting into 

and 
c+ { t;: Y; :oa: 64.5-6.2- 58.3} = { '4 , '5 } 
1.2 (58.6- 51.2- 6.2t = L1 :S 1:(5) -1:1 :Sul= (64.5- 51.2 + 6.2t 19.5 
2.3 = (58.6- 50.1 - 6.2f = ~ :S 'tc5) -1:2 :S U2 = (64.5 - 50.1 + 6.2r = 20.6 
0 = (58.6- 54.9 - 6.2f = ~ :S 't(5)- 't3 :S u3 (64.5 - 54.9 + 6.2r = 15.8 
0 = (58.6- 58.6- 6.2y = L4 ::; ,;C5) -1:4 ::; U4 = (64.5- 58.6 + 6.2y = 12.1 
o = (58.6 - 64.5 - 6.2t = L5 ::; Tcs) -1:5 sUs = (58.6- 64.5 + 6.2y = 0.3 . 

Notice that the intervals of Edwards and Hsu (1983) don't have the disadvantage of 

Hsu's (1981) MCB intervals, namely that the Iower bounds are all equal to zero. Yet a bit of a 

drawback. indicated by the authors in an example, is that a lower bound of a treatment t; for 

the parameter 1:<,> - 't; can be equal to zero, although this treatment is not selected in the confi

dence set forthebest treatment, i.e. the subset of treatments eligible to be the "best". We see 

the same thing happen for t 3 in our example. Further, it must be taken into account that the 

confidence set by the procedure of Edwards and Hsu (1983) is always larger than the one 

implied by Hsu (1981), except for the special choice ö- = oo, ö+ = ö for which the two pro

cedures are identical. 

Thus in order to get possible positive lower bounds for 't(t) -1:(;), i = 1, ... , t, a price bas to be 

paid in the form of a Jarger confidence set for the unknown best treatment. The choice depends 

on the ma in interest, the parameters 'tc1J- 't; , i = 1, ... , t, or, the selection of t(t) • 
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4.2.4 Constrained MCB intervals 

A new chapter bas been added to the theory of MCB intervals by Hsu (1984a) who 

derived from (11) so-called constrained simultaneous two-sided confidence intervals for the 

parameters 

"t; -maxi,.1"ti, i =1, ... ,t. 

Notice that the difference between these parameters and those discussed so far, is the reptace

ment of maxi "ti by maxi .. 1 'ti. Although in principle these new parameters reflect the merit 

of each treatment with respect tothebest oftbe otber treatments, the resulting confidence 

intervals are still being referred to as MCB intervals. The constrained MCB inference is given 

by 

(14) 

with 

and 

(
- - s )+ 

U1 - Y1 -maxi,.1Yi +Ö Vn , i= 1, ... ,t, 

where ö satisfies (9). 

These intervals are called constrained intervals because the lower bounds are forced to be 

non-positive. 

To clarify the correspondence between these constrained MCB intervals and the original MCB 

intervals (6), we rewrite the latter into the intervals 

(- - s )-Y;- maxi ,. 1 Yi - ö Vn s 't; -maxi 'ti s 0, i = 1, .. . ,t. (15) 

Hsu (1984a) indicated that the lower bounds of (14) are the same numerically as the lower 

bounds of (15) but that this is also the case with respect to the inferences. This because lower 

bounds on 't; -maxi 'ti are (of course) lowerbounds on "t; -maxi,.1'ti, and vice versa, when

ever lower bounds on 't;- maxi,.1'ti are constrained to be non-positive, which they are in (14). 

We will explain the latter remark in more detail first. 

Suppose that for all i= 1, ... ,t we have 't;- maxi ,.;'ti 2: L1 , with L1 s 0. 

Th en, for i = ( t) we have 't; - maxi 'ti = 't(t) - 't(t) = 0 2: L1 , and for all i ;oo ( t ), 

't;- maxi 'ti= "t;- maxi ,.1'ti 2:L1 , so that 't;- maxi 'ti 2:L1 for all i=1, ... ,t. This means that upper 

bounds for 't;- maxi ,.1'ti can be added to the lower bounds of Hsu (1981) without decreasing 

the confidence level, so the constrained MCB intervals are an extension of the original MCB 

intervals and a strengthening of the results of Hsu (1981 ). It is simpte to deduce Gupta 's confi-
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dence set from the constrained MCB intervals because any treatment 11i is selected iff the corre

sponding upper bound U; is strictly positive, i= 1, ... ,t, so 

C={ 11; : U,> 0 }. 

Example ( continued) 

We will consicter how these constrained MCB intervals pan out for our example. Ifwe take P* 

= 0.95 then öS/Vn- 5.4 and the constrained MCB intervals (14) ofHsu (1984a) become 

-18.7 = (51.2- 64.5- 5.4Y s 1:1 - max1 ,. 11:1 s (51.2- 64.5 + 5At = 0.0 

-19.8 = (50.1- 64.5- 5.4Y :ST2 -maxi,. 2T1 s (50.1- 64.5 + 5.4t 0.0 

-15.0 = (54.9- 64.5- 5.4)" s-r3 maxi,. 3 T1 s (54.9- 64.5 + 5At = 0.0 

-11.3 = (58.6- 64.5- 5.4)" :ST4 max1 ,. 4T1 s (58.6- 64.5 + 5.4t = 0.0 

0.0 = (64.5 - 58.6- 5.4)" s T5 - max1 ,. 51:1 s (64.5 - 58.6 + 5At = 11.3. 

4.2.5 The selection of good enough treatments 

The lndifference Zone approach, in case o is known, has as fundamental principle that we 

can de termine the number of observations so that if 't(t)- 't(1 _ 1) <!!! ö* , the probability that treatment 

'llb is the best treatment 11(1) is at least P*, where both ö* (> 0) and P* are prespecified values. 

Clearly, this methad is basedon designinga procedure to satisfy a prespecified condition. But in 

reality one does not know whether T(r)- T(r -I) <!!! ö* , and still an inference on the treatment that 

came out best in the experiment, i.e. treatment 11b, is desired. 

As we have seen, statements (3), (4) and (6)meet this wish by inferences for T(t) -Tb and statement 

(14) (restricted to the varianee known case) for ,;b- max1 .. b 1:1 • All these statements try to give 

an answer to the question of how "good" treatment 11b is (compared toother treatments). It is not 

realistic to demand that 11b is 11(1) because if a treatment is very close to 11(t) it would need a lot of 

observations to discern the two treatments in an experiment. In imitation of Desu (1970) it is 

therefore interesting to qualify treatments with respect to the others and embody this in an 

(Indifference Zone) selection procedure. This is the basis of Hsu' s (1984b) Good enough selection 

procedure, that can simply be executed ifwe have the MCB intervals of (14). 

A treatment is called good enough, if 

1:i-max1,.,1:1 <!!! -E, i=1, ... ,t, 

with E > 0 a fixed value. Now select all treatments 11; for which L; <!!! - E , i= 1, ... , t, where L, is 

defined by (14). Then clearly 

P[ all selected treatments are good enough ] <!!! P* for all T. (16) 
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Notice that this procedure is also defined for the varianee unknown case. Since it is implied by 

the constrained MCB intervals, it can be given simultaneously with these intervals without 

decreasing the confidence level P*. Reeall that also Gupta's confidence set directly follows from 

the constrained MCB intervals. All this is due to the fact that all three procedures originate from 

(11). Hsu (1984b) paid some extra attention to this feature by consirlering the true coverage 

probabilities of the various statements for different configurations of the 1:;' s and found that these 

coverage probabilities can show opposite behaviour for the configurations considered. 

If in a single-stage design a is assumed known, then a non-empty set is guaranteed by 

taking n as large as (öa/ef . But in case a is unknown, then no guarantee can be given for 

any number of observations and we may end up with an empty set. (Multi-stage designs for 

this case do guarantee a non-empty set when the sample sizes of the different stages are chosen 

appropriately.) 

4.2.6 Unconstrained MCB intervals 

Because of the constraint on the lower bounds we will never gel a strictly positive lower 

bound for the parameter 'tb- maxi .. b 'ti , not even in the case wbere ,1> is the only treatment 

included in the confidence set for the best treatment. 

Again Hsu (1985) bas given a metbod that removes this constraint but this at the expense of the 

selection constant ö in Hsu (1984a) which shall have to be enlarged. Tbus, almost the same 

complication arises as mentioned with respect to the intervals of Edwards and Hsu (1983) ver

sus Hsu (1984a), to wit a positive lower bound for 'tb -maxi ,.1 'ti at the costof a larger conti

denee set for the unknown best treatrnent. 

Tbe so-called unconstrained MCB intervals of Hsu (1985) are given by 

- - s - - s 
P[Y[,1-Yr,-ll-ö'vn ~ 'tb-maxi .. b'ti ~ Y{t1-Yrt-1J+ö'vn; 

L;' ~ 1:1 - maxi ,. 1 'ti ~ U;' for all i ;at b] :ii!: P* for all 't, 

with 

and 

U;'= min{ ( Y1 - maxi ,. 1 Yi + ö' :n) +' Y[1_ 11 - Y[tJ + ö' :n}, i ;at b , 

with ö' satisfying the equation 

(17) 
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P*- I I <I>'- 2(x +Ö'y){<I>(x +Ö'y)-<I>(x -ö'y)}cp(x)qiy)dxdy. (18) 

(In Hsu (1985) an error in his definition of d occurred; the term ds/Vn should be replaced by 

ds ). 

Example ( continued) 

In tab ie lil of Hsu (1985) we findincase t = 5, P* 0.95 and v = 40 d.f. that ö' N2- 2.35 so 

that ö'S Nn - 5. 7 and the unconstrained MCB intervals (17) for the coating experiment then 

become 

*19.0 = 51.2- 64.5- 5. 7 :S T1 - maxi ,. 1Ti :S min{(51.2- 64.5 + 5.7r, -0.2} = -0.2 

*20.1 = 50.1 * 64.5-5.7 :ST2 -maxi,. 2'ti ,smin{(50.1- 64.5 + 5.7)+, -0.2} = -0.2 

-15.3 = 54.9- 64.5 - 5. 7 :S -r3 - maxi ,. 3 'ti :S min{(54.9- 64.5 + 5. 7)+, -0.2} = -0.2 

-11.6 = 58.6-64.5-5.7 :ST4 maxi,. 4-ri :S min{(58.6- 64.5 + 5.7)+, -0.2} = -0.2 

0.2 64.5 - 58.6 - 5. 7 :S -r5 - maxi ,. 5 'ti :S 64.5 - 58.6 + 5. 7 = 11.6. 

Indeed, a positive lower bound for 1:5 - maxi is obtained in this case. 

4.3 Unbalanced one-way layout 

The literature on Ranking and Selection for the balanced one-way layout design scheme is 

vast. Only few articles are devoted to more general settings, specifically unbalanced designs. In 

this section for the unbalanced one-way layout we will review and discussin short the development 

of selection procedures originating from the Indifference Zone approach, the Subset Selection 

approach and the MCB intervals. Again, the latter will prove to be a union of procedures. 

4.3.1 lndifference Zone selection 

Bechhofer (1954) exposed in his pioneering artiele the Indifference Zone approach in the 

general setting of a one-way layout with known variances ( equal or unequal). But he discussed 

sample sizes only in the context of the design of the experiment, so on the allocation of sample 

sizes rather than on the analysis of experiments with unequal sample sizes. In case of known 

unequal variances he advocated to use sample sizes in such a way that the variances of the sample 

means are equal. 

Other papers that treat the aspect of unequal sample sizes only in the context of the design of the 

experiment, namely the allocation problem, are Dudewicz and Dal al (1975) and Tong and Wetzeil 

(1984). 
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The problem with the means procedure as a selection procedure in case of unequal sample 

sizes is the fact that the PucfCS] (see chapter 2) depends on the sample size n(t), corresponding 

to treatment 11(1) , which is of course unknown. Gibbons, Olkin and Sobel (1977) gave an 

approximate salution for this problem by using in the analysis a common sample size no, given 

by 

They conjecture that an interval can be obtained which really contains the actual PLFcfCS] by 

calculating the PucfCS] in case the sample sizes are all equal to the minimum sample size and 

next for the case that they are all equal to the maximum sample size. But this is not true in genera!, 

as can be deduced from chapter 2. It seemed not possible to give an exact value for this PLFcfCS] 

because n(t) is unknown. Yet in chapter 5 we wil! describe situations where an exact salution is 

possible. 

4.3.2 Subset Selection 

We first describe three SSPs proposed in the literature that meet the P* -requirement. Gupta 

and W.T. Huang (1974) proposed the rule: 

select treatment 11;, i=1, ... ,t, iff 

Gupta and D.Y. Huang (1976) proposedan alternative procedure given by: 

select treatment 11;, i=1, ... ,t, iff 

And Chen, Dudewiz and Lee (1976) proposedas procedure: 

select treatment 11;, i=1, ... ,t, iff 

The constauts d1 , dz, d3 and a in the SSPs are chosen so that the P*-requirement is met All 

these procedures have as LFC the set { ,;: ,;1 = ...... 't1} , but as in the previous section the problem 

arises that we do not know the sample size n(t) • Therefore for each rule first a minimum of its 

PLFcfCS] for all possible allocations of the sample sizes to the treatments must be found and next 

this minimum equating to P* determines the constant. The farmer extra step is not necessary as 

demonstraled by Hsu (1984b), who proposed a SSP (as part of MCB intervals) with special 

selection constants, defined for each treatment separately, which make the extra minimization 

superfluous. 
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The procedure is given by: 

select treatment 11;, i=1, ... ,t, iff Y;~ max Y.-ö. -+-S , - {- vr:!;l } 
j ,..; J t n.i nj 

with Ö; the constant such that 

which can be worked out as 

I"' J"' 1 (x- 'fï. +Ö·- 'ïi:+ïï.y) P*- . n . tP V"j ,vn; TUj cj>(x)qv(y)dxdy. 
J - 1,, .. • - 'fï. -"' V u; 

Hsu (1984b) has shown that this procedure satisfies the P*-condition and further bas indicated 

that the corresponding confidence set for the unknown best treatment is always contained in the 

confidence set corresponding to the rule of Gupta and D. Y. Huang (1976). 

Somerville (1987) proposed for three treatments a generalization of the Multiple Range 

SSP (see Somerville (1984)) for the unequal sample sizes case. He stated (gave no prooi) that for 

this special case the P*-requirement is mel Unfortunately, extension of this procedure to more 

treatments wiJl probably lead to the same problem as for the equal sample sizes case, namely that 

no guarantee with respect to the minimum probability of a correct selection can be given for such 

a procedure (see chapter 2). 

4.3.3 MCB intervals 

Hsu (1984b) extended the results of Hsu (1981) to the unbalanced one-way layout by 

defining for this case as upper bounds 

D. - max.Ec · · y,- Y. +Ö· -+-S {- - vr:!;l } 
I J ,} ,.. ,_ J l J ni nj ' 

with 

C = { 11; : Y; ~ maxj .. ;( Yi ö;{F!;s) } . 
Unconstrained MCB intervals for the unbalanced one-way layout were mentioned briefly 

by Hsu (1985), but hadnotbeen worked out. 
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4.4 The linear model with fixed effects 

In the prcvious sections we have considered the one-way layout which bas received most 

of the attention in the theory of Ranldng and Selection. Additionally, a few artiel es have appeared 

with as set up a balanced design. But in practice one often uses other, unbalanced designs such 

as incomplete block designs or designs with a eovariable. 

In this section we will propose fora very general model, the linear model with fixed effect.•, a 

SSP and MCP intervals that are generalizations of procedures given in the previous sections. 

4.4.1 The model 

Lel Y = (y1, ... ,y.)' he a vector of n independent observations. We assume a linear model 

forY: 

Y=X13+at, (19) 

where X={x11} is !he so-called design matrix, 13 the vector of fixed unknown parameters and 

at= a(t;, ... ,tJ' the vector of error terms, with a the unknown standard deviation. We assume 

that the e;'s are independent Standard Normal variables. Thus t bas a multinormal distribution 

with zero means and as variance-eovariance matrix the identity matrix of order n, denoted by I. . 
We assume !hal 13 contains a vector of parameters, say "< = (<1, ••• , "t:,)', corresponding to !he levels 

of a factor, say treatments '111, ••• , '11, , and that among the parameters in the model the treatment 

effects "<; , i= !, ... ,t, are our main purpose. Further, we assume that !he design is such that all 

elementary contrasts among the treatments are estimable parametrie functions, which impHes that 

we may as.."iume that there is a least squares estimator Î: (i1, ••• ,i,)' for 't"t such that i bas a 

multinormal distribution with mean vector-rand variance-covariance matrix a"V (say), with V 
originating from the design. Let e,i , i,j - 1, .. . ,t, i ,t j. denote the vector with t co-ordinates~ 

the •'' equal to 1, the l' equal to -1 and the rest equal to 0. lt is well known, that for each 

elernentarycontrast e.:jt: = 1:; -Tj ~ i,j 1 •... , l, i ;<!: j, tbe varianceofthe correspondingestimator 

is given by 

var(i>i)= var<Î:=e;;Ve1;a"=v1;a" (say). 

Let 1:(1) s ... s 1:1,; denote !he ordered va lues of the treatmenl effects 1:1, ••. ;t, (in case of ties the 

treatments are arranged according tosome fixed rule) and let-î(l)denote the estimator oftreatment 

effect t:(i) , associated with trea.tment ,ii)• i= l, ... ,t. Treatment 1!(0 is referred toasthebest treatment. 

Furtherwe define vfi>U>- var ("t(I) -iu),i,j - 1, ... ,t, i "j, and let-î11] s ... s ~qdenotetheordered 
va lues of the i;'s. 

We assume that a" is unknown and let S' denote !he unbiased estimator of a" with v;n-rank(X) 

degrees of freedom. 1f not mentioned otherwise, all results arealso applicable lo the case a" is 

known (replace S by a and put v- <>'). 
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4.4.2 Balanced designs 

A special class of designs is formed by the so-called ba Janeed designs. Sineethere are more 

concepts of balance than just one and it is nol always clear in the literature to which concept of 

balance is being referred to, we first give some definitions that we will use in lhe sequel to take 

away this inconvenience. A design is called pairwise balanced(for treatmenteffects) if all pairwise 

differences (1:, -1:), i,j -1, ... ,1, i>' j, have the same variance. So 

var (1:, -1:)- 2ad (say). 

A design is called varianee balanced (for treatment effects) iff 

the matrix V (see section 4.4.1) is of the form 

V-al,+bl,l;, 

where 1, denotes the vector with all r co-ordinates equal to 1. 

Clearly, a design that is varianee balanced is also pairwise balanced : 

var(eéJ- var(r1 -i;)- (e1 -e1)'(al, +b1,'1,)(e, -e1) d- 2a d. 
In genera I, it is nottruc that a pairwise balanced design is varianee balanced (see e.g. Hochberg 

(1974)).ln case the variance-covariance matrix V is not of full rank and under the side-condition 

that Vl,- 0, Atiquallah (1961) showed that if a design is pairwise balancedit is a lso varianee 

balanced. So in that case, the two concepts are the same. The side-condition Vl, - 0 is nol 

restrictive; it only ensures that a unique solution vector for the treatment effects exists when all 

pairwise differences between treatment effects are estimable. 

The balanced one-way layout is a varianee balanced design and therefore a lso a pairwise balanced 

design. We have extensively treated MCB intervals for this situation in section 4. 1. All resull~ 

that are derived or given in that section a lso hold for pairwise ba Janeed designs. We only need to 

reptace Y; by i,, i-l, ... ,t, and -tïJii by -.fïä. 
The argument for this extension (see e.g. Hochberg and Tamhane (1987)), is that for all i•1, .. ,t, 

the veetors Z1
- (Zi, ···~Z,'_ "z: +h •• • ,,z;)' with 

. y -•·-(Y-•·> 
Z , } J ' f ' 1 . ' 

jo= aV2iïi ' )= , ... ,t,)#l, 

asdefined in a balanced one~way Jayout, and thevectors U; -(U~·p .. ,Uf_ 1,U/+b···,U;)' with 

. 1:. -'t· -(1: -1:) 
U' I J I r • 1 . . 

j""" a..tiä > 1 ... ,. .. ,t, J llll, 

as defined in a pairwise balanced design, have the same multivariate distribution, namely 

multinormal with zero means and variance-covariance matrix 
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We will shortly treat the main selection inferences for the situation of a pairwise balanced 

design and insection 4.4.2.1 illustrate these by means of an example. 

4.4.2.1 lndifl'erence Zone selection 

Rasch (1978) derived formulae for the requested number of observations in balanced 

incomplete block designs and balanced complete block designs to ensure that the P[CS] is at 

least P*, whenever 't<1>- 't<1 -ll <!: ö*. This can be generalized to all pairwise balanced designs. In 

chapter 5 it will be shown that fora pairwise balanced design (d known) the P[CS] is equal to 

P[CS] = J,. :rr.\t>(x + 't~~'t<ï>)q,(x)dx , 
•-1 va a 

-00 

so that for all 't E PZ = { 't: 't<1>- 't(l _1> <!: ö* } we have 

This integral is equal toP* if a = (ö*/öoi, with ö satisfying (1). 

4.4.2.2 Subset Selection 

Only few times in the literature explicitly the remark appears (e.g. Hochberg and Tamhane 

(1987) and Butler and Butler (1987)), thatthe SSP ofGupta (1956) withits correspondingthreshold 

value, next to the balanced one-way layout, applies to all designs that are pairwise balanced. For 

the sake of completeness we will enumerate the selection procedures for a pairwise balanced 

design that meet the P*-requirement for both the varianee known and unknown case. 

In case d is known : 

select treatment 11i, i=1, ... ,t, iff 

where ö satisfies (1), 

and in case d is unknown : 

select treatment 11i, i=1, ... ,t, iff 

where ö satisfies (9). 

Examples of pairwise balanced designs are the randomized complete block design (a = b"1
) and 

the balanced incomplete block design (a= k/(M), with À the number of appearance of any pair 

of treatments in the design). 
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Remark 
Pay particularly attention to the definition of a and ö because you may find (though slight, yet) 

essential different definitions in the literature. The difference almast always concerns the scalar 

V2 and can be rather confusing (see also the appendix). 

4.4.2.3 MCB intervals 

Hsu (1982) considered a randomized complete block design, which is a pairwise 

balanced design, and derived MCB intervals for the parametrization, 

't(l)-'ti, i-1, ... ,t. 

But as we have seen for the one-way layout, MCB intervals for the parameters 

't;- maxi ,.;'ti, i= 1, ... , t, 

are extensions of the farmer parametrization and therefore we will restriet ourselves to the latter 

indeveloping MCB intervals. In section 4.4.3 various MCB intervals will be derived fora general 

design. In this subsection we anticipate and give these MCB intervals (without proo:t) for the 

pairwise balanced designs in which case a strong simplification takes place. 

Two-sided MCB intervals 

We start off with a kind of extension of the two-sided MCB intervals considered in section 4.2.3. 

Therefore, we will call the following intervals two-sided MCB intervals. 

Corollary 1 

Let P*, ö- (> 0) and ö+ (> 0) be given such that (13) is satisfied. Th en for all 't: 

P[ Lt :s: 't;- maxj ,.; 'ti :s: U,+ for all i ] <!! P* , 

where 

and 

with 

c+ ={i: i; <!!'Î'r,1-ö\fäs} 

the corresponding confidence set for 1fc1) • 

if c+ ={i} 

el se 

ifiEC 

ifi ~c+, 

(20) 
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Constrained MCB intervals 

Tbe choice o-- oo in (13) leads to ö+- ö, the constant satisfying (9), and the resulting MCB 

intervals, given in corollary 2, are extensions of the constrained MCB intervals of section 4.2.4 
to other balanced designs than the balanced one-way layoul 

Corollary2 

Let P* and o (> 0) be given such that (9) is satisfied. Then for all 't: 

P[ A A .._ r:: - A • ll... r:: + • ] P* 
('t1 -maxjec,j~i'ti-uvaS) ,s; 't1 -maxi~i'ti ,s; ('t1 -maxi,.1'ti+uvaS) foralil :<!! , 

with 

C ={i: i;:<!! i 111 - WaS}, 

as confidence set for 1fc,>· (Wh en C - {i}, the lower bound is set equal to zero). 

It is easy to see that these constrained MCB intervals imply the SSP of section 4.4.2.2 
as wellas the good enough selection procedure as discussed insection 4.2.5 (see also the example 

in secdon 4.4.2.4). 

Uneonstrained MCB intervals 

As mentioned insection 4.2, when the intention is to have a positive lower bound for 'tb -maxi ,. 11 'ti 

in case only one treatment will be selected, unconstrained MCB intervals are requested. These 

are given in corollary 3. 

Corollary3 

Let P* and o' (> 0) be given such that (18) is satisfied. Then for all 't : 

with 

and 

P[ L;' s 't;- maxi .. ; 'ti s U;' ] :<!! P* , 

ifi EC' 

ifi ft;C',j C'j -1 

ifi ft;C',j C'j > 1 

The corresponding confidence set for 1fc1> is given by 

c-{i: i;:<!!i1~1 -o'vas}. 

(21) 
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4.4.2.4 Example 

We use the data in Duncan (1955), from an experiment that involved t = 7 barley varieties 

'111 , ... , '117 and that was laid out according toa randomized complete block design with b = 6 blocks 

and k = 7 plots per block. Let Y;i denote the yield (in bushel per acre) of variety ( or treatment) '11; 

in blockj, i=1, ... ,7,j=l, ... ,6. 
We assume model (19) for the observations, and write 

Y;j = 1-t + 't; + f:lj + (J fij> i = 1, ... , 7, j = 1, ... , 6. 

The parameters r..t, 't; and f:li represent the overall effect, the effect of treatment i and the effect of 

block j, respectively, and ae,i represents the experimental error. We assume the E;/s to be 

independent Standard Normal variables and a unknown. We also assume that the treatment and 

block effects are fixed, a so-called intra-block model. It is well known that the least squares 

estimates of the treatment effects for the model explained in section 4.4.1 are the common means, 

so 

A 1 6 
't;=-6.l:Y;j, i-1, ... ,t, 

J-1 

which are mutually independent variables, each with varianee cf/6 . So the design is pairwise 

balanced with a = 1/6. 

The treatment effect estimates of the barley varieties (relabeled) are: 

49.6 58.1 61.0 61.5 67.6 71.2 71.3 

The varianee er is estimated by SL, the error mean square in the analysis of varianee with V = 30 
degrees of freedom, with estimate S 2 = 79.64. 

Subset Selection 

If we choose P* = 0. 95, then ö = 3.393 (en try ( v = 30 , t 7) of tab Ie 3 in the appendix) and the 

SSP is given by 

select variety '11;, i=l, ... ,7, iff i; :2: i[71- öVa S = 71.3- (3.393)~v79.64 = 58.9, 

which yields as 95% confidence set for '11(7) : 

C { 4JI3 , '114 , 'lis , ~ , 4JI7 } • 
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Constrained MCB intervals 
Simultaneously, with the same confidence level P* = 0.95, we can add to the Subset Selection 

inference the constrained MCB intervals: 

-34.1 = ( 49.6 - 71.3 - 12.4r s 'tl- maxj od 'tj s ( 49.6- 71.3 + 12.4t = 0 
-25.6 = (58.1 - 71.3- 12.4r s ,;2 - maxi ,. 21:i s (58.1- 71.3 + 12.4t = 0 

-22.7 = (61.0 - 71.3 - 12.4r s 't3- maxj .. 3 'tj s (61.0 - 71.3 + 12.4t = 2.1 
-22.2 = (61.5 - 71.3 - 12.4r s 't4- maxj .. 4 'tj s (61.5 - 71.3 + 12.4t = 2.6 
-16.1 = (67.6- 71.3- 12.4r s ,;5 - maxi ,. 51:i s (67.6- 71.3 + 12.4t = 8.7 

-12.5 = (71.2- 71.3- 12.4r s 't6- maxj ,.6'tj s (71.2- 71.3 + 12.4t = 12.3 

-12.3 = (71.3- 71.2- 12.4r s 't7- maxj ,.7'tj s (71.3- 71.2 + 12.4t = 12.5. 

Good enough selection 
Let us say that a variety is good enough if 't;- maxi ,.;'ti <:!: -15, i= 1, ... , t, then the 95% 
confidence set for good enough varieties is { 116 , 117 }. 

Two-sided MCB intervals 
The constrained MCB intervals correspond to the choice {f = oo and ö+ = ö = 3.393. Another 

choice might be ö+ = ö- = ö+- (say) in which case the tables ofBechhofer and Dunnett (1988) 

give us as selection constant for P* = 0.95, ö+- = 3.847. Then 

c+ = { i : i; <:!: 71.3- (3.847) ~ y79.64 = 57.3 } 

= {2 ' 3 ' 4 ' 5 ' 6 ' 7 } 
and 

-35.7 = 49.6-71.3- 14.0 s1:1 -maxj,. 1'ti s (49.6 -71.3 + 14.or = -7.7 
-27.2 = 58.1 - 71.3- 14.0 s 1:2 - maxi ,. 2 'ti s 58.1 - 71.3 + 14.0 = 0.8 
-24.3 = 61.0- 71.3- 14.0 s,;3- maxi ,. 3'ti s 61.0- 71.3 + 14.0 = 3.7 

-23.8 = 61.5 - 71.3 - 14.0 s 1:4- maxi ,. 4 'ti s 61.5 - 71.3 + 14.0 = 4.2 
-17.7 = 67.6-71.3-14.0 st:5 -maxj .. s'tj s 67.6-71.3 + 14.0 = 10.3 

-14.1 = 71.2- 71.3- 14.0 s t:6- maxi ,. 6 t:i s 71.2- 71.3 + 14.0 = 13.9 

-13.9 = 71.3- 71.2- 14.0 s t:7- maxi ,. 1 t:i s 71.3- 71.2 + 14.0 = 14.1 . 
Notice that the latter MCB intervals can be judged of minor interest than the farmer MCB 

intervals; this because I c+ I> 1 (in contrast to the example with dials insection 4.2). 
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Unconstrained MCB intervals 
From the tables ofHsu (1985) we have in case P* = 0.95 the value ()' = 3.536, with which we 

get as unconstrained MCB inference 

C'={ i: Î:,:i!:71.3-(3.536)~v'79.64-58.4}-{ 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} 

and 

-34.6 = 49.6- 71.3- 12.9 s 1:1 - maxi ,. 1 'ti s 0 
-26.1 58.1 - 71.3- 12.9 s 1:2 - max; ,. 21:; s 0 
-23.2 = 61.0- 71.3 - 12.9 s 1:3 - max; ,. 3 't; s 61.0- 71.3 + 12.9 = 2.6 
-22.7 = 61.5 - 71.3 - 12.9 s 1:4 max; ,. 4 't; s 61.5 - 71.3 + 12.9 = 3.1 
-16.6 = 67.6- 71.3- 12.9 s 1:5 - max; ,. 51:; s 67.6- 71.3 + 12.9 = 9.2 
-13.0 71.2- 71.3 - 12.9 s 1:6 maxi ,. 6 'ti s 71.2- 71.3 + 12.9 12.8 
-12.8 71.3- 71.2- 12.9 s 1:7 - max; ,. 7T; s 71.3- 71.2 + 12.9 = 13.0. 

In this example but also in genera!, if IC I > 1, then IC' I > 1 and alllower bounds will 

become negative so that no gain results from consictering the unconstrained MCB intervals 

instead of the constrained MCB intervals. 

1.4.3 Unbalanced designs 

85 

We speak of unbalanced designs, whenever designs are not pairwise balanced. In this section 

we will derive selection procedures and MCB intervals for such unbalanced designs that are 

generalizations of inferences given in the previous sections. Most results have already appeared 

in my 1991 Communications paper (recommended by Hsu). One of these results, corollary 4, 
appeared to be presenled befare (Hsu (1988)), but its proofnot until Chang and Hsu (1991). 
Before we treat the concept of MCB intervals for these designs we will as in previous sections 

first discuss its predecessors, the lndifference Zone approach and the Subset Selection approach. 

1.4.3.1 Indifference Zone selection 

With regard to the lndifference Zone approach in general unbalanced designs the same 

problems arise as the ones discussed insection 4.3.1, where the setting was an unbalanced one-way 

layout. We refer the reader to chapter 5 for an exact solution, which is sametimes possible. 
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4.4.3.2 Subset Selection 

In thi& sect;ion we wiU give a SSP for unbalanced de8igns that meets the P* -requirement. 

In this SSP each treatment 1f1 , i=l, ... ,t, demands its own specific selection constant IJ.1 (say), that 

is defined by the equation 

P* =P[ Î:1 -'t1 2:Î:i -'ti -li1~S for all j 1!1! i ]. 

Tbe corresponding SSP is given by : 

select treatment 1f1 , i=l, ... ,t, iff i, 2: ii- A1~S for all j 1!1! i. 

Theorem2 
Let P* and constauts A1 (> 0), i= 1, ... ,t, be given such that (22) is satisfied. 

Then SSP (23) satisfies the P*-condition; 

for all 't: P[CS] 2: P* . 

Proof: 

(22) 

(23) 

Because of the definition of the IJ.;' s, equation (22) is satisfied for each i= 1, ... , t. Therefore a lso 

for the index (t) of the unknown best treatment, thus 

P* -P[i<t>-'t<t> ?!Î:<1>-'t<1>-~tl~S for all i ;of t]. 

Then for all 't: 

P[CS] = P[i<t> 2: i<•>-~~>~S for all i • t] 

?!:.P[i(t>-i<1>-('t<1>-"t<1) 2: -~~>~S for all i • t] 

=P*. 0 

Notice that the selection constauts depend on the requested P*, the number of treatments, 

the error degreesoffreedom and on the "positions" ofthe treatments in the design (read the v1/s.) 

The calculation of these selection constauts as well as specific properties will be discussed in 

chapter 6. In the sequel we assume that P* is chosen such that all selection constauts are non

negative. As mentioned before, in case we assume a to be known, we reptaceS by a in both (22) 

and (23), keeping in mind that the selection constauts will differ for these cases. 
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4.4.3.3 MCB intervals 

The results in this subsection make it possible to apply the MCB approach, initiated by Hsu 

(1981), in all designs that follow the linear model with fixed effects. These results may take away 

one reason why in practice Ranking and Selection Procedures are seldom used, namely the 

limitation in the literature to balanced designs. 

We will derive two-sided, constrained and unconstrained MCB intervals for the parameters 

A confidence set for the unknown best treatment accompanies each version of the MCB intervals 

and this set can be given simultaneously at the same confidence level because it is derived from 

the same pivotal event as the MCB intervals are. The subset corresponding to SSP (23) is part of 

the constrained MCB intervals, the ether MCB intervals all generate confidence sets that are 

larger. Also the good enough selection procedure as explained in previous sections is applicable 

and can be given simultaneously without decreasing the confidence level. In section 4.4.3.4 an 

example of an unbalanced block design and an example of a design with a covariable will illustrate 

all interences mentioned in this subsection. 

Two-sided MCB intervals 

Let P* and for each treatment ~i, a pair of nonnegative selection constants (t~:;,A7), i= 1, ... ,t, be 

given so that 

* [~ +_ ,-::- ' A c ,-::- ] P =P t:i -t:i -A;vV;jS s t:; -t:; s t:i t:i +A~vv;iS for allj ~i . 

Theorem3 

with 

l 
A A V% + (min. -{t:.-t:.-A:- v .. S}.) 

L + } "''- I J l I.J 
i W: • A A + 

mm. c· .. {t:; -t:,. -A,.{%,.s} 
1 E ,J ",, 

and 

where 

ifC+ ={i} 

else, 

ifi E c+ 
ifi ft:. c+, 

(24) 
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Proof: 

Given that we have pairs of selection constants (A/,Ä.t} such that (24) is satisfied for any i=l, ... ,t, 
then it is also satisfied for (t). Let A(;> and /l(,) be the selection constants corresponding to the 

best treatment •lt> , then 

P[B] =P*, 

with 

B - [iu> --cu>- t\(r)Vv~MS s 'Î(t> -1:<1> s iu> -'tu> + /l(t).,fv;(;>S for all j .,. t]. 

We will elaborate on the event B two times and thus derive the lower bounds and upper bounds 

for 1:; -maxi .. ; -ei, i= 1, ... , t. 
Firstly, 

B - [i<,> -1:<1> <!: i(j) --cUl- A(r>yv;w,s for all j .,. t; 

'Î<1>- 1:<1> s 'Îu> --cu> + /l(t)yv;w,s for all j .,. t] 

Ç [i<1> <!: i(i)- A(r>yv;w,s for all j pi t; 

1:<1> --cu> s i<,> -iu> + A(r>yv;w,s for all j pit; 

'tu> --c<,> s iUl- i<,>+ /l(t)yv;w,s for all j pi t] 

1:<1>- 1:<, -t> s i<,>- iu> + t\(r),fiï;(;,s for all j .,. t; 

"V>-1:<1> s iu>-i<t)+ll(t,yv;w,S forallj .,.t; 

'tUl - 't(t) s 0 for all j p1 t] 
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ç [C = {(t)}; 

u 

[i Cl > l;(t) E c+; 

= [t;- maxj ~; -rj s Ut]. 

The last equation holds because when i E C+, we have 

minj ~Jt; -ii + A7-y'%S} <!! 0. 

Secondly, 

B Ç[(t)EC+; 

T; -T<t-ll <!! 0 for i= (t)] 

89 
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~ [C". = {(t)}; 

't; -max; .. ;'ti öi!! (mini,. 1{~1 -~i -A;-~S}f for all i EC+; 

't; -max1 .. ;'t; öi!! minjec•,; .. J~1 -~; -A;~s} for all i $C1 

u 
[I c+l > 1;(t) E c+; 

't1-maxi,.;'t; öi!! minjec·,; .. J~;-~;-A;~s} foralli$C+] 

= ['t1 -max; .. ;'t; öi!! Lt for all i]. 

The last equation holds because 

minjec•,j.J~1 -'Î;-A;~s} :s; 0. 0 

These MCB intervals are extensions of the two-sided MCB intervals of Edwards and Hsu 

(1983) to a slightly different parametrization. 

Constrained MCB intervals 

It is clear that by varying the selection constants Ai and Ai (satisfying (24)), many confidence 

intervalscan be set up. A special case is when we put Ai = oo for all i= 1, ... , t. Then for each treatment 

separately, only one selection constant (instead of two), say A;, has to be calculated that must 

satisfy the equation 

P* =P['Î; -'t; -A1~S :s; ~~ -'t; for all j .-i]. (25) 

Notice that (25) is identical to (22), so this selection constant is equal to the one insection 4.4.3.2. 

We will call the intervals that result from this particular choice constrained MCB intervals since, 

as we have seen in section 4.4.2.3, these intervals are exactly the same as the constrained MCB 
intervals of section 4.2.4 in case of a balanced one-way layout. 

Corollary4 

Let for any i= 1, ... , t be given the selection constant A; that satisfies (22). 

Th en 
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with 

if c ={i} 
el se, 

and 

Notice that for all i=l, ... ,t, L; s 0 and U; :.?: 0, and that C- {U;> 0}, so that we can 

easily deduce from the constrained MCB intervals the confidence subset for the unk:nown best 

treatment (as we have seen before). Theorem 4 compares the bounds of the constrained MCB 

intervals withall other possible bounds corresponding to the two-sided MCB intervals (ofwhich 

the constrained are a special case). 

Theorem 4 

Let for any i= l, ... ,t be given selection constants A7 and Ai that satisfy (24) and selection constant 

A; that satisfies (22). Then 

and also 

Proof: 

for all iE c+ 
for all i $. c+, 

for all i, except if c+ - {i} 
ifC+={i}. 

First notice that for all i=l, ... ,t, A7 :.?: A; and thus C ç; c+. 
We will start with the up per bounds. 

For all i=l, ... ,t, with iE c+ we have in case iE C 
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and in case i ~ C 

2: 0 (because i E C') 

- U; (because i ~ C). 

For all i=1, ... ,t, with i~ c+ it holds thati ~ C and therefore 

U;=O 

which proves the first part of the tbeorem. 

In case I c+l > 1 'for all i=l, ... ,t, witbiE c· we have, 

Lt=minjec·.i ... Jt;-ii-.t\;v'lï:s} s 0. 

Iffurther iE C and I Cl =1, thenL; = 0 2: Lt; 

otberwise (i.e. i~ C or iE C but I Cl > 1) 

L; = minjec,j .. ;{i; -ii- Aiv'li:S} 

In case I c•1 > 1 , for all i= 1, ... , t, with i ~ C'" it bolds that i ~ C and so 

L; = minjeC,i ,.;{'t; -'ti- Aiv'li:S} 

Tbe same reasoning holds for the case I c•1 = 1 and i ~ c+ . 
Finally, in case I c•1 =1 and iE c•, then I Cl =1 and iE C and soL;- 0 s Lt. 0 

So the bounds of corollary 4 are always sharper tban those of theorem 3 except fortheupper 

bounds of not selected treatments, and the careesponding lower bound in case only one treatment 

is selected. The former case is not so interesting because it concerns only treatments that are not 

selected. In the Jatter case with c•- {i}, we have 

Lt>L; =0. 
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Thus if a treatment, say ~;. is inferred to be the best because it is the only one selected, a positive 

confidence lower bound for 1:;- max; .,;1:j, can be obtained by choosing A7 =Ai and can not by 

choosing (A7, Ai)= (A,, oo ). Again we can say that if the goal is to select the best with a minimal 

subset and not primarily to have confidence bounds for each treatment versus the other treatments, 

then SSP (23) and the corresponding bounds of corollary 4 are to be advised since I Cl s; I c+l . 

When the design bas equal selection constants (see chapter 6), the MCB intervals for 

1:; max; ,.; -r;i, i= 1, ... ,t, of corollary 4 attain the following very simple form 

(Î;-max;Ec,; .. JÎ';+A~S}f, (i, max; .. ;{T;-A~S}f ) , 

with 

C = {i: T; ~ T; -A~ S for all j .. i}. 

(Wh en C = {i} the lower bound for 1:; ma x; .. ; 1:; is set equal to zero). 

Unconstrained MCB intervals 

If in fact unconstrained MCB intervals are desired, then one can better use the following MCB 

intervals that generalize the unconstrained MCB intervals of Hsu (1985). 

Theorem 5 

Let P* and A;; (> 0), ~j= 1, ... , t, j."i, be given such that 

Th en 

with 

and 

P*=P[i1 --r:,-A;;-./V:tS s: i,--r:; s: r;-"t;+A;,~s foralll .. i]. 

if C' {i} 

if i E C', I C'l > 1 

ifi $C' 

ifi E C' 

ifi $C', 

(26) 
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where 

C'- {i: 31- i such that i 1 è!: ii -I:J.;1~S for all j- i}, 

c; .. {/: l- i andi, è!: ii -I:J.;,~s for allj -i}. 

Proof: 

Given the selection constants I:J.~i• i,j = 1, ... ,t, i ;ot j, such that (26) is satîsfied. Then it is also 

satisfied for the pair ((t),(t -1)), so that we have 

P[B] =P*, 

with 

B - [i(i) -'t(;)- ~1)(1-1)~s ::s; i(l)- 't(l) ::s; i(t-1) -1:(1-1) + ~1)(1-1)VV(1)(1 -l)s for all i p! t]. 

From the first inequality it follows that for all i ;ot t : 

~~~ è!: i<i> +'t<1> -'t<;>- ~t)(t-l>~s 

è!: i<•>- ~t)(l -~~~s , 
so that 

(t) E C' and (t -1) E C'<1> . 

The lower bounds are obtained as follows: 

B Ç[(t)EC'; 

't<;>- 't(tl è!: i<;>- i<t>- ~tl(t _ 11~S for all i - t; 

't<t>- 1:(1-l) è!: i<,>- i(t -1>- ~~)(, -t>V"<t)(t -l>sJ 

-[(t)EC'; 

Ç [(t)EC'; 
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Ç [C' == {(t)}; 

't·- max .. 't.:!! (min1ec· {i1 i, 6.;1-.fV:tS})+ for all iE C'; 
J J ", J i 

u 
[I C'l > 1; (t) E C'; 

't;- maxi~~ 'ti:!! miniEC',tec;{i1 -ii- 6.~1v'V;;S} if i Et C']. 

The last equation follows because if i E C' and I Cl > 1, then 

minj ,. i,j E C',/ E C'. {i; -ij - Ó.~/vv;. S} S 0, 
) 

The second part is obtained as follows 

B Ç[(t)EC'; 

Ç((t)EC'; 

't<1>-'t<t-l) s mini .. JÎ:(t) -iu)+~t)(t-l)~S}; 

't<;>- 1:(1) si(, -1)- i<r> + ~~><, -l)Yv<t><t _1>S for all i "'t] 

Ç[{t)EC'; 

't.- max. . 't· s 0 for all i "'(t)] t J lltt ) 
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Ç [(t) E C' ; 

Ç [C' = {(t)}; 

u 
[I C'l > 1; (t) E C'; 

't;- maxj ,.;'tj :S ( maxj EC',IEC'; {1:,-l:j + A~,~S} r for all i Et C'] 

= ['t;- maxi ,.;'ti s max1ec·;{mini ,.;{1:; -l:i + A;,~s}} for all iE C'; 

't;- maxi ,.;'ti s (maxi ec·,1ec·; {1:,-l:i + A~1~S} )- for all i Et C']. 

The last equation holds because if i E C' and I Cl > 1, then 

max1ec·;{minj .. ;{1:; -l:i + A;,~s}} :ö!: 0. 

This completes the second part of the proof. 

4.4.3.4 Examples 

0 

In this section we will treat two types of designs that are widely used in practice, namely 

the class of incomplete block designs and designs with a concomitant variable. Methods of analysis 

forthese types of designs are the well-known analysis of varianee (ANOV A) and the analysis of 

covariance (ANCOV A), respectively. Bath types of design are used to imprave upon the precision 

of treatment comparisons. In section 4.4.3.4.1 we give an outline of the concept of incomplete 

block designs, since we will discuss such designs also in fortbeaming chapters, and further 

illustrate the procedures and inferences of sections 4.4.3.2 and 4.4.3.3, summarized as MCB 

intervals, by means of an example. In section 4.4.3.4.2 an example of ANCOV A is given. 
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4.4.3.4.1 MCB intervals in Incomplete Block Designs 

In genera!, the concept of blocking is used to improve upon the precision of the experiment 

in the sense that some environmental noise is eliminated from the estimates of the treatment effects 

by the blocking factor, so that these estimates become more accurate. 

A block design is an arrangement of (say) t treatments in b blocks such that the i'h treatment 

appears r; times in the design and the j'h block contains ~ experimental units, i= 1, ... , t, j= 1, ... ,b. 

The allocation of the treatments to the experimental units is described by the txb incidence matrix 

N = { n;j} of the design, where n;j is the number of times that treatment '11; appears in blockj. Let 

Y;jt denote the ztb observation of treatment '11; in blockj (if such an observation exists). 

We assume as model for the observations in the block design 

i=1, ... ,t, j=1, ... ,b, l=1, ... ,nij' (27) 

and reeall that the parameters J..t , "t; and (3j represent the overall effect, the effect of treatment 

'11; and the effect of block j, respectively, a denotes the standard deviation and the E;p's are 

independent Standard Normal variables. We also assume that the treatment and block effects are 

fixed (the intra-block model). Notice that (27) corresponds to (19). 

The estimation of the treatment effects using the least squares metbod of estimation results in 

solving the adjusted intra-block equations 

cT:= Q , 

with C = R - NK-1N', Q = T- NK-1B with Rand K diagonal matrices with as diagonal elements 

the number of replications and the block sizes, respectively, T = (T1, ••• , I;)' is the vector of 

treatment totals and B = (Bl> ... ,Bh)' the vector of block totals. The vector Q is called the vector 

of adjusted treatment totals, i.e. there is adjusted for the presence ofblocks. Since Cl,= 0, , where 

0, is the null vector with t co-ordinates, the matrix C is singular and the T:;'s are not uniquely 

determined. Therefore we restriet ourselves to the case in which C has rank t-1 because then all 

elementary treatment contrasts are estimable. Such a block design is called a connected block 

design. A solution of the adjusted intra-block equations is then given by 

.f:=CQ, 

where c-is a generalized inverse of C, so c- satisfies cc-c = C. Th en for any i,j = 1, ... , t, i ;o' j, 

T:; - T:j is the best unbiased estimator of the elementary contrast "t; - -rj with varianee 
~ ~ ,~ , _2 

var (-r; -1:) = var e;j-r = e;jC-e;p , 

which was to be denoted by v;p2 (see section 4.4.1). We assume a unknown and let SZ denote 

the unbiased estimator of d with v =n-t-b+ 1 degrees of freedom, where n is the total number 

of observations. If not mentioned otherwise, all results arealso applicable to the casedis known 

(replace S by a and put v = oo). 
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To illustrate the proposed procedures and inferences we will give a (simple) purely numerical 

example with the observations fictitious and without any practical foundation. We use a simple 

laUice as expecimen&al design to investigate four treatments (1111 ~ 113 and ~). In a simple lattice 

for four treatments, the treatments have 2 replicates and there are 4 blocks, containing 2 plots 

each. For the observations we assume model (27) with common known varianee ei- = 1. 

Assume that the allocation of treatments to the experimental units is such that the incidence matrix 

of the design is given by 

1 0 1 0 

The simple lattice is a connected design, but lacks the property of pairwise balance, as can readily 

be seen from the following scheme of the v;/s : 

v12 v13 vl4 1.5 1.5 

1
2
5] V21 v23 v24 1.5 2 

V31 V32 v34 1.5 2 1.5 . 

V41 V42 V43 2 1.5 1.5 

The selection constants A; , i = 1, ... , 4, are determined by (22). The constant A1 , for instance, 

must satisfy 

P[ Z1 s (A1 , A1 , A1 )' ] = P* , (28) 

The vector Z1 bas a multivariate Normal distribution with zero means and variance-covariance 

matrix 

v-[ 1~ 
l!VJ 

1/3 1~ 
1 1f{J . 

lf{J 1 
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Let W1 , W2 , X be mutually independent standard Normal variables, then we can rewrite (28) 

into 

-I P1: wl s fflt\1 + ..fïlïx ]cjl(x )dx 
-A, 

It is easily verified that we get exactly the same integrals for the constauts L\2 , L\3 , l\4 , so that 

these are all equal, say equal to ll . (In chapter 6 we will elaborate on this interesting aspect of 

selection constants.) For different values of P* table 2 gives values of ll that are determined by 

numerical procedures. 

Table 2. Selection constauts for the simp Ie lattice for four treatments in case v = oo. 

P* 0.50 0.75 0.90 ~ 0.975 0.99 0.999 

ll 0.59 1.19 1.73 2.06 2.35 2.68 3.39 

In table 3 imaginary results of the experiment are given, where the number between brackets 

indicates the block. 

Table 3. Results of experiment. 

treatment 111 ,2 113 114 

response 7 5 8 5 6 7 10 7 

(block) (1) (3) (1) (4) (2) (3) (2) (4) 
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Under the side-condition that the treatment effects sum to zero we have as vector of least squares 

estimates 
A 

'tl 5 -1 -1 -3 [ -3] [ -1.875 A 

A 'tz .. c-Q .. ! -1 5 -3 -1 ! - 1 - - 0.125 . 
't- A 

-3 5 'tJ 8 -1 -1 2 -2 -0.625 
A 

-3 -1 -1 5 6 2.625 't4 

Subset Selection 
In case P*=0.95 is chosen, SSP (23) reads 

select treatment 411; , i=1, ... ,4, iff i; 2: i;-2.~ for all j "'i • 

Applying this procedure we readily see that only treatment 4114 is selected, so C = { 4114 } • 

Constrained MCB intervals 
The 95% constrained MCB intervals (L;, U;). i -1, ... ,t, from corollary 4 that embody this 

Subset Selection inference are given by 

-7.41 s 't1 -max; .. 1't; s 0 

-5.27 s 't2 -maxi .. 2 'ti s 0 

-5.77 s 't.3-max; .. 3 't; s 0 

0 s 't4 - maxi ,. 4 't; s 5.27. 

Good enough selection 
Suppose we call a treatment 11; good enough if 't; -maxi,.; 't; 2: -1, then by selecting all treatments 

with L; 2: -1 , we get as confidence set of all good enough treatments the set { 114 } and this 

inference can be added to the others, keeping the same confidence level 95%. 

Unconstrained MCB intervals 
The determination of the unconstrained 95% MCB intervals calls for some preliminary calcula

tions, namely determining the selection constants ll;;, i,j = 1, ... , t, i ... j. 

For instanee the constant ll~2 bas to satisfy the equation 

P*=P[i1 -'t1 -ll~2v'"iÇo s i 1 -'t1 s i2 -'t2 +ll~2V"ï;a forall/,..1], 

which can be rewritten as 
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which, in case P* = 0.9~ is c~osen, leads to = 2.198. It is ea~y to see that A~3 bas to satisfy 
the same equation, so A13 = A12 - 2.198. Further it follows that A14 is the salution of the equation 

teading in case P* = 0.95 to A'14 = 2.198 (there is yet a difference between A~4 and A~2 in the 

fourth digit). Because of symmetry we have A'12 = A~3 - A~1 = A~4 = A~1 =A~= A~2 = A~3 and 

A~4 = A'n = A~2 = A~1 • Altogether we get as unconstrained MCB intervals (and accompanying 

confidence set for 11(4)) 

C' ={11d 
and 

-7.61 s -r1 -maxj.oJ-rj s -0.06 

-5.44 s -r2 -maxj,. 2 -rj s -0.06 

-5.94 s 1:3 - maxj ,. 3 -r;j s -0.06 

0.06 s 1:4 - maxj ,. 4 -rj s 5.44 . 

Notice that because I C'l = 1, the unconstrained lower bound for 1:4 maxj ,. 4 -rj is positive, while 

the constrained bound is zero. Also the unconstrained up per bounds for those treatments that are 

not contained in C' are negative, while the constrained bounds are zero. This strongly resembles 

the results of theorem 4. 

4.4.3.4.2 MCB intervals in ANCOV A 

Another metbod of improving the precision of an experiment is by using a covariable. The 

procedure consists of measuring a variable, say x, on each experimental unit and to adjust the 

treatment totals for the linear effect of this variable, thus setting aside the souree of variation 

covered by the variabie to this extent. (Such a variabie is then called a covariate, covariable or 

concomitant variable.) If a souree of variatien can not be controlled by the design but can be 

measured by an additional variabiethen this procedure is applicable to improve on the accuracy 

of treatment comparisons. Of course, the measurements of the covariate may not be affected by 

the treatments. 

ANCOV A falls under model (19) with a design matrix X and a vector of fixed unknown 

parameters f3 but we wi11 split up the term XIJ into a covariate component and a component with 

other effects as for instanee the treatment effects. Define a matrix W of order n x k such that the 

ztb column, say W1, represents the n observations on the zth covariateZ1, l= l, ... ,k. We assume that 
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the (linear) effects of the covariates, say y1 , ... , Yk , are fixed and rewrite model (19) for the 
observations as follows 

Y = Za + Wy + oe , 

with y = (Yl> ... , yk)' . 

(29) 

Rinott and Santner (1977) have derived inequalities for multivariate Normal probabilities 
in order to design an optimal experiment for the means procedure in case of a covariate. This can 
be seen as an lndifference Zone approach in ANCOV A 
We will illustrate the selection procedures and MCB intervals, proposed in this chapter, when a 
covariable is involved in the experiment. 

Example 
In an experiment with 12 cast pigs divided over four stables three different sorts of diets were 
tested in order to select the di et that yielded the largest gain in weight. Before start of the trial the 
weight x' (kg) of each pig was measured and for each stabie independently the diets were randomly 
assigned to the pigs. After a certain period the weight y' (kg) was recorded and it was assumed 
that this weight depended linearly on the weight at baseline (for all three diets in a similar way). 
The transformed data, y = y'- 42 and x .. x'- 23, are shown in table 4. 

Table 4. Transformed data diet experiment 

Stabie 
1 2 3 4 

y x y x y x y x 

D1 -14 -7 -4 -3 -5 4 2 3 
Di et 02 -10 -6 4 5 -2 -5 3 -1 

03 2 -1 10 4 3 2 11 5 

We assume that the observations follow model (29) with a - (fl1, fl2> fl3, fl4, 1:1> 't2,1:3)' , where 
the fl/s represent the block (stable) effects, 1:1, ~ and 't3 as usual the treatment (diet) effects, W 
the column vector repcesenting the 12 observations of the covariable, y the linear effect of the 
covariable and e a vector of independent Standard Normal varlab les. A set of solutions is 

á .. (-5.42 ' 2.51 ' -1.47 ' 4.38 ' -4.94 ' -0.53 ' 5.47 )' . 
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The elementary contrasts between the three diets Dl> D2 and D3 are estimable with as estimates 

i 1 -i2 = -4.41, i 1 -i3 = -10.41, i 2 -i3 = -6.00 

and the matrix of the V;/s is given by 

[ v~1 v1z ::] = [o.~ 1 0.~1 
v31 v32 • 0.63 0. 72 

The varianee d can be estimated by the mean square error, obtained from the ANOV A table 

presented in table 5. So the varianee is estimated by S 2 
= 3.86 with 5 degrees of freedom. 

Table 5. Analysis of varianee table fordiet experiment 

souree d.f. ss MS 

intercept 1 0.0000 

blocks 3 285.3333 
covariate 1 124.6812 

treatments 2 174.6938 

error 5 19.2916 3.8583 

total 12 604.0000 

Determination of the selection constauts 
It can be shown that the selection constant ~1 must satisfy 

1I w( "~)<P(x)q,(y)d<dy ~ p·, 

with 

We get the same integrals for the selection constants of treatments D2 and D3, but with p1 

replaced by p2 = 0.49691 and p3 = 0.62121 , respectively. The selection constants are given in 

table 6 for various values of P*. 
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Table 6. Selection constants for constrained MCB intervals 

P* At Az A3 

0.50 0.462 0.415 0.362 

0.75 1.148 1.112 1.069 

0.90 1.906 1.874 1.834 

0.95 2.473 2.442 2.401 

0.975 3.070 3.038 2.996 

0.99 3.938 3.903 3.857 

0.999 6.759 6.727 6.664 

Constrained MCB intervals 
SSP (23) with P* = 0.95 results in the confidence set C = { 113 } and the 95% constrained MCB 

intervals are given by 

-14.15 = -10.41-(2.401}v'Q.63v'3.86 s 't1 -max1,. 1,;1 s 0 

-10.00- -6.00 (2.401)V'û.72v'3.86 s 't:!-max1,. 2,;1 s 0 

0 s 1:3 - max1 ,. 3 ,;1 s 6.00 + 2.401v'O. 72v'3.86 = 10.00 . 

Unconstrained MCB intervals 
For the unconstrained MCB intervals a bunch of selection constants needs to be calculated, 

namely A~2, A~3, A~1, A'n, A~1 and A~2 • The constant A~2 is determined by 

"'~1)' [A' I J Cl> ~x cp(x)q5(y)dxdy == P* , 

-Al'l)' 

and analogously we find that A~3 must meet the same equation, so that A~2 = A~3 • Furtber, 

from symmetry, h follows that each ti;1 , iJ=1, ... ,3, i~j. is to satisfy 

"' t\·Y ' I I ti>[ A~ l cp(x )qs(y )dxdy = p* . 
-b.;jY 

The solutions are given in table 7 for various values of P*. 
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Table 7. Selection constants for unconstrained MCB intervals 

P* ~~2 = ~·13 ~~1-~~ ~~~- ~~2 

0.50 0.923 0.911 0.895 
0.75 1.522 1.507 1.487 
0.90 2.262 2.246 2.224 
0.95 2.843 2.826 2.802 
0.975 3.466 3.448 3.423 
0.99 4.386 4.365 4.336 
0.999 7.421 7.391 7.349 

The 95% confidence set associated with the unconstrained MCB intervalsthen is C'={~3} with 

C~ = { ~1 , ~2 }, which leads to the following 95% unconstrained MCB intervals: 

and 

-14.78--10.41 2.802v0.6lv3.86 :s; 1:1- maxi ,.11:; 

:s: (max{ -10.41 + 2.802y0.63y3.86, -6.00 + 2.802y0. 72 y3.86} f 

--1.33 ' 

-10.67--6.00-2.802y0.72y3.86 s T2 -max; .. 21:; s -1.33 

1.33 = (6.00- 2.802V'û.'72y3.86f s 1:3 - maxi ,. 31:; 

s 6.00 + 2.802V'û.'72y3.86 10.67 . 

And again we see that in case I C'l 1, we get a strictly positive lower bound for1:b- max; .. b Ti • 
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5 Selection in Randomized Designs 

5.0 Abstract 

The probabi lity of a correct selection, associated with a selection procedure, is the probability 

that the best treatment is selected by that procedure. In chapter 3 the P[CS] has been considered 

forselection procedures in the frameworkof the ba Janeed and unbalanced one-way Iayout. In this 

chapter we focus on so-ca lied randomized designs where a randomization procedure is concerned 

with the assignment of the treatments to the experimental units. Without such a randomization it 

is in general not possible to calculate the P[CS]. For randomized designs we give an exact 

lndifference Zone inference, propose a new SSP with only one selection constant, derive 

expressions for the P[ CS] as well as a confidence lower bound for the P[ CS]. 

5.1 Introduetion 

As we have seen in chapters 1 and 3 the P[ CS] for the means procedure is a function of 

the "standardized distances" 

't'(l)- 't'(i) • --'-'-= ' l = 1, ... ,t -1 
a<;y.._;nm 

But in general we do nat know a(1/.._;nm , i = 1, ... , t - 1, hence we can not calculate the P[ CS] 
( except for the special case that all treatment effects are equal). Even the P[ CS] restricted to the 

LFC of the lndifference Zone Selection Procedure, i.e. { 't' ER' I t:(t) 't(r -IJ= ö* } , can only be 

calculated in case a(,/~ is known (see chapter 1). The same situation arose insection 4.3.1. 

Yet, in case of a randomized design, which will be explained in section 5.2, we do can calculate 

the P[CS] for all configurations of the treatment effects. This will be shown insection 5.3. In 

section 5.4.1 for the SSP of section 4.4.3.2 (bere formulated in the context of a randomized design) 

the corresponding P[CS] is calculated, insection 5.4.2 a new SSP is proposed and insection 5.5 

a confidence lower bound for the P[CS] is derived. Finally, insection 5.6 an example is given 

that illustrates the determination of such a confidence lower bound. 

5.2 Randomized design 

Suppose we want to execute an experiment that involves t treatments ~1, ... , ~~ in order to 

infer on the best treatment, and we have one specific design of the experiment in mind. This for 

example could be a balanced one-way design, an (incomplete) block design or a design with a 

covariable. Such a design determines the total number of experimental units in the experiment, 

the number of units for the various treatments, and in some sense the assignment of the treatments 

to the units. We emphasize "in some sense" because the assignment of the treatments to the units 
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need not be fully specified by a design. To clarify this we will from now on talk about two sets 

of treatments; the test treatments and the design treatments. The test treatments are the treatments 

to be tested (which may be grain varieties, medicine drugs, populations, etc.). The desiin treat

ments are associated with the design and do not represent real treatments. These are merely 

conceptual; we can interpret a design for treatments as a regulation of obtaining observations from 

treatments, and in that phase it is not yet necessary to consider real treatments. The design 

treatments will be denoted by 

« 1 », ... , « t » ' 
thus stressing the idea that these are not real treatments. The (real) test treatments are denoted by 

t 1, ••• , t, or simply by their indices 1, ... , t if the context allows such. 

To conduct the experiment on the base of some chosen design, we have to assign the test 

treatments to the design treatments. We will call a design randomized if by means of a rando

mization procedure the test treatments are assigned to the design treatments. This randomization 

procedure is simply indicated by the capita! R which stands for thesetof one-to-one "functions" 

acting upon thesetof test treatments {1, ... , t} to thesetof design treatments { « 1 », ... , « t »} . 

Clearly, R consistsof t! elements which we will call assignments. For example, f1(1) = « 2 » 

indicates that by assignment 11 (ER) treatment t 1 is assigned to design treatment « 2 ».We 

assume that the probability mechanism that chooses the assignment is prespecified, and we will 

denote the probability that 11 is chosen by P,[l']] (l'] ER). So 

~ P,[fl] = 1. 
TJER 

The choice of the randomization procedure to be used should depend on the object(s) of the 

experiment. For instance, ifwe want to compare treatments with a control treatment (t1 say), then 

it is well known that more precise comparisons are accomplished by using a design where from 

the control treatment a eertaio extra number of observations is obtained. In such a design more 

experimental units for one specific design treatment, say « 1 », are available than for the other 

design treatments. In consequence, the randomization procedure must be such that t 1 is assigned 

to « 1 » , thus 

P,[l']] = 0 for alll'] ER with l'](1) -.4- « 1 ». 

Whereas, in case we want to compare a number of treatments without any structure it seems 

obvious to give all assignments equal probability: 

1 
P,[ll] = 1 for all 11 ER. (1) 

t. 

This is often the starting point for selection. 
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In case of an unbalanced one-way layout we have a randomized design if we "assign" at 

random the sample sizes to the treatments. This situation can occur in practice when the number 

of units does notallowan equal di vision over the treatments, Iike 42 units available for 8 treatments. 

If in that case 6 treatments are tested on 5 units and 2 treatments on 6 units and these treatments 

areselectedat random, then we have a randomized design and the results of the following sections 

are applicable. 

Another situation to which we can apply the results of the sections to come (although strictly we 

do not have a randomized design) is for instanee when in a one-way layout we have started the 

experiment with equal "sample" sizes but at the end of the experiment one ( or more) observation(s) 

are missing because of accidents, bad recording or other reasons, and the cause of the missing 

itself in no way is related to the treatments. 

We assume that, independently from the randomization procedure, the observations from 

the experiment follow the linear model with fixed effects corresponding to the design chosen. In 
other words, we assume that for each experimental unit it is known which design treatment is 

assigned to the unit (but not necessarily which test treatment), as wellas e.g. which block the unit 

is part of in case of a block design, or the value of the co-variable for this unit in case we have a 

design with a co-variable, and that observations from these units follow the model 

y Xf>+oe ' (2) 

whereX is the design matrix, f> the vector of fixed unknown parameters, o the unknown standard 

deviation and oe = o( e1, ••• , en)' the vector of error terms. The vector f> contains a vector of 

parameters that represents the effects of the design treatments, say 1:0 (1:< 1 »> ••• , 1:<1,_)' • We 

stress the fact that after the randomization procedure is executed, of course each design treatment 

effect does represent the effect of the test treatment assigned to it. We assume that the e;'s are 

independent Standard Normal variables. Further we assume that the design is such that all ele

mentary contrasts among the design treatments are estimable parametrie functions, which implies 

that we may assume that there is a least squares estimator T0 = (i<l»> ••• , i<tJ,.)' for 1:0 such that 

T0 hasa multinormal distribution withmean vector 1:0 • Furtherlet v<ixi» , i,j = 1, ... ,t, i ~ j, 
be defined by 

Remark 
Cochran and Cox (1957) describe the randomization for lattice designs and for baianced 

incomplete block designs as follows: 

1. Rearrange the blocks at random. (If the design is arranged in complete replications, the 

blocks are randomized only within each repHeation and the replications are kept separate.) 
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2. Randomize the position of the treatment numbers separately and independently within 

each block. 

3. As&ign the treatments at random to the treatment numbers in the plan. 

lt will be clear that design treatments are synonyms for the treatment numbers mentioned in step 

3 and that step 3 itself is the operational definition of a randomized design given in the beginning 

of this section. Step 1 and 2 do only concern the treatment numbers, or equivalently the design 

treatments, and farm the foundation of models like (2) with respect to the error term that only 

adhere tothese conceptual treatments (and oot to the real treatments). It is well known that steps 

1 and 2 aften form a reasanabie guarantee for the validity of the error distribution in model (2). 

As mentioned, after the randomization procedure is executed it is clear which test treatment 

is assigned to what design treatment and the estimate of the effect of the latter treatment represents 

the estimate of the farmer treatment. In other words, if '11 is the assignment resulting from the 

randomization procedure, then the effect of treatment 'V;, denoted by "t; , is equal to "tTJ(i) , i= 1, ... ,t, 

and of course i; = iTJ(i) • 

Let "t(t) s ... s "t(t) denote the ordered va lues of the test treatment effects. The treatment with 

treatment effect "t(i) is denoted by 'VC•), i=1, ... ,t (in case of ties the treatments are ordered by some 

fixed rule ). Treatment 'Vc1> is called the best treatment and it is our goal to identify this treatment 

'V(t) • 

The introduetion of the ordered test treatments bas as consequence that we cao describe the 

units to which these ordered test treatments are assigned to. For instance, 'tl((t)) = « 2 » indicates 

that the (unknown) best treatment 'Vc1> is assigned to design treatment « 2 » by the assignment 

'11 (ER). We will see that this is an essential issue in the following sections. 

5.3 lndifTerence Zone Selection 

We reeall that the means procedure simply consistsof selecting the (test) treatment with 

the largest treatment effect estimate. In this section we assume that o is known and in the 

frameworkof a randomized design we derive an expression for the P[CS]. Next an exact Indif

ference Zone Selection inference wiJl be given. 

For a randomized design the P[ CS] for the means procedure, denoted by PR[ CS] , is equal 

to 



5.3 Indifference Zone Selection 

where 

with 

ZTI((I)) = {ZTI((l))q((l)) ' ••• , ZTI((I -1))'1((1)))' 

z - iTj((j))- 1:11((1)) (tTj((j))- 't1]((1))) 

YJ((j))'1((1))
yv1]((j))'1((1))0 

' j..,. t. 
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From (2) it follows that each vector ZTJ((t)l has a multinormal distribution with zero means and a 

correlationmatrix of order t-1 that can bedetermined from the design. Namely, forany j ..,. t,j'..,. t, 

cov (il]((j)) -1:1]((1)) ' i"((j'))- 1:"((1))) 

cov (ZTJ<v>m<<t>> , Z11<u'>m<<~>>) = dy v 
vll(<i)lr!((tll vll(<J')lTJ((r)) 

v 11<UllTJ((I)) + v 11(<J'lm((l)) v 11<u>m<v'll 

2yv11<vl)!J((t)) yv11(<J'))TJ((t)) 

For 't E PZ { 1:: 't<1l- 'tol<!: ö* for all i ..,. t} the PR[ CS] is minimal for the set of con

figurations LFC = { 1:: 't(tl = ... = 't(t -ll = 't(rl- ö*} and thus for all 't E PZ : 

PR[CS] <!: PR (LrcfCS] 

- z:. P[z <<t>>s: ( ö* , ... , ö* )' ] P,[YJJ. 
11ER 

11 yv11((l))'l((t)Jo yv11((t-l)lTJ((<llo 

(3) 

So, if we know the probabilities P,[YJ], Y] ER , then we can give an exact Jndifference Zone 

Selection inference. Thus we have proved theorem 1. 
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Theoreml 

Let ö* (>0) and P* be such that the right hand si de of (3) is equal to P*, then for all 't E PZ : 

PR[CS]2P*. 

In case of an unbalanced one-way layout and when we assume that each assignment is 

equally probable, the condition in theorem 1 can be rewritten as 

1 I s"' I ( ( ö* X )) P * - - l:: n Cl> ...[ii; - + - «P(x )dx , 
t k·l .....,i·l,j,•J: a Viï; 

which determines ö* in a unique way. 

5.4 Subset Selection 

We adhere to the definitions and nota ti ons of the previous sections but in this section address 

the Subset Selection approach. Section 5.4.1 is based upon Driessen (1991) and discusses fora 

randomized design a SSP that is based on selection constants, which have to be determined for 

each treatment separately, i.e. the rule prbposed insection 4.4.3.2. Section 5.4.2 is based upon 

Dourleijn and Driessen (1991) and discusses fora randomized design a new SSP basedon only 

one selection constant for all treatments. 

5.4.1 Each treatment a selection constant 

Insection 4.4.3.2 we have proposed a SSP that roeets the P*-requirement which we will, 

for sake of clarity, redefine in the context of randomized designs. Assume that a is unknown 

and let S 2 denote the unbiased estimator of ei with v = n - rank(X) degrees of freedom. Let 

foreachdesign treatment <i» , i= 1, ... ,t, be givenaselectionconstant Ac;,_(say), thatsatisfies 

the equation 

P*-P[ic:;,.-'tc:;>;ei«i>-'t<i:.-L\c:i>v'vcixj:.S forall j ö>!i]. (4) 

The SSP for a randomized design is defined as : 

select treatment 11;, i=1, ... ,t iff ~;> ;a: Tw>-~!i)YVt~!i)fl(j)S for all j 0'! i. (5) 

The P[CS] for SSP (5), denoted again by PR[CS], is equal to 

PR[CS]- l:: P[CS I T]]P,[T]] 
t~ER 



5.4.1 Each treatment a selection constant 

= I P[iT]((tJJ 'tT]((tJ) ~ iTJ<v>> -'tTJ<<iJJ- (,;<•J -1:VJ)- ~<<r>iv'vT]<(tJl'l<<mS for all j ;~~ t]PJll] T]ER 

= I p[t:T]((i))-i'l<<•>J-('t'l(<ill-~((I)J) :s;'t<,J-'tvl +~((IJ/- forall j ;~~t]PJY!] 
T]ER yv'l((tJlr!((i)Jo yv'l((IJl'l<vJJo o 

with ZT]((tJJ as defined in section 5.3. 
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(6) 

In principle this probability can be deterrnined because ZTJ((•JJ bas a multinormal distribution with 

zero means and a variance-covariance matrix that follows from the design (see section 5.3). Notice 

that we can not calculate the probability of a correct selection for an arbitrary configuration of 

the treatment effects without "knowing" to which design treatments the treatments ~(l) , ••• , ~(t) 

are assigned to. We immediately see that the minimum PR[CS] is attained whenever all treatment 

effects are equal. Theorem 2 uses this to prove that SSP (5) satisfies the P*-condition. 

Theorem2 

Let P * and constants l\;; » (> 0), i = 1, ... , t, he given such that ( 4) is satisfied for all i= 1, ... , t. 

Then for SSP (5) it holds that for all 't : 

PR[CS]~PR(LFC)[CS]=P*. 

Proof-

It readily follows from (6) thatthe LFCfor SSP (5) is the set {t: 1:1 = ... = 't1} . The corresponding 

PR[CS], denoted by PR(LFcfCS], is equal to 

PR(LFciCS] = I];Rp[ z'l((l)) :s; ~((1))~11-l]PJll] 
= ~p[z sA ~1 ] ( I P.[tfT\ 

k-1 <k» d:.O t-1 T]E{fJER: T]((t))•d»} ~) 

= ~ P*( I P,[lllî (by definitions of the A<;.,;s) 
k-l T]E{T]ER: T]((t))-<h} ~) 

=P* I PJll] 
T]ER 

=P*, 
from which the theorem follows. 0 
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5.4.2 One integral selection constant 

From the proof of theorem 2it isclear tbat we do nothave to know the individual probabilities 

P,[fl], 11 ER , in order to ensure that SSP (5) satisfies the P*-condition. In case we do know 

these individual probabilities we can give another SSP based on only one selection constant that 

alsomeets the P*-requirement. 

Let A (>0) and P* be given such that the following equation holds: 

P* = l: P[zT)((t))sA~l,_ 1] P,[fl]. 
T)ER 0 

(7) 

The new SSP is defined as: 

select treatment 111 , i=1, ... ,t iff ~(i) :!! ~vl- AyvT)(i'l'lU>S for all j OI! i. (8) 

Theorem 3 (Dourleijn and Driessen (1991)) 

Let P* and A (>0) be given such that (7) is satisfied, then for SSP (8) it holds that for all 1: : 

PR[CS]:!! PR(LFC~CS]=P*. 

Proof: 

Following the same reasoning as insection 5.4.1, we have for all 't: 

PR[CS] :!!PR(LFC~CS] 

= l: P(zTJ((t))sA~l1 _ 1]P,[TJJ- P* 
T)ER 0 0 

5.5 Confidence lower bound for the PR[CS] 

We have seen in sections 5.3, 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 that the P[CS!fl] for the means procedure 

and the SSPs (5) and (8), respectively, are functions of the standardized distances 

't(l)- 't(i) • 
-;:.:::::::::::::::- ' 1 - 1, ... , t - 1. yv TJ((t))r!((i)) o 

And if we consider SSP (5) for instance, then it seems clear from (6) that the P[ CS!fiJ's need 

not be the same for all assignments TJ ER, except for the situation where all treatment effects 

are the same. But there is another exception. Theorem 4 (restricted to SSP (5) but also applicable 

to the means procedure and to SSP (8)) states that a design is pairwise balanced if only if all these 

probabilities are equal. 
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Theorem4 

A randomized design is pairwise balanced iff 

for all 't: 

Proof: 
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If the design is pairwise balanced, i.e. var (i;- i)= 2ad (say) for all i,j = 1, ... , t, i ""'j, then 

from section 4.4.2.2 we know that the selection constants are all equal to ö/...fï with ö as defined 

in that section. Using (6) we get 

[ 

Ö S ( L(t)- T(l) 't(t)- L(t -1)) ] 
P[CSirJJ=P Zn<<tlls ...fïol,_ 1 + ..fïäa' ... , ..fïäa 

Ï p[z""'''"Y ~1,_,+( ~u ., ,,~~'') ]qJy)dy 

The last step follows from the distribution of the vector Zn((t)) which is, in case the design is 

pairwise balanced, standard multinormal with zero means and variance-covariance matrix 

1 ' 
cov zn((t))=z<II-1 +11_),_1), 

in which case the multinormal probability can be expressed in this simple form (see e.g. Gupta 

(1963)). 

To prove the other part of the theorem it clearly is sufficient to show that given that for any T the 

probabilities P[CSirJ], 11 ER, are all equal, the design must be pairwise balanced. 

Consicter for any d > 0 the set of configurations (tt> ... , 't1) for which 

T<1> = ... = T<, _2) = -oo and 't<tl _ 0 = d . 

For such a set of configurations the P[CSirJ] is equal to 

P[CSirJ] = P[Z
11

<<tll s t\«tll ~ 11 _ 1 + (oo, ... , oo, V d ) , ] 
a vn<<t-1ll'l((tlla 

= P [zn«t-llm<<,>l s t\((1)) ~ +...; d ] 
vn«t -l)lTJ((tll a 
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~ d 
- J P [zf!((t -lllrJ((tll s Ä..«rlV' +V ] qv(y )dy 

V11<<t-1llrJ((tll a 
0 

Iffor any 1: the probabilities P[ CSI11J , 11 ER, are all equal, then for any d > 0 these integrals 

are all equal too. Then Ä..«m must be constant as wellas v11((t))r)((t-I)), which implies that the 

selection constants flc 1,.. , i=1, ... ,t, are allequaland the values v<ixi», ~j=1, ... , t, i;;.j, are all 

equal, so that each elementary contrast 'te;,..- 'te;,.. is estimated with the same variance. 

Hence the design is pairwise balanced. 0 

Thus in case the design is not pairwise balanced, it must be randomized and the individual 

probabilities for the assignments must be known, otherwise we can not calculate the probability 

of a correct selection for an arbitrary configuration of the treatment effects. But of course, this is 

not sufficient to be able to really determine this probability because the distances 

( 't(tl -'tul) . 
..;...:;.::..._..::..:._ ' J -1, ... ,t, 

a 
are unknown. We will discuss a way of handling this. For the situation of independent samples 

with unequal sample sizes Lam (1989) bas derived simultaneous confidence Iower bounds for the 

distances 

'1'(1)- 't(i) ' j - 1' ... , t - 1. 

Theorem 5 gives an extension of these results to the linear model with fixed effects. By substituting 

these confidence lower bounds into (6) we get a confiidence lower bound for PR[ CS ] . As a 

special application we give confidence lower bounds for the PR[CS] for pairwise balanced ran

domized designs. 

Let r andconstants ~1 ,..(>0) and A;1,..(>0) begivensuchthatthefollowingequation 

holds 

P"=P(r«i' .. -'tc;-.-A:1._..,fv<i»c;-.S s ic;:.-'tc;:. s ic;:.-'tc;:.+A;;:.Vvci:.ci»S foralij ,.i]. (10) 

This definition is the counterpart for randomized designs of the definition given insection 4.4.3.3. 

In order to counteract an abundance of indices and extra notations we denote in the sequel of this 

section the ordered design treatment effects identical to the ordered test treatment effects, namely 

by '1'(1! s ... s 't(e) • We again stress out the fact that after the randomization procedure is executed 

i< 1 » estimates the effect of the treatrnent that was assigned to « i » , i .. 1, ... , t. 
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Theorem5 

Let P" and for any i=1, ... ,t selection constants A;;:.(> 0) and ~i»(> 0) be given that satisfy 

(10). Then for all 't': 

P[(min;ec•{ic;:.-U:f''}r :s: 't'<r>-'t'(i> :s:max;ec•{ic;:.-Zûr} fori "''] :t:P", {11) 

with 

c+ = { j: ie;:. :t: ic1:.- L\:;:.Vvc;»«r:.S for alll ;oe j] 

and where 

U~{» is the fh order statistic of the variables u:i: =iet:. +Li;;:-.Vvc;»«t»S, l=1, ... ,t, 

and 

Zcj » h ólt d . . f h . bl zei'/# A A+ • r:-:--s [iJ t el or er statistic o t e vana es cl:.= 'tel:.- '-'«J»VVc;»el:. , 1-1, ... ,t. 

Proof: 

From the definition of the selection constants A;;:. and A:;:., i= 1, ... , t, it follows that if 

B = [ i<;>- 1:<•>-ti(t>~S :s: i<,>- 't'<1> :s: i<;>- 't'<;> + AV>~S for all i ;oe t ] , 

then 

P[B] =P". 

Further, 

A lso, 

B ~ [ i<t>- 't'<1> :t: i<•>- 't'<;>- ti(t>~S for all i ;oe t ] 

= [ (t) E c•; 't'<1> -'t'<•> :s: i<1>-i<1> + A(t)Y'li;;;>s for all i ;oe t ] 

~[ (t)EC+; 't'1,>-'t<•>:s:i<1>-iu>+A(t>v'V(;}S foralli;oet, foralll:s:j:s:i] 

~ [ (t) E c+; 't(tl -'t'<;> :s: mint.:; .,,{i<,> -i(i) + A(t>v'V(;}S} for all i"' t ] 

= [ (t)EC+; 't<1>-'tQl:s:i<1>-maxt.:J.:i{iu>-A(t>v'V(;}S} for all i ;oe t ] 

+ A (t) 
Ç [ (t) E C ; 't<1> -'t'(i) :s: 't'(r) -Z[iJ for all i ;oe. t ] 

(where zffj is the i 1
h order stalistic of zg~, ... ,zgi with zg;- i(i)- A(t)y'v(i)(t)s) 

ç;; ( (t) E c+; 't<1> -"'<;> :s: max; ec·{ic;:.- Zpr} for all i ;oe. t ] . 

B Ç[ (t)EC+; i11>-'t<1>:s:i<;>-'t<;>+L\~)VIVZe');;.>S foralli pt.f] 

-[ (t)Ec+; 't'<1>-'t<•>:t:i<,>-i<;>-A(,>~S foralli ;oet] 

Ç[ (t)EC+; 't'<1>-'t'<;>:t:i<,>-iu>-AV>v'V(;}S for all i ;oe. t, for all t :t:j :t:i ] 

Ç[ (t)EC+; 't'<1>-'t'<;>:t:max,";,.;{'Î<1>-iu>-AV>v'V(;}S} foralli ;oe.t] 
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Ç[ (t)EC'"; '1"(1)-"t(i)~-t(t)-mint:oi:.;{t(i)+A(;jVV(@iS} foralli ~t] 

Ç[ (t)EC+; "t<1>-"t<;>~o foralli ~t; 't<1>-"t(i)~-t<,>-U8j foralli ~t] 

(where utj is the i'h order statistic of ug~, ... , CJi:i with ugj = 'Îu> + ~~>~S) 

Ç [ (t)EC+; -r<1>-"t<;> ~ (minjec•{'Îcj:.-U~{»}r for all i~ t ]. 

Corollary 1 

0 

In a pairwise balanced design (for design treatments ), if P" and constauts A-(> 0) and A+(> 0) 

are given that satisfy 

po = J J {~x +VÏA+y)-~x -VÏKy)}'-
1
cp(x)qv(y)dxdy, (12) 

o.-

then 

with 

and where 
A A 

"t[l]s ... s"t[tJ 

denote the ordered (design) treatment effect estimators. 

In case of independent samples the lower bounds of corollary 1 indeed are equal to those 

of Lam (1989). 

In general in case a is known, a 100 r% confidence lower bound for the PR[CS] can 

be obtained by substitution of the lOOP" % confidence lower bounds of theorem 5 for the di stances 

"t(l)- "t<;> , i = 1, ... , t, into (6). In case a is unknown, by additionally substituting a 100 Q % 

confidence upper bound for a into (6), the confidence level for the thus acquired lower bound 

for the PR[CS] is at least r + Q -1 (see theorem 6). We end up this section by giving the 

resulting confidence lower bounds for pairwise balanced designs. 

Substituting the lower bounds given by corollary 1 in (9) for both the varianee known and unknown 

case we get as corresponding confidence lower bounds for the PR[CS] fora pairwise balanced 

design 
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and 

respectively, where Sr/'i,, 1 _Q/v is a 100 Q% confidence upper bound for a. 

Theorem 6 

Fora pairwise balanced randomized design it holds that 

in case d is known; P[ PR[ CS] :2= PL ] :2= P" • 

and 

in case d is unknown; P[ PR[ CS] :2= P~ ] :2= P" + Q - 1 . 

Proof: 
According to theorem 4, in a pairwise balanced randomized design the PR[ CS] is equal to 

P[ CSI '11] , which is an increasing function of the di stances 

_;_;.._.;..;. ' i= 1, ... ,t -1. 
(J 

The first part of the theorem then directly follows from the results of corollary 1 and theorem 4 

adapted to the case the varianee is known. If the varianee is unknown, then 

P[ ] 

+ p[a < -;::::::;;:s===-] 
vx~.l-Q/v 

-1 

'ii!!P"+Q 1. {) 

5.6 Example 

In this section we will use the samedesign as used insection 4.4.3.4.1, namely the simple 

lattice for four treatments (two replicates) usîng four blocks with two units per block. Also the 

same results of the "experiment" will be used. In case P* = 0.95 the corresponding selection 

constants that satisfy ( 4) are all equal to l\ = 2.06 . So the confidence level for selecting the best 

treatment in this example is set at P* = 0.95 and thîs value is equal to the PR[CS] in case all 
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treatment effects are the same. After the experiment is executed we can obtain a confidence lower 

bound for thisPR[CS] that reflects the (unlrnown) contiguration of the treatment effects at hand. 

Following section 5.4.1 (cr -1) we have 

(13) 

~4) -'t(l) 
where ö4l- , k- 1,2,3. 

0 

The last equation follows by symmetry and substitution of variables. 

Suppose we want to have a 90% confidence lower bound for the PR[CS]. Then weneed to 

de termine the 90% confidence lower bounds for the distances ,;<4>-"tul, j = 1, ... , 3, given by 

theorem 5, plug these into (13) and calculate the resulting integral. We start by calculating the 

requested pairs of selection constants (11j,l1;), i=1, ... ,4, but restriet ourselves to the case that 

b.ï and 11; are equal, say equal to b.ï'+, i=1, ... ,4 We then find that 
111+- A;• =A_';+- A;• =A-+ (say), namely the solution of the equation 

0.90= 1}( x +~à-•) -~x -~à-•)}'+(x}tx. 
teading to K+- 2.058. Thus, we get the set c+ -{ ff4 } and following theorem 5 we findas 90% 

confidence lower bounds ( ut = 1.04. u~ - 2.40 • u: - 1.90 ' u: = 2.625 ) : 
,;(4)- 't(l) ~ 2.63- 1.04 = 1.59 
~4) -1:(2) ~ 2.63- 1.90-0.73 
1:'(4)- ~3) ~ 2.63 - 2.40 - 0.23, 

which substituted in (13) together with A = 2.06 give us as a 90% confidence lower bound for 

thePR[CS], 
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1 
= 3(0.98376 + 0.98367 + 0.98377) = 0.98 (rounded). 
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6 EquaJity of Selection Constants and Autocongruency 

6.0 Abstract 

In this chapter we will shortly discuss the determination of the selection constauts ( defined 

for each treatment separately) that appear in MCB intervals and SSPs given in chapter 4 and 

extensively indicate interesting properties of these constants. It appears that these selection 

constauts are equal not only in case of pairwise balanced designs but also whenever designs 

possess a special kind of balance, called autocongruency. Sufficient conditions for incomplete 

block designs to be autocongruent are derived. In more detail the presence of autocongruency in 

a subclass of incomplete block designs, the partially balanced designs with two associate classes, 

is investigated and examples of autocongruent and non-autocongruent designs are given. The 

concept autocongruency will be formulated in terms of designs, matrices and graphs. 

6.1 Introduetion 

In this chapter we elaborate on the selection constauts that are necessary for determining 

the constrained MCB intervals and the SSP in the setting of the (unbalanced) Iinear model with 

fixed effects, discussed in section 4.4.3. We will restriet our discussion to these selection constauts 

only. As we have seen, actually for each treatment separately a selection constant needs to be 

calculated. Examples of calculations have been shown in sections 4.4.3.4.1 and 4.4.3.4.2. Insection 

6.2 the practical determination of the selection constants will be treated more specifically. 

In the example of the unbalanced incomplete block design in section 4.4.3.4.1 the selection 

constauts were identical. The equality of the selection constants, though these are defined for each 

treatment separately, will be thema in topic of this chapter. Insection 6.3 we introduce a new kind 

of balance fora design, autocongruency, that ensures the equality of the selection constauts and 

in section 6.4 we derive sufficient conditions for block designs to possess this kind of balance. 

In section 6.5 for partially balanced incomplete block designs with two associate classes these 

conditions will be checked. 

6.2 The practical determination 

We assume for the observations the samemodel as the one insection 4.4.1, i.e. 

y X~+OE, (1) 
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withX the design matrix, ~ the vector of fixed effects that includes the subvector 't- ('tb ... , 'ttl' 
repcesenting the treatment effects, and a E- a (t1, ••• ,en)' the vector of error terms, with a the 

unknown standard deviation, havin& the standard multinormal distribution. We assume a con

nected design (with respect to treatment coinparisons) and a veetori = (i1, ••• , i 1)', such that the 

least squares estimator of 't1 -'ti , i,j = 1, ... , t, i "j , is given by i 1 - i 1 , with varianee v11ci- . 
From section 4.4.3.2 it follows that for each treatment 111 , i=1, ... ,t, the corresponding selection 

constant A1 (as a function of P*) is defined by 

P[ i 1 -'t1 :2:i1 -'t1 -11;-vv;;s for allj "i] -P*. (2) 

The determination of the selection constants is a difficult task. By rewriting (2) into 

P[max
1

,.
1
{i; -i;d'ti -'t;)} '!f:. A1] -P· , 

V;jS 

we see that each selection constant is the P*-quantile of the distribution of the maximum of 

correlated (Student) t-variables. From sections 5.3 and 5.4 it easily follows that the definition of 

the selection constants can also be given by means of a multivariate t-distribution, namely 

[ 
Z; ] * p S/a'!f:.A;l,_I =P ' (3) 

where Sla and Z1 , i= 1, ... ,t, are independentand distributed as a ..fif}V variabie and a 

multinormal vector with zero means and correlation matrix R1 of order t-1 , respectively. This 

correlation matrix is denoted for sake of convenience by {p~i'} although the indices j and j' attain 

the va lues in the set { 1, ... , i - 1, i + 1, ... , t}. The entties of R1, i=l, ... , t, j;rt~ i'"~ are equal to 

ifj- j' 

ifj "j'. 
(4) 

Notice that in case of a pairwise balanced design (see also section 4.4.2) each correlation 

matrix R1 , i =1, ... ,t, is of the form (112)(11 _ 1 + 1;_ 11,_1) which implies (theorem 4 of section 

5.5) that for all i= 1, .. ,t, (3) can be rewritten into the integral form: 

I L <IY- 1(x +v'2A1y)cp(x)qv(y)dxdy .,.p• . 

Except for this and some other special cases (see e.g. Dunnett (1989)), the evaluation of a 

multivariate t (or normal) probability is a problem, for no simple numerical procedures are 

available. Yet it is reasonable and feasible to approximate the selection constants by simulating 

for each i = 1, .. , t, the distribution of the vector Z;/(S/o) and thus solve (3) (see also Dourleijn 

(1991 )). So the practical determination of the selection constants itself is practicabie and we will 

let this matter rest in the sequel. 
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6.3 Autocongruent designs 

We have seen in chapter 4 and 5 and in fact again in the previous section that fora pairwise 

balanced design the selection constauts corresponding to the treatments are all the same (as 

functions of t, v and P*). It can readily be seen that pairwise balance implies 

cov(T{t) = ... = cov(T,i) = a(I1 _ 1 + (_ 111_ 1)d (a> 0) , 

where T;, i=1, ... ,t, is a matrix of order (t-l)xt given by 

1 -1 

T;-
1 -1 

1 1 

-1 1 

with the fh column as the column with all co-ordinates equal to -1. Thus 

T;i-(il i" ... ,ii-1-ii,ii+!-i" ... ,it-i;)'' i -1, ... ,t. 
In this section we will describe yet another sort of balance by means of the covariance-matrices 

of T;i, i = 1, ... , t, called autocongruency, that justas well ensures equal selection constants. First 

some (well-known) definitions. 

A permutation matrix is a square matrix with exactly one 1 per row and column and all 

other entries zero. Pre-multiplication of a matrix A with a permutation matrix P, PA, permutes 

the rows of A, while post-multiplication,AP, permutes the columns of A. Two square matrices A 

and Bof the sameorder are said to be congruent if there exists a non-singular matrix P such that 

PAP'= B and strongly congruent if in actdition P is a permutation matrix. Clearly, strong 

congruency implies congruency. It is easily verified that strong congruency is an associative and 

transitive property of square matrices of the same order. 

A design is called autocongruent (with respect to treatments) if for each pair (iJ), i,j=1, ... ,t, i_.j, 

cov(T;t) and cov(7ji) are strongly congruent. 

Since strong congruency is an associative and transitive operation we have: 

a design is autocongruent 

iff 

for all i = 2, ... , t : cov(:t;i) and cov(T1i) are strongly congruent. 

Theorem 1 

A pairwise balanced design is autocongruent 

An autocongruent design does oot need to be pairwise balanced. 
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Proof: 
In a pairwise balanced design, for each pair (iJ), iJ=1, ... ,t, i'fl!j, we have that cov(T;i)- cov(Tji) 

so tbat tbey clearly are strongly congruent (take P = ~.1). 
We will give an example of an autocongruent design that is not pairwise balanced. Consider the 

simpte lattice for four treatments, which is an incomplete block design, with incidence matrix 

1 0 1 0 
1 0 0 1 

N-o 1 1 o· 
0 1 0 1 

Then the important C matrix of the block design, see section 4.4.3.4.1, becomes 

2 -1 -1 0 

C =R -NK-1N' =21-!_NN' .. ! - 1 2 O - 1 
2 2 -1 0 2 -1 , 

0 -1 -1 2 

and the variance-covariance matrix can be taken as 

so that 

-1 
5 

-3 
-1 

-1 3 
-3 -1 

5 -1 , 

-1 5 

Clearly the design is not pairwise balanced, e.g. var (i4 - itl 'fl! var(~- i 1).Notice that 

[~ 
0 

!] <o.(T,T)[~ 
0 0] 0 0 ~ - cov(T1i) 

1 1 

[~ 
0 

!] <ol'(T, i) [ ~ 
0 0] 0 0 ~ - cov(T1i) 

1 1 

and 
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[
0 0 1] [0 0 1]' 
0 1 0 cov(T4i) 0 1 0 = cov(T1Î:), 

1 0 0 1 0 0 

which proves that the design is autocongruent 0 

Autocongruency in a design can be interpreled as an extension of the pairwise balance to 

a higher order. For instance, in an autocongruent design for each i=1, ... ,t, the estimators ii Î:;, 

j 1, ... ,t,j ""i, do notall need to have the samevarianee (as in pairwise balanced designs) but 

do need to form a set of variances that is the same for each i= 1, ... ,t. 

Theorem 2 

A design is autocongruent (with respect to treatments) iff 

for each i E { 1, ... , t} there exists a permulation matrix P1 of order t-1 such that 

T1(Î:- ,;) - P1T1(Î:- ,;). 

Proof: 

If the design is autocongruent, then for each iE {1, ... , t}, thematrices cov(T1Î:) and cov(T,Î:) 

are strongly congruent, so there exist permulation matrices P1 , i=l, ... ,t, such that 

cov(T;t) = P 1cov(T,Î:)P/ = cov(P1T/t). 

The vector T1(T-"t) bas a multinormal distribution with zero means and covariance matrix 

cov{T16- ,;)) = cov(T1Î:), and P1T;(i- ,;) bas a multinormal distribution too, with zero means 

and covariance matrix cov(P,T;(t- ,;)) = cov(P,T1Î:). So the stochastic veetors T1(Î:- ,;) and 

P 1T;(Î:-1:) are equally distributed. 

Now let for each i= 1, ... , t the veetors T1(Î: -1:) and P 1T;(Î: -1:), with P1 a permulation matrix, 

have the same distribution. Then for each i=l, ... ,t: 

cov(T1Î:) = cov(TtC't -1:)) = cov(P1T1(Î;- 1:)) = cov(P1T,Î:) = P1cov(T/t)P/ , 

and so cov(T1Î:) and cov(T1Î:) are strongly congruent. 

From this it follows that the design is autocongruent 0 

In the sequel we will use a retormulation of theorem 2, given by corollary 1, which proves 

to be very handy. Let e 1, ••• , e, denote the elementary veetors with all co-ordinates zero except for 

the 1•t, ... ,t1h co-ordinale, respectively. 
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Corollary 1 

A design is autocongruent iff 

for each i E { 1, ••• ,t} there exists a permulation matrix E1 of order t such that 

{
E1(e;) -e1 

Tt(i- 't) - TIE;( i- 1:). 

Proof: 
Let i E{l, ... ,t} and P1 be an arbitrary permulation matrix of order t-1, then for all 

(at> .•• , a,)' E R.' we have 

P11';( a 1, ••• , a,) 

(with p;:{ 1, ... , t - 1} - { 1, ... , t} - {i} a one-to-one tunetion 

implicitly defined by P; ) 

- T1E;( at> .•• , a,) with E; defined appropriately. 

Notiee that E; is a permutation matrix and that E;(e1) • e1 sinee E;(a;e;)- a;e1 • 

lt is easily verified that if, in reverse, we start with a permulation matrix E; , i=l, ... ,t, satisfying 

the eonditions stated in eorollary 1, then there exists a permutation matrix P; of order t-1 sueh 

that P;T;-T1E; . 

Tagether with theorem 2 this proves the corollary. 0 

The equality of the selection eonstants in pairwise balanced designs emanates from the equal 

distribution of the veetors T;(i-1:) , i=1, .•. ,t. But from (3) we immediately see that it is not 

necessary that these veetors have exactly the same distribution. lt is sufficient that the co-ordinates 

of each vector can be permuted sueh, that the resulting veetors have the same distribution. 

This is the main reason for introducing the concept of autocongruency because according 

to the fortbeaming theorem 3 it is a sufficient condition for a design to have equal selection 

eonstants. 

In lemma 1 we prelude on theorem 3 by giving a sufficient condition for two treatments to have 

equal selection constants. 
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Lemma i 

For all 4j = 1, ... , t, i .,. j, if there exists a permutation matrix E1 of order t, such that 

{
E1(e,) = ej 

lj(i-'t) -1jE1(i-'t), 

then (for all P*) 

Proof: 
Wedefine the diagonal matrices 

D1 - Diag( cov(T;Î;)), i = 1, ... , t, 

i.e. diagonal matrices with on the diagonal the variances ofthe variables ij -i1 , j .,. i . 

Then from the definition of D1 and T; it follows that the vector Z1 in (3) can be written as 
1 

Z1 =D1-
2T;(i-'t), i=1, ... ,t. 

Now let i E { 1, ... , t} and E1 be a permutation matrix that satisfies (5). 

Because Tj(i -'t) and 1jE1(i 1:) have the same distribution it follows that 

cov(Tj(i -1:)) = cov(TjE1(i -'t)) , 

and so 

Dj -Diag( cov(Ti)) -Diag( cov(TjE1i)) . 

Th en 

... p[ D;~1jE1(i -1:) l 
Sla sAjlt-1 

=P[D1-~T1(i-'t) ]· 
Sla sAjlt-1 

The last equation follows because 
1 1 

D1-
2T;(i-'t) and D?1JE1(i-'t) 
Sla Sla 
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(5) 
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both contain the same set of co-ordinates. But because of the definition of A; also 

Thus 

p[D;-~T;('t-'t) l =P[D;-~T;(i-,;) l , 
Sla sAi1t-t Sla sAJt-1 

so that we can conclude that the constants A; and Ai are equal. 0 

Theorem3 

An autocongruent design bas equal selection constants. 

Proof" 

The theorem readily follows from corollary 1 and applying lemma 1 to all pairs (ij) of the set 

{(1,2),(1,3), ... ,(1,t)}. 0 

Still an open question is whether autocongruency is a necessary condition for designs to 

have equal selection constants. Theorem 3 only states that it is a sufficient condition. 

6.4 Incomplete block designs 

In this section we examine in detail the concept of autocongruency in incomplete block 

designs and initiate an investigation of the question which designs have the property of auto

congruency. A general outline of (incomplete) block designs is already given in section 4.4.3.4.1. 

We reeall that an important matrix in the analysis of block designs is given by 

C -=R -NK-1N', 

with R and K diagonal matrices representing the number of replications and the block sizes, 

respectively, and N the incidence matrix of the design. 

6.4.1 Conditions for autocongruency 

We assume in the sequel that the block design is connected. This implies that its C matrix 

bas rank t-1, is symmetrie and so-called doubly centred, i.e. C11 = 1/C = 01 • The unique 

Moore-Penrose inverse of C, which is a generalized inverse of C that is also doubly centred, is 

given by 

c+ = (C + 111/ltt1-111/lt, 
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and for each i E { 1, ... , t} we have, 

cov(T;(Î: -'t)) = T;C+T/d. 
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The next theorem gives a sufficient condition for an incomplete block design, in terms of the C 

matrix, under which permuted contrast veetors keep the same distribution. 

Theorem4 

Assume a connected block design with C = R - NK-1N' . 

If there exists a permulation matrix E such that ECE' == C , then 

for all i = 1, ... , t : 

Proof: 

Let E be a permulation matrix such that ECE' = C , and let iE { 1, ... ,t}. Then T;E(Î: -'t) has 

a multinormal distribution with zero means and variance-covariance matrix 

cov(T;E(Î: 't)) 

= cov(T;EÎ:) 

= T;EC+E'T;' (with c+ the Moore-Penrose inverse of C) 

= T;E(C + 1,1,'/tf1E'T;' T;E1 11,'E'T;'/t 

= T;{E(C + 111,'/t)E'} -1T/ 

= T(ECE' +El1 'E'It)-1T' 
l ( t l. 

= T;(C + 111,'/tf1T;' ( condition in the theorem) 

= cov(T;Î:) 

= cov(T;(Î:- •)). 

So T;(Î:- 't) and T;E(i- 't) have the same distribution. Further, for each n EN: 

E"C(E")' E"C(E't =E"- 1ECE'(E')"- 1 -E"- 1C(E')"- 1 
= ••• -ECE' = C, 

and thus 

T;(Î'-r) - T;E"(i-'t). 0 
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Whenthereexistsapermutationmatrix E such that ECE'- C , thenforeach iE {1, ... ,t} 

the set { '• : there exists a n E { 0, 1, 2, 3, ... } such that ~ = T;En } bas at most t elements and 

the treatments in tkis set aU have equal selection constants. This is a clear step to equal selection 

constants for all treatments expressed by theorem 5. 

Theorem5 

If for any i = 1, ... , t, there exists a permutation matrix E1 of order t, such that 

then 

{

E1(e1) ... e1 

E1CE;' ·C, 

the design is autocongruent (and thus bas equal selection constants). 

Proof: 

Let i E { 1, ... , t} and E; be a permulation matrix such that E1(e1) = e1 and E1CE/ = C, then by 

theorem 4: 

Tlt-'t) - T1E1(~-'t). 
Tagether with corollary 1 the theorem is proved. 0 

The next result shows that the conditions in theorem 5 are equivalent to those in corollary 

1, which means that theorem 5 is as sharp as corollary 1 but speaks in terms of the design which 

is more practical in order to check on autocongruency. 

Theorem6 

For any i E { 1, ... , t} there exists a permulation matrix E1 such that 

{
E1(e1) = e1 

T1(~-'t) - T1E1(~-'t) 
iff 

for any i E { 1, ... , t} there exists a permulation matrix E1 such that 

{
E1(e1) -e1 

E1CE/=C. 
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Proof" 
The "if part" follows directly from theorem 5. 

Now let i E { 1, ... , t} and E; be a permutation matrix such that 

{
E;(e;) = e1 

Tlt--r)-T1E;(t--r) . 

The last property is in case of multinormal variables equivalent to 

cov(T1i) = cov(T1E;i) , 

which can be rewritten as 
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with c- any generalized inverse of c and ot-1 the matrix of order t-1 with all entries equal to 

zero. So it must also hold that 

T1(C+ -E;C+E;')T/ = 01-1 , 

with c+ the Moore-Penrose inverse of C. This implies, according to lemma 2, that there are 2t 

va lues Yo1> ... , y01, y10, ••• , y10 such that 

with Moj and Mjo , j = 1, ... , t, as defined in lemma 2. 

Further, since c+ is doubly centred, 

OI = (C+ -E;C+E/)11 

I 

= .~ (Yo)l + tyjoe) 
p1 

which implies 

1 I 

Yw = · · · = Y1o = -- ~ Yoj· 
t j -1 

In the same way, the property 1/C+ = 0/ leads to 

1 I 

Yo1 = · · · = Yo1 = -- ~ Yjo' 
t j -1 

so that 
I I 

~Y·o=-~Yo·' 
j-1 1 j-1 J 
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and hence 

Y10- -yOl '· · ., Yro- -Yot" 

Thus 

and this implies 

ot = c+- Eic+E;' 

= (C + 1r1//tr1 -1r1//t- {Ei(C + 1r1//tr1E;' -Ei1r1/E;'/t} 

== (C + 1r1//tr1
- (EiCE;' +EJr1/E;'Itr1 

= (C + 1r1//tr1
- (EiCE;' + 1r1//tr1 

, 

from which it follows that C = EiCE;'. 

Lemma2 

If M is a matrix such that 

then 

with Yio• Yoi , ER, j = 1, ... , t, and with 

1 
0 

0 
0 

1 

0 

i.e. Mi0 is the matrix with all entries equal to zero except for the lh row, which entries are all 

equal to 1 and M0i analogous but then for the lh column. 
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Proof: 

lt is easy to see that T1MT1' = 0 1 _ 1 iff 

The t-1 rows of the matrix T1M are obtained by subtracting the first row from the 2nd, ••• , f' row, 

respectively. And according tothefarm above each row of T1M bas entries with equal value. 

This implies that M must be of the following form 

Yt Y2 Y, 

which proves the lemma. 

We will call a square matrix A of order n autocongruent iff 

for any i=1, ... ,t, there exists a permulation matrix E; of order n such that 

{

E;(e;)- e1 

E;AE;'-A, 

0 

In the sequel we restriet ourselves to equireplicate (R = rl1 say), proper (K = klb say), and binary 

(n;j = 0 or 1) block designs. Then 

C-R -NK-1N' = rl, -k-1NN'. (6) 

The matrix NN' is known as the concurrence matrix. Because of (6) it is easy to see that theorem 

5 can be reformuialed into the following corollary. 

Corollary 2 

For an equireplicate, proper and binary block design it holds that: 

if the concurrence matrix is autocongruent, then the design is autocongruent. 

Corollary 2 leads to a nice interpretation of the concept autocongruency in block designs 

on the base of concurrence matrices: 
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the way a treatment concurs with the other treatments and the way the latter concur mutually, 
is the same for each treatment. 

Since whether toselect a treatment or not, is based upon (multiple) comparing the treatment with 

the rest of the treatments, it is not a surprise that autocongruency of the concurrence matrix ( and 

in general for block designs the C matrix) leads to equal selection constants. 

6.4.2 Design automorphisms 

To investigate suffïcient conditions that eosure the autocongruency of the concurrence 

matrix NN' we could start off with something similar with respect to the incidence matrix N 
itself. We reeall that the (iJ) entry of the txb matrix N of a block design is the number of times 

treatment i occurs in block j, i= l, ... ,t, j= l, ... ,b. Let B be the set of the b blocks of the design, 

each consisting of k treatments that follow from N and let p be a one-to-one function acting on 

thesetof treatments. Such a permulation on the treatments also affects the design. E.g., if a block 
of the design is given by 

B = { t1, ... , t1} , B E B , 

then with p(B) we denote the image blockunder pand so, 

p(B)- {p(t1), ••• ,p(tt)}. 

Such a new block does not need to be a blockof the original design. Evidently, we say that a 

permutation p fixes the design iff 

p(B) E B for all B E B . 

A permulation that fixes the design is called an automorphism of the design. 

If we define a txt permulation matrix EP by 

EP(e;)-efi.i)• i=l, ... ,t, 
then the columns of the matrix E;N represent the images of the blocks B1, ••• ,Bb under p . 

Theorem 7 

If p is an automorphism of an equireplicate, proper and binary block design, then the cocre

sponding permulation matrix EP satisfies: 

EfiN'E/ = NN' . 

Proof: 
Let p be an automorphism of a design as specified in the theorem, EP the corresponding txt 

permulation matrix and let BI> .•. ,Bb be the blocks corresponding to the design. Since p is an 
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automorphism of the design the columns of Erf! cao be permuted such that the incidence matrix 

N of the original design is attained. So there exists a bxb matrix F with 

ErflF=N. 

From this it follows that 

NN' E/{F(E.,NF)' 

=E.,NFF'N'EP' 

E.,NN'E/. 0 

The reverse of theorem 7 does not need to be true, in the sense that if a permulation matrix 

satisfies ENN'E' =NN' the one-to-one function p, implicitly defined by 

E(e1) = e~i), i = 1, ... , t, 

does not need to be an automorphism. For example, consicter the design given in table 1. The 

corresponding concurrence matrix is given by 

NN' = 217 + 171/ . 

So clearly, for any 7x7 permutation matrix E we have ENN'E' -NN'. But for instanee the 

permulation that only interchanges treatment 2 with 4 is not an automorphism of the design. 

Table 1. Design 

Blocks Treatments assigned to blocks 

B1 1 2 4 

B2 2 3 5 

B3 3 4 6 

B4 4 5 7 

Bs 5 6 1 

B6 6 7 2 

B1 7 1 3 

From the proof of theorem 7 we see that strictly speaking an automorphism consistsof two 

permutations, represented by permutation matrices E and F. The definition of the automorphism 

is based only upon the farmer since it induces the Jatter. It follows from theorem 5 and 7, that if 

there exist automorphisms p1 , ••• , p1 , with 

p~1(1) =i' i= 1, ... ,t, 
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then the design is autocongruent. But the example discussed above makes it clear that this condition 

is too restrictive. Insteadof searching conditions for N such that NN' is autocongruent, it is 

better to investigate the concurrence matrix itself. 

6.5 Partially balanced incomplete block designs 

It is well known that (pairwise) balanced incomplete block designs (BIBDs) are optima! in 

a very wide sense. However, for many cases a BIBD does not exist and other designs will have 

to be used. Of course, a design with almost the same properties as a BIBD is highly favourable. 

A class of designs, often used when no BIBDs are available, is formed by the so-called partially 

balanced incomplete block designs with m associate classes (PBIBD(m)s). In these designs the 

variances of estimators of elementary contrasts arenotall the same. We give the definition of 

PBIBD(m)s in the context of association schemes according to Bose (1963). 

A partially balanced association scheme with m classes is a relationship between the t 

treatments, which satisfies the following conditions: 

(i) any two treatments a and f3 are either 1"\ 200
, ••• , or mth associates, and the relation of 

association is symmetrical; if a is zth associate of f3 , then so is f3 of a . 

(ii) each treatment a bas exactly n1 z""h associates, with n1 independent of the treatment 

chosen, viz., a . 
(iii) if a and f3 are l-th associates, the number of treatments that are both r associates of 

a and I!' associates of f3 is equal to pfk , and is independent of the pair of ;th associates 

chosen, viz., a and f3 . 
H i i 

ence Pik = P~<i • 

The integers t, n1, pfk> i,j,k = 1, ... ,m, are called the parameters ofthe first kind ofthe m-class 

association scheme. Often it is written 

A partial1y balanced incomplete block design with m associate classes is an arrangement 

of the t treatments in b blocks, such that 

(i) each block contains k distinct treatments 

(ii) each treatment occurs in r blocks 

(iii) if the treatments a and f3 are t-th associates, then they appear together in À; blocks, 

with À; independent of the treatments chosen, viz., a and f3 . 
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The integers b, r, k and À;, i -1, ... ,t, are called the parameters of the second kind. Note 

that the J..;'s do notall need to be different and some mayalso be zero. A PBIBD(m) determines 

an association scheme but the converse is not true. There are association scheme's for which no 

PBIBD is known yet and for other association scheme 's there are more than one PBIBD possible. 

We give a few general results on PBIBDs that will be used in the sequel. The incidence 

matrix of a PBIBD is defined in the usual way. Fora PBIBD(m) and the conesponding association 

scheme wedefine m association matrices A1, •• • ,Am by 

Uk) fA (
. = 1 · k __ 1 ) __ {1 ifj andk arei'h associates 

entry , o ; l , ... ,m,J, , ... ,t 
0 

. 
otherwtse. 

We can write the concurrence matrix N N' of a PBIBD(m) with parameters b, r, k and À1, ••• , À", 

using association matrices A 1,. .. ,Am as 
m 

NN' =rl, + }: A;A;, 
j -1 

and further it holds that 

1'~ -k1'b. 

Sametimes it is said that each treatment is the Ü1
h associate of itself, and one writes A0 = I, . The 

association matrices of a m-associate class association scheme have the following properties that 

are easily distracted from the definitions: 
m 

(i) }:A1 -1,1/ 
i-0 

m k 
(iii) A;A. = L p,'.Ak =A.A .. 

) k-0 f~ f~, 

From these properties it follows that the vector space A of all matrices of the form I:a;A; , with 

a; rea\ numbers, has dimeosion m+l, where the A;'s form its basis, and that A is closedunder 

matrix multiplication, so that, because matrix multiplication is always associative, A is an algebra. 

A is known as the Bose-Mesner algebra of the association scheme. 

6.5.1 PBIBD(2)s 

The PBIBDs with two associate classes are the most popular ones, since they are relatively 

simpte and in most cases where there is no BIBD available, an appropriate PBIBD(2) is at hand. 

We will study some types of PBIBD(2)s with respect to the presence of autocongruency. 
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The next lemma shows that in order to investigate whether or not a PBIDD(2) is autocon

gruent we can restriet our considerations to either one of the corresponding association matrices 

A1 and A2 • 

Lemma3 

A PBIDD(2) is autocongruent iff 

either one of the association matrices A1 and A2 is autocongruent 

Proof: 
The concurrence matrix of a PBIDD(2) is given by 

NN' = rl, + À01 + Àj12 , 

with t , r , À1 and ~ the parameters of a PBIBD(2), and with A1 and A2 satisfying 

A1 +A2 =1,1/- I,. 

So we can write 

NN' = (r- ~)1, + Àzl,l/ +(~-~)Al, 

or 

NN' = (r- À1)1, + À11,1/ + (~- À1)À.2 • 

Suppose A1 is autocongruent, then for any txt permulation matrix E satisfying EA1E' =A1 , we 

have 

ENN'E' = (r- À,z)El,E' + ÀzE1,1,'E' + (Àt- À,z)EA1E' 

- (r - Àz)~ + Àzl,l/ + (Àl- Àz)À.t 

=NN', 

which implies the design is autocongruent 

Clearly, an analogous result follows in case A2 is autocongruent 

In reverse, if the design is autocongruent, then (in case Àt ..e ~) 

EA1E'- ( À
1 
=~) {ENN'E' -(r -À,z)El,E' -À,zEl,l,'E'} 

= ( ~: ~) {NN'- (r- Àz)I,- Àzl,l/} 

which proves the autocongruency of A1 • In case À1 - ~ 

NN' - (r- Àz)I, + Àzl,l,', 

and this matrix is clearly autocongruent 0 
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In the following sections 6.5.1.1 - 6.5.1.4 we will discuss the autocongruency of the main 

types of PBlliD(2)s. 

6.5.1.1 Triangular designs 

The triangular association scheme is defined by means of a symmetrical nxn array, n :!: 5 , 

in which the treatments are arranged but such that the diagonal entries are left blank. Thus the set 

of treatments in a triangular design consistsof t = n (n - 1 )/2 elements. In a triangular association 

scheme the first associates of any treatment are the treatments in the same row or column of the 

array, all the other treatments are second associates. 

Example (Street and Street (1987)) 

In table 2 the generating array and a triangular PElliD are given for t=lO treatments (n=5). The 

parameters of the association scheme are 

t = 10, n1 = 6, n2 = 3 

and 

pl = (3 2) p2 = (4 2) 
2 1 ' 2 0 ' 

where those of the design are 

b = 6 , r = 3 , k = 5 , À1 = 1 and ~ = 2 . 

Table 2. Triangular design 

array 

* 1 2 3 
1 * 5 6 
2 5 * 8 
3 6 8 * 
4 7 9 10 

The concurrence matrix is equal to 

NN' = 3110 +A1 + 24.2 , 

4 

7 
9 

10 

* 

with A 1 the matrix of first associates given by 

design 

(rows are blocks) 

1 2 7 8 10 

1 3 5 9 10 

2 4 5 6 10 

1 4 6 8 9 
2 3 6 7 9 
3 4 5 7 8 
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0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 
1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 

Al= 
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 

1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 

0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 

0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 

0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 

The autocongruency of A1 follows from theorem 8. 

In the proof of theorem 8 we will use the formulation of autocongruency, given by lemma 

4, which is in terms of the entries of a matrix. 

Lemma4 

A square matrix of order n is autocongruent 

iff 

for any i E { 1, ... , t} there exists a permutation p; : { 1, ... , n} - { 1, ... , n} such that: 

{

P;(1) =i 

ast= aP;(s)p;(t) for all s,t E {1, ... ,n}. 

Proof: 

SupposeA is autocongruent, then for each iE {1, ... ,n} there exists a permutation matrix such 

that 

{
E;(e;) =, e1 

E;AE; =A. 

Let iE {1, ... ,n }, wedefine the permulation p;:{1, ... ,n}- {1, ... ,n} by 

E;(eP;<n) =ei, j = 1, ... ,n, 

or equivalently 

E;'(e) = eP,U>. 
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From E;(e;) = e1 it follows E;'(e1) = e; and so p;(1) =i. 

Further for all s,t E {1, ... ,n}: 

ast= e,'Ae, = e,'E;AE;'e, = (E;'es)'A (E;'eJ 

which proves the first part. 
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Now let iE {1, ... ,n} and let there be a permutation p; such that the two properties in the lemma 

hold. Define the permutation matrix E; by 

E;(eP;U)) = ej , j = 1, ... ,n. 

Since p;(1) =i we have E;(e;) =eL Further for all s,t E {1, ... ,n }: 

e,'Ae, =as,= aP;(s)p;(t) = e,'E;AE;'e,, so E;AE;' =A. 0 

Theorem 8 

Triangular PBffiD(2)s are autocongruent 

Proof· 

lt is sufficient to prove that the first association matrix of a triangular design is autocongruent 

We will do such in an indirect manner, namely by using the generating array. First, notice that 

any treatment number in the array, right from the diagonal, can be transposed to the position of 

treatment 1, while keeping the symmetrical form of the array, by a concatenation of operations 

that only consist of interchanging two columns or two rows. Thus, let an arbitrary treatment have 

position (iJ) in the array U <i), i.e. positioned in the lh row and /h column. In case i > 1 we 

transpose the treatment to position (1,j) by interchanging the lh and 1st row and next the 1•t 

and lh column. By the interchanging of these latter columns the symmetrical form of the array 

is re-established and treatment k has position (1J) in the new array. If j > 2, then we interchange 

the /h and 2"d column and consecutively thet and 2"d row, so that in a new symmetrical array 

treatment k will be placed into position (1,2), which is the position of treatment 1 in the original 

array. 

Secondly, each of these two operations does notvialate the associate classes. The associate classes 

in the new array are kept the same according to the definition of associate classes in triangular 

association schemes, since these definitions are based upon rows and columns. So, for any 

treatment k E { 1, ... , t} we are able to give a symmetrical array that yields the same associate 

classes like the generating array but now with treatment k at position (1,2). Let such arrays be 

given for all k = 1, ... , t. For each k E { 1, ... , t }, we define a permutation Pk acting on the set 

{l, ... ,t} by: 
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p.,(i)- i' , i, i' E { 1, .. . ,t}. if i has the same position in the generating array as i' in 

the array that has kin position (1,2). 

Tben p.(l)•k, andforall s,tE{l, ... ,t}: 

entry (s,t) of A1 is equal toentry (p.,(s),p~:(t)) of A1, 

which, by using lemma 4, completes the proof. 

Remark 

0 

In Streel and Street (1987) it is proved that, except for t=28, the parameters of the triangular 

association scheme uniquely determine the association scheme. So no other association scheme 

with m=2 associate classes has the same parameters as one included by a triangular association 

scheme, except when t=28, in which case there are three other possible association schemes. The 

latter are called pseudo-triangular, i.e. the treatments can not be arranged in a symmetrical 8x8-

array that coincides with the association scheme, yet the parameters are those of the triangular 

scheme. 

6.5~1.2 Group divisible designs 

Soppose that the set of treatments can be divided into n disjunct groups with each group 

consisting of m different treatments. An association scheme defined on such a set of treatments 

is called group divisible if the treatments in the same group are first associates and those in 

different groups are second associates. The parameters of a group divisible association scheme 

uniquely determine the association scheme. The PBffiD(2)s in which the underlying association 

scheme is group divisible are called group divisible designs. 

Theorem9 

Group divisible designs are autocongruent 

Proof: 

Without loss of generalisation we can assume that the mnxmn first as8ociation matrix, denoted 

by Al> is given by: 

J 
0 

0 
J 

with 
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Clearly, A1 is autocongruent since J is autocongruent 0 

6.5.1.3 Latin Square type designs 

Another class of PBffiD(2)s basedon an association scheme that is defined by a generating 

array is the class of Latin Square designs. Let a set of t- n 2 (n ~ 2) treatments be arranged in 

an nxn array onto which a set of i-2 (2 sis n- 1) mutually orthogonal Latin Squares of side 

n bas been superimposed, where a Latin Square of side n is also an nxn array but based on a set 

of only n symbols, such that each row and each column contains each symbol exactly once. The 

first associates of a treatment are all the treatments in the same row or column of the array or 

associated with the same symbols in one of the La tin Squares. This is called an L;-type association 

scheme. The well known lattice designs are L2 designs. If i=n, then the scheme is a group divisible 

scheme and if i=n+ 1, then all treatments are first associates of each other. So for both these cases 

the first association matrix of the corresponding L; design is autocongruent Also the lattice 

designs are autocongruent as stated by theorem 10. 

Theorem 10 

L2 designs are autocongruent 

Proof: 
In a L2 design the first associates of any treatment are just the treatments in the same row or 

column in the generating array. Ciearly, by permuting rows and columns of the generating array 

appropriately, any treatment can be transposed to the position of treatment 1 in the generating 

array and these permutations leave the association scheme invariant. 

This implies that the design is autocongruent 0 

One might get the impression that the strong symmetry of PBffiD(2)s guarantees the 

property of autocongruency but this is not true. A counter-example is given by a L3 scheme for 

t=36 treatments. It is defined by the following two matrices: 

12 3 4 5 6 abcdef 

7 8 9 10 11 12 b a f c d e 
13 14 15 16 17 18 

19 20 21 22 23 24 
25 26 27 28 29 30 
31 32 33 34 35 36 

Treatments are first associates iff: 

and 
c f a e b d 
d c e a f b 
e d b f a c 
f e d b c a 

- they are in the same row in the left matrix, or 
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- they are in the same column in the left matrix, or 

- they have the same symbols in the right matrix. 

So, e.g. treatment 1 has as first associates the treatments contained in the set {2. 3. 4, S, 6. 7, S. 
13, 15, 19, 22, 25, 29, 31, 36}. The first association matrix A1 is given in table 3. Notice that 

Ar - 9 136 + 6 136136· . 

Table 3. The first association matrix of the L3 scheme for 36 treatments 

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 

110 1000 10000 0110010001010000 100 
1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 l 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 l 0 0 1 0 
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 0 0 l 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 l 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 l 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 l 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 l 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 l 
l 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 l l 1 1 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 l 0 0 0 1 0 1 l 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 l 1 l 0 l l 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 l 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 l 

A, • 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 l 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 l 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 l l 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 1 1 1 l 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 l 
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
0 l 0 1 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 l 0 0 0 l 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 
001001000101100001010001 1110000011 
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 

We will not directly prove that A1 itself is notautocongruent It appears to be sufficient to prove 

that a matrix obtained from A1 by row and column permutations is not autocongruent. We will 

explain this first. 

Lemma 4 has formulated autocongruency of a matrix in termsof row and column numbers of the 
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en tri es by usingpermutations. We elaborate on this and call a permutation acting on the set {1, ... ,n} 

an automorphism of a matrix A ={a;;}, iJ=l, ... ,n, iff 
a;; =ap(i)p(i) for all i,j E {1, ... ,n }. 

By p(A) we will denote the matrix with as (iJ)-entry the value ap(i)p(j), i,j=l, ... ,n. Notice that an 

automorphism of a block design (see section 6.4.2) is an automorphism of the C matrix of the 

block design. Suppose a permutation p is an automorphism of A, then also 

ap-'(ilP-'Ul == a1; for all i,j E {1, ... ,n}, 

where with p-1 the inverse of p is denoted. Thus p-1(A) =A too and similarly, if p1 and p2 

are both automorphisms of A, then 

P1Pz(A) = Pt(PiA)) = P1(A) =A, 

where p1p2 is the composed permulation of p1 and p2 , so p1p2 is also an automorphism of A. 

The permulation that sends all elements to themselves, the so-called identity map, denoted by 1, 
clearly is an automorphism too. Hence, thesetof all automorphisms of the matrix A farms a group 

under the opera ti on of composition which we will denote by Aut(A ). It is a subgroup of the group 

of all permutations on {1, ... , n }, the well-known symmetrie group Sn , with as group opera ti on 

the usual composition of permutations. 

Thus, the autocongruency of a matrix A is equivalent with that Aut(A) contains at least n elements, 

say p1 , .. , Pn , such that p;(l) =i , i= l, ... ,n. Part of this is contained in lemma 5 that relales 

autocongruency of a matrix to the transitivity property of its automorphism group, defined as: 

for all i,j E {1, ... ,n} there exists a p E Aut(A) with p(j) =i. 

Lemma5 

Let A be a square real matrix of order n, 

then 

A is autocongruent iff Aut(A) is transitive. 

Proof: 

If Aut(A) is transitive, then clearly A is autocongruent. 

Let A be autocongruent, then there exist permutations p1 , ... , Pn , such that 

{

p,(l) =i 

p,EAut(A), i=l, ... ,n. 

Let i,j E {1, ... ,n }, i ;é j, then 

(p,pjt)(j) = P;(Pjl(j)) = p;{l) =i' 

and clearly p;pj1 E Aut(A) . 

This proves the transitivity property of Aut(A ). 0 
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Theorem 11 

Let A be a square real matrix of order n, 
then 

A is autocongruent 

iff 

p(A) is autocongruent for all permutations p. 

Proof: 

Suppose A is autocongruent Let a be any permutation on the set {1, ... ,n}. We have to prove 

that a(A) is autocongruent. Let i E { 1, •.. , n} . According to lemma 5, since A is autocongruent, 

there exists a permutation p such that 

{ 
p(a-1(1)) = a-1(i) 

p(A) =A, 

with a-1 the inverse of permutation a. Now consider the composed permutation apa-1 
• We 

have 

and 

apa-1(1) = a{p(a-1(1))) = a(a-1(i)) =i, 

which proves the autocongruency of a(A) . 
The reverse part of the theorem is trivial ( choose P = I,.) . 

Theorem12 

The first association matrix of the L3 scheme for 36 treatments is not autocongruent. 

Proof: 

0 

We will prove that the matrix p(A1) is not autocongruent for any permutation p acting on the 

set {1, ... ,36} such that 

:i) I : 2 3 4 5 6 7 

2 7 8 3 13 15 
From theorem 11 it follows that A1 itself is not autocongruent. Let p be a permutation as described 

above. 
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The matrix p(A1) restricted to the first seven rows and columns looks like 

1 2 7 8 3 13 15 

1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 
7 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 

p(Al)= 8 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
3 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 
13 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

15 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 

The row and column numbers correspond to the original matrix A 1 in the sense that for instanee 

entry (3,4) of p(A1) is equal toentry (p(3), p(4)) = (7, 8) of A1• It is sufficient to prove that no 

permulation p' exists such that p'(l) = 10 and p'(A1) = p(A1), since in that case no permutation, 

say p", exists such that p"(1) = 10 and p"(p(A1)) = p(A1), from which it follows that p(A1) is 

not autocongruent. 

We position number 10 at the fust row and column of the scheme given before: 

10 

10 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 0 1 1 1 0 0 
1 1 0 1 0 1 0 

1 1 1 0 0 0 1 

1 1 0 0 0 1 1 
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
1 0 0 1 1 1 0 

It is sufficient to prove that no sequence of six numbers from the set { 1, ... , 36} - { 10} exists 

such that when used as the missing row ( and column) numbers in this scheme the en tri es correspond 

to the entries in the original matrix A1 (in the sense explained before). Let Sj denote thesetof 

l<th associates of j, iJ=1, ... ,n. From the first line it follows that the six numbers (representing 

treatments) all need to be first associates of 10, so elements of the set Sf0 = { 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 

13, 16, 20, 22, 28, 30, 34, 35}. Suppose we put 3 at the second place, then for the third place we 

need a treatment that is a first associate of both 10 and 3. So it must be an element of the set 

SfcrSi = {4, 9, 13, 20, 30, 35}. Let us put 4 at the third place, then for the fourth place weneed a 

first associate of 10, 3 and 4, but SicrS:iSi= 0 . Also SfcrSjSJ = 0 , so both 4 and 9 drop out for 

the third place. The numbers 13, 20, 30 and 35, however, alllead to still three possibilities, e.g. 

SfcrSiS{3 = {20, 30, 35}. ButS{SiSi = {8}, so has only one element which implies that with 13, 

20, 30 or 35 at the third place we will never get a permulation p' such that p'(A1) = p(A1) . This 

because, when we put down for instanee 13 at the third and next 20 at the fourth place, then since 
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sfa-S~Sf3 _ {20, 30, 35} surely S{a-S~Sl~io.., 0 or S{a-S~Sf~io .., 0, so the choices 10, 3, 13 and 
20 for the first four pi aces Ieave us with number 30 that in its column of the matrix p'(A 1) as first 

four entries will have 

1 111 (in case 30 E S{aSjS{~io) or 1 11 0 (in case 30 E S{aSiS[~io). 
But no such number exists in p(A1) sirree S{SiSiSi = 0 and S{SiSiSi = 0 . So we havetolook 

for numbers i and j such that I S{aS/Sfl = 1 , where I SI denotes the number of different elements 

of a setS. This leads to only six pairs of possibilities, namely (8,20), (8,22), (20,8), (20,22), (22,8) 

and (22,20). Now we consider the fifth place. Notice that I S{SiSiSil = 4 and that also 

I Sfa-SiSiS11 =I Sfa-SiS1Siol =I S{a-SioSiS11 =I Sfa-SioS1Sil =I Sfa-SbSiSiol -=1 Sfa-SbSiSll = 4 , so six 
possibilities for the first four positions remain. The fifth place in p(A1) is occupied by an element 

of S{SiS:fSi and with this choice there is only one number left for the sixth place, since 

IS{S~SjSfSil =I {13}1 = 1. But similar results hold for the six possibilities left, for instanee 

I Sfa-SlSioS1Sll = 1 for all i E Sfa-SiSiS1 = { 7, 9, 11, 12 } . So we have 24 possibilities for the 

first six positions (one of them being (10, 8, 20, 22, 7, 13)). The seventh place in p(A1) must be 

an element of S{SiS:fSiS~Sf3 ( = { 15}) and therefore can only be 15. Yet, e.g. Sia-SiSiSbSiSf3 = 0, 

hence possibility (10, 8, 20, 22, 7, 13) drops out. All the other 23 possibilities give empty sets 

too. 

Conclusion: there is no permutation p' such that p'(A1) = p(A1) • 0 

6.5.1.4 Cyclic designs 

A PBIDD(2) based on a two-class cyclic association scheme is called a (two-associate) 

cyclic design. It may be noted that "cyclic design" in the literature often stands for a much larger 

class of designs than the two-associate cyclic design we will discuss. An association scheme on 

t treatments is called cyclic (two-associate) if the first associates of treatment i are 

i +dl' ... ,i +dn mod. t, i= 1, ... ,t, 
1 

and the others are second associates of i, where the dj 's,j= 1, ... ,n1, satisfy the following conditions: 

(i) the elements dj are all different and 0 < dj < t for all j = 1, ... , n1 , 

(ii) among the n1(n1 -1) differences (d;- dj) reduced mod. t, each of the elements 

Theorem 13 

d1 , ••• , dn, occurs a times and each of the elements e1 , ••• , e"" occurs f3 times, 

where d; (i = 1, ... , n1) and e, (i = 1, ... ,n2) are all distinct non-zeroelementsof the 

module of t elements 1, 2, ... , t and a .., f3 • 

Two-associate cyclic designs are autocongruent. 
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Proof: 

Let d1, ••• ,dn,, be given such that conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied. Then the :first associates of 

the t treatments can be represented as 

treatment first associates 

1 1 +d1 (mod. t) 

t t + d1 (mod. t) t +dn, (mod. t) 

The first row of the ±1rst association matrix A1 contains n1 1 's that are positioned at columns 

1 + d1 (mod. t), ... , 1 + d,. (mod. t). From this row the complete matrix A1 directly follows, 
I 

since 

for 2 s i .s t , 2 s j s t 

for 2 sist, 

in other words, the rows "move up". Th is is due to the fact that we consider the first association 

matrix for the treatments in line. 

Now weneed to prove that for any i E { 1, ... , t} a sequence of numbers that starts with i exists 

such that the corresponding first association matrix is equal to A1• 

Let iE {1, ... ,t}. We consider the first association matrix corresponding to the sequence 

( i , ... , i + t- 1 ) mod. t . The first associates of these treatments can be represented as 

treatment first associates 

i+ d1 (mod. t) i+ d" (mod. t) 
1 

i+t-1 i +t 1 +d1 (mod. t) 

Notice that the first row of the corresponding first association matrix, denoted by B = {b;J, 

ij==l, ... ,t, determines B the sameway the first row of A1 doessuch. Further, for all jE {1, ... ,n1} 

we have that entry (1, 1 + d) ofA1 is equal to 1 as wellas entry (1, l +di) of B, since the latter 
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is equal toentry (i,i +di) ofA1• So the positions of l's in the first row ofboth matrices agree 

and each matrix is fully specified by its first row. 

This clearly implies that A1 and B are the same. 0 

6.5.2 Strongly regular graphs 

To establish whether or oot a (block) design is autocongruent is mostly a combinatorial 

problem. In the study of combinatotics of designs also graph-theoretic aspects are considered. In 

this section we will discuss the concept of autocongruency in teems of graphs and give some 

examples. Before we do so, some definitions on graphs. 

Let V be a set of n points or vertices. If v and w are two vertices in the set V, an undirected 

segment e - (v, w) connecting v to wis called an edge. Let E be thesetof all edges. A system 

G - (V,E) is called an (undirected) graph. The degree of a vertex is the number of edges passing 

through the vertex. A graph is called regular if the degree of each vertex is the same, say d. Two 

vertices in a graph are called adjacent if there is an edge in between; otherwise they are said to 

be non-adjacent. The adjacency matrix of a graph Gis a symmetrie matrix A - {a; i} of order 

n, with 

if vertices i and j are adjacent 
otherwise. 

A regular graph is called strongly regular if the number of vertices adjacent to both v and w 
(v.., w) is only dependent on whether or oot v and ware adjacent. The parameters of a strongly 

regular graphare then (n,d,a,c), where a (c) denotes the number of vertices adjacent to v and w, 

in case v and ware adjacent (non-adjacent). 

Notice that, if we consider vertices as treatments and define two treatments first (second) 

associates if they are adjacent and second (first) associates if they are non-adjacent, the adjacency 

matrix of the graphand the first (second) association matrix of the two-class association scheme 

are the same. This equivalence between strongly regular graphs and two-class association schemes 

implies that the study of autocongruency in PBffiD(2)s can also be directed towards the concept 

of autocongruency in strongly regular graphs. Obviously, we will call a regular graph autocon

gruent if its adjacency matrix is autocongruent. Literal figurative a regular graph is autocongruent 

if for each vertex v .., 1 we can draw up a graph identical to the original one but now with vertex 

v at the position of vertex 1 in the original graph. In other words, permutations of the numbers 

corresponding to the vertices exist that leave the original graph structure invariant. 

Example 1 

The simple lattice, which is also used insection 4.4.3.4.1, is a L2 design and according to theorem 
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10 autocongruent We will confirm this by means of graphs. We reeall that the first association 

matrix of the simple lattice is given by 

Al=[! H : 
0 1 1 0 

The corresponding strongly regular graph with parameters (4,1,0,2) is given in figure 1. The 

autocongruency of the simp Ie lattice is shown in figure 2 through bmatrices and graphs by giving 

appropriate permutations of the numbers corresponding to treatments and vertices. 

Figure 1. Graph of the simp ie lattice. 

1 2 

4 3 

Figure 2. Autocongruency of the simple lattice. 

2 1 4 3 3 1 4 2 4 2 3 1 

2 0 1 1 0 3 0 1 1 0 
4 [0 

1 1 0 

1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 1 
4 1 0 0 1 4 1 0 0 1 3 1 0 0 1 
3 0 1 1 0 2 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 

2 1 3 1 4 2 

3 4 2 4 1 3 
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Example2 
The well-known Petersen graph (see figure 3) is a strongly regular graph with parameters 

(10,3,0,1). The graph corresponds to the second association matrix ofthe triangular design for 10 

treatments. Theorem 8 tells us that this graph is autocongruent This fact can also be established 

by using only graphs. 

Figure 3. Petersen graph 

1 

5 2 

4 3 

Example3 
Figure 4 shows a 5-point star which is a strongly regular graph with parameters (5,2,0,0), 

conesponding to a cyclic association scheme with parameters t=5, n1 ... n2 - 2 , a - 0 and j3 = 1 . 

Clearly, this graph is autocongruent (see also theorem 13). 

Figure 4. 5-Point star 

1 

5 2 

4 3 
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Appendix 

Explanation of the tables 

In this appendix we give tables of the selection constant appearing in Gupta's Subset 

Selection Procedure and in Bechhofer's Indifference Zone Selection inference for pairwise bal

anced designs. 

This selection constant ö = Ör,v,P• is a function of the number of treatments t, the number of 

degrees of freedom v (v = oo included) and of the requested confidence level P* and is implicitly 

defined by the equation 

I I <1>
1

-
1
(x +Öy)tj>(x)clv(y)dxdy =P* , 

0 -00 

or, using the notation in section 3.3.2, 

H(ö) =P*. 

(1) 

In the literature several tables of ö have appeared. An extensive tabulation as well as a 

comprehensive survey of tables has been given by Bechhofer and Dunnett (1988). The tables that 

are provided in this thesis are restricted to the constant ö , and for the case that v < oo form an 

extension to the tables of this constant so far. Por the case v = oo Butler and Butler (1987) have 

edited a hooklet with tables of ö . 

The impraper infinite integral H(d), dER wil! be approximated by the fini te integral 

/(d) defined by 

I(d) = J J <1>
1

-
1
(x +dy)tj>(x)qv(y)dxdy (2) 

0 _"2 

lt is easy to see that the difference between H(d) and /(d) can be made arbitrary small, irrespective 

of d, whenever the constants c1 and c2 are chosen large enough. The integral /(d) can be 

computed relatively easy. Por the tables the IMSL routines DCADRE (in case v = oo) and 

DTWODQ (in case v < oo) have been used. In chapter 3 we have shown that H(d) is a strictly 

increasing function of d with va lues between 0 and 1 and with one inflection point, say dinfl , and 

that the derivative of H(d) with respect tod, denoted by H'(d), is a strictly increasing function 

of d for d :S dinfl and a strictly decreasing function of d for d :!: dinfl . Hence there exists a real 

function, say H-1
, on the set (0, 1) such that 

H-1(H(d)) = d , d ER. 
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The derivative of n-1 , denoted by (H-1)' , is given by the equation 

(H-
1
)'(H(d)) = H'~d) , dER. 

Let t, v and P* be given. We will show that an approximation d to ö as close as requested 

can be determined, i.e. that for any E > 0 there exists a value d such that I d - ö I < e . 
By using an inequality of Tong (1970) we can give absolute bounds for the constant ö , namely 

dL - .fïtv,P* S Öt,v,P* S du = .fïtv poW-1) ' 

where tv,q denotes the left q-point of the Student's t distribution with v degrees of freedom. 

Applying the mean value theorem to the tunetion n-1 we have for any d E (dL , du): 

H-1(H(d)) == H-1(H(ö)) + (H(d) -H(ö))(H-1)'(H(c )) , 

so 

d-ö-(H(d)-P*)H,~c), 
with c E(dL, du) . 

Thus 

I d-öl J H(d)-P*I 
H'(c) 

I H(d)-l(d) I +I l(d)-P* I 
s min{H'(dr),H'(du)} 

Since min{H'(dL),H'(du)} is fixed and the differences I H(d) -l(d)j and I l(d)-P* I can 

be made as small as requested by choosing d appropriately, we can get an approximation d for 

ö as close to ö as desired. 

The entries in the forthcoming tables are within 0.005 and 0.05 from the exact value in 

case of three and two digits after the comma, respectively. The en tri es are in complete agreement 

with those ofBechhofer and Dunnett (1988) and Butler and Butler (1987), in the sense that entries 

are exactly the same or they differ only by one unit in the last place. 

Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 give values of ö,,v,P• for all combinations of t=2(1)10(2)20 and 

v=2(1)10(2)20, 25, 30, 40, 60, 120,240, oo ,allcombinationsoft=30(10)100and v=2, 5, 10(10)40, 

60, 120, 240, oo, and all combinations of t=200(100)1000 and v=lO, 30, 60, 120, 240, oo, and 

this for the cases P*=0.75, 0.90, 0.95 and 0.99, respectively. 
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V 

2 
3 

4 

5 

6 
7 

8 
9 

10 

12 

14 

16 

18 

20 

25 

30 

2 

1.155 

1.082 

1.047 

1.028 

1.015 
1.(106 

0.999 

0.994 

0.990 

0.984 

0.979 

0.976 

0.974 

0.972 

0.968 

0.966 

40 0.963 

60 0.960 

120 0.957 

240 0.955 

3 

1.825 

1.676 

1.609 

1.571 

1.547 

1.529 

1.517 

1.507 

1.500 

1.488 

1.480 

1.474 

1.470 

1.466 

1.459 

1.455 

1.450 

1.445 

1.439 

1.437 

4 

2.201 

2.000 

1.911 

1.861 

1.829 

1.806 

1.790 

1.777 

1.767 

1.752 

1.742 

1.734 

1.728 

1.724 

1.715 

1.710 

1.703 

1.696 
1.689 

1.686 

Appendix 

Table 1. Values of ö for P* = 0.75 

5 

2.460 

2.220 

2.114 

2.055 

2.017 

1.991 
1.972 

1.957 

1.945 

1.928 

1.916 

1.907 

1.900 

1.895 

1.885 

1.878 

1.870 

1.862 
1.854 

1.850 

6 

2.656 

2.385 

2.267 

2.200 

2.158 

2.129 
2.107 

2.091 

2.078 

2.058 

2.045 

2.035 
2.027 

2.021 

2.010 

2.003 

7 

2.813 

2.517 

2.388 

2.315 

2.269 

2.237 

2.214 

2.196 

2.182 

2.161 

2.147 

2.136 
2.127 

2.121 

2.109 

2.101 

8 

2.943 

2.626 

2.487 
2.410 

2.361 

2.327 

2.302 

2.283 

2.268 
2.246 

2.230 

2.219 

2.210 

2.203 

2.190 

2.182 

1.994 2.091 2.171 

1.985 2.082 2.161 

1.976 2.072 2.151 

1.972 2.067 2.146 

9 

3.054 

2.718 

2.572 

2.491 

2.439 

2.403 

2.377 

2.357 

2.341 

2.317 

2.301 

2.289 

2.279 

2.272 

2.259 

2.250 

2.239 

2.228 

2.217 

2.212 

10 

3.151 

2.799 

2.646 

2.560 

2.506 

2.469 

2.441 

2.420 

2.404 

2.379 

2.362 
2.349 

2.340 

2.332 

2.318 

2.309 

12 

3.313 

2.933 

2.768 

2.677 

2.619 

2.578 

2.549 

2.526 

2.509 

2.482 

2.464 

2.450 

2.440 

2.431 

2.416 

2.406 

2.297 2.394 

2.286 2.382 
2.275 2.370 

2.269 2.364 

14 

3.445 

3.042 

2.868 
2.771 

2.710 

2.667 
2.636 

2.612 

2.593 

2.566 

2.546 

2.532 

2.521 

2.512 

2.496 

2.486 

2.473 

2.460 
2.447 

2.441 

16 

3.556 

3.134 

2.952 
2.851 

2.786 

2.742 

2.709 

2.684 

2.664 

2.635 

2.615 

2.600 

2.588 

2.579 

2.563 

2.552 

18 

3.651 

3.213 

3.024 
2.919 

2.852 

2.806 

2.772 

2.746 

2.725 

2.695 

2.674 

2.659 

2.646 

2.637 

2.620 

2.608 

2.538 2.594 

2.525 2.581 

2.512 2.567 

2.505 2.560 

20 

3.735 

3.283 

3.087 

2.978 

2.909 

2.862 

2.827 

2.800 
2.779 

2.748 

2.726 

2.710 

2.697 

2.687 

2.670 

2.658 

2.644 

2.629 

2.615 

2.608 

"" 0.954 1.434 1.682 1.846 1.967 2.063 2.141 2.207 2.264 2.358 2.435 2.498 2.553 2.601 

V 30 40 

2 4.045 4.254 

5 3.198 3.346 

10 2.975 3.106 

20 2.873 2. 996 

30 2.840 2. 961 

40 2.823 2. 944 

60 2.807 2.926 

120 2.792 2.909 

240 2.784 2.901 

"' 2. 776 2.892 

V 300 

50 

4.410 

3.456 

3.204 

3.089 

3.052 

3.033 

3.015 

2.997 

2.988 
2.979 

400 

10 3.758 3.906 4.007 

30 3.560 

60 3.513 

120 3.490 

240 3.478 

3.696 3.789 

3.645 3.736 

3.620 3.710 

3.608 3.697 

60 

4.534 

3.544 

3.282 

3.162 

3.124 

3.105 

3.086 

3.067 

3.058 

3.048 

500 

4.085 
3.859 

3.805 

3.778 

3.765 

70 

4.637 

3.617 

3.347 

3.223 

3.183 

3.163 

3.144 

3.125 

3.115 

3.105 

600 

4.147 

3.916 

3.860 

3.833 

3.819 

80 

4.725 

3.678 

3.402 

3.274 

3.234 

3.213 

3.193 

3.174 

3.164 

3.154 

700 

4.199 

3.963 

3.906 

3.878 

3.864 

90 

4.801 

3.732 

3.450 

3.319 

3.277 

3.257 

3.236 
3.216 

3.206 

3.196 

800 

4.243 

4.004 

3.946 
3.917 

3.903 

100 

4.868 

3.780 

3.492 

3.359 

3.316 

3.295 

3.274 

3.254 

3.243 

3.233 

900 1000 

4.282 4.316 

4.039 4.071 

3.981 4.011 

3.952 3.982 

3.937 3.967 

"" 3.466 3.596 3.684 3.751 3.805 3.850 3.889 3.923 3.952 
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V 2 

2 2.667 

3 2.316 

4 2.168 

5 2.087 

6 2.036 

7 2.001 

8 1.975 

9 1.956 

10 1.941 

12 1.918 

14 1.902 

16 1.891 
18 1.882 

20 1.874 

25 1.862 

30 1.853 

40 1.843 

60 1.833 

120 1.822 

240 1.817 

"" 1.812 

V 

2 

5 

10 

20 

30 

40 

60 

30 

6.967 

4.492 

3.932 

3.688 

3.611 

3.574 

3.537 

3 

3.590 

3.012 

2.776 
2.649 

2.570 

2.515 

2.476 

2.446 

2.423 

2.389 

2.365 

2.347 
2.334 

2.323 

2.304 

2.291 

2.276 

2.260 

2.245 

2.238 

2.230 

40 

7.297 

4.668 

4.073 

3.814 

3.732 

3.692 

3.653 

120 3.500 3.614 

240 3.482 3.595 

00 3.464 3.575 

V 200 300 

10 4.784 4.947 

30 4.336 4.473 

60 4.231 4.362 

4 

4.135 

3.409 

3.117 

2.961 

2.864 

2.798 

2.750 

2.713 

2.685 

2.643 

2.614 

2.593 
2.577 

2.563 

2.540 

2.525 

2.507 

2.488 

2.470 

2.461 

2.452 

50 

7.545 

4.800 

4.179 

3.908 

3.822 

3.781 

3.739 

3.699 

3.678 

3.658 

400 

5.059 

4.568 

4.453 

5 

4.518 

3.686 

3.353 
3.175 

3.065 

2.990 

2.936 

2.895 

2.863 

2.816 

2.783 

2.759 
2.740 

2.726 

2.700 

2.683 

2.661 

2.641 

2.620 

2.610 

2.600 

60 

7.743 

4.905 

4.264 

3.983 

3.894 

3.851 

3.808 

3.766 

3.745 

3.724 

500 

5.145 
4.640 

4.522 

6 

4.813 

3.896 

3.531 
3.337 

3.216 

3.135 

3.076 

3.031 

2.996 

2.945 

2.909 

2.883 

2.863 

2.847 

2.819 

2.800 

2.777 

2.754 

2.732 

2.721 

2.710 

70 

7.907 

4.993 

4.334 

4.()45 

3.954 
3.909 

3.865 

3.822 

3.801 

3.779 

600 

5.214 

4.699 

4.577 

7 

5.051 

4.065 

3.674 

3.466 

3.338 

3.250 

3.187 

3.140 

3.102 
3.()48 

3.010 

2.982 
2.960 

2.943 

2.913 

2.893 

2.869 

2.845 

2.821 

2.809 

2.797 

80 

8.048 

5.068 

4.393 

4.098 

4.005 

3.959 

3.914 

3.870 

3.848 

3.826 

700 

5.272 

4.747 

4.623 

8 

5.250 

4.207 

3.793 
3.574 

3.438 

3.346 

3.280 

3.230 

3.190 

3.133 

3.093 

3.063 
3.()41 

3.023 

2.991 
2.970 

2.944 

2.919 
2.894 

2.882 

2.869 

90 

8.170 

5.133 
4.445 

4.144 

4.049 

4.003 

3.957 

3.911 

3.889 

3.866 

800 

5.321 

4.789 

4.663 

9 

5.420 

4.327 

3.895 

3.666 

3.524 

3.428 

3.359 

3.306 

3.265 
3.205 

3.163 

3.133 
3.109 

3.o90 

3.057 

3.036 

3.009 

2.982 

2.956 

2.943 

2.930 

100 

8.278 

5.191 

4.492 

4.185 

4.088 

4.041 

3.994 

3.948 

3.925 

3.902 

900 

5.364 

4.825 

4.698 

10 

5.569 

4.433 

3.984 
3.746 

3.599 

3.499 

3.427 

3.373 

3.330 

3.268 

3.225 

3.193 
3.168 

3.149 

3.115 

3.092 

3.064 

3.037 

3.010 

2.996 

2.983 

1000 

5.403 

4.857 

4.728 
120 4.179 4.307 4.396 4.463 4.517 4.562 4.601 4.635 4.665 

240 4.153 4.280 4.368 4.434 4.487 4.532 4.570 4.604 4.633 

4.128 4.253 4.340 4.405 4.458 4.502 4.539 4.572 4.602 

12 

5.819 

4.610 

4.133 
3.880 

3.724 

3.619 

3.542 

3.485 

3.439 

3.373 

3.327 

3.294 

3.268 

3.247 

3.211 

3.187 

3.157 

3.128 

3.099 

3.085 

3.071 

14 

6.024 

4.155 

4.255 
3.990 

3.827 

3.716 

3.636 

3.575 

3.528 

3.459 

3.411 

3.375 
3.348 

3.327 

3.289 

3.264 

3.233 

3.202 

3.172 

3.157 

3.142 

16 

6.198 

4.877 

4.357 
4.082 

3.913 

3.798 

3.715 

3.652 

3.603 

3.531 

3.481 

3.444 

3.416 

3.394 

3.354 

3.328 

3.296 

3.264 

3.233 

3.218 

3.202 

18 

6.347 

4.982 

4.446 
4.162 

3.987 

3.868 

3.783 

3.718 

3.667 

3.593 

3.542 

3.504 
3.474 

3.451 

3.410 

3.384 

3.350 

3.318 

3.285 

3.270 

3.254 

20 

6.479 
5.075 

4.524 

4.232 

4.052 

3.930 

3.842 

3.776 

3.724 

3.648 

3.595 

3.556 
3.526 

3.502 

3.460 

3.432 

3.398 

3.365 
3.331 

3.315 

3.299 

163 
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V 2 

2 4.129 
3 3.328 
4 3.015 
5 2.850 
6 2.748 
7 2.679 
8 2.630 
9 2.592 
10 2.563 
12 2.521 
14 2.491 
16 2.469 
18 2.452 
20 2.439 
25 2.416 

3 

5.380 
4.155 
3.692 
3.451 
3.305 
3.206 
3.136 
3.083 
3.041 
2.981 
2.940 
2.909 

2.886 
2.867 
2.834 

30 2.400 2.813 
40 2.381 2.787 
60 2.363 2.761 
120 2.344 2.735 
240 2.335 2. 723 
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Table 3. Valnes of ö for P* = 0.95 

4 5 

6.131 6.664 
4.638 4.976 
4.080 4.350 
3.792 4.028 
3.618 3.834 
3.501 3.704 
3.417 3.611 
3.355 3.541 
3.306 3.487 
3.235 3.408 
3.186 3.353 
3.150 3.314 
3.122 3.283 
3.100 3.259 
3.062 3.216 
3.037 
3.006 

2.976 
2.946 
2.931 

3.189 
3.154 
3.121 
3.088 
3.071 

6 

7.074 

5.235 
4.556 
4.208 

3.998 
3.858 
3.757 
3.682 
3.624 
3.539 
3.480 
3.437 
3.404 
3.378 
3.332 
3.303 
3.266 
3.230 
3.194 
3.177 

7 

7.406 
5.444 
4.722 
4.353 
4.130 
3.981 
3.875 
3.795 
3.733 
3.643 
3.581 
3.536 
3.501 
3.473 
3.425 
3.393 
3.354 
3.316 
3.279 
3260 

8 

7.685 
5.619 
4.860 
4.473 
4.240 
4.084 
3.972 
3.889 
3.824 
3.730 
3.665 
3.617 
3.581 
3.552 
3.502 
3.469 
3.428 
3.388 
3.349 
3.329 

9 

7.924 
5.768 
4.979 
4.576 
4.334 
4.171 
4.056 
3.969 
3.902 
3.804 
3.737 
3.687 
3.649 
3.620 
3.567 
3.533 
3.490 
3.449 
3.408 
3.388 

10 

8.133 
5.899 
5.083 
4.666 

4.415 
4.248 
4.129 
4.039 
3.969 
3.869 
3.799 
3.748 
3.709 
3.678 
3.624 
3.588 
3.545 
3.502 
3.460 
3.439 

12 

8.484 
6.120 
5251 

4.818 
4.553 
4.377 
4.251 
4.156 
4.083 
3.977 
3.903 
3.850 
3.808 
3.776 
3.719 
3.681 
3.635 
3.590 
3.546 
3.524 

14 

8.773 
6.301 
5.400 
4.942 
4.666 
4.482 
4;351 

4.252 
4.176 
4.065 
3.988 
3.932 
3.890 
3.856 
3.796 
3.757 
3.709 
3.662 
3.616 
3.593 

16 

9.017 
6.454 
5.521 
5.047 
4.761 
4.571 
4.435 
4.333 
4.254 
4.140 
4.060 
4.002 
3.958 
3.923 
3.861 
3.821 
3.771 
3.723 
3.675 
3.651 

18 

9.228 

6.586 

5.626 
5.137 
4.844 
4.648 
4.508 
4.403 
4.322 
4.204 
4.122 
4.063 
4.017 
3.981 
3.918 
3.876 
3.825 
3.775 
3.726 
3.702 

9.414 
6.703 
5.718 
5.217 
4.916 
4.715 
4.572 
4.465 
4.381 
4.260 
4.177 
4.116 
4.069 
4.032 
3.967 
3.924 
3.872 
3.821 
3.770 
3.745 

"' 2.326 2.710 2.916 3.055 3.159 3242 3.310 3.368 3.418 3.502 3.571 3.628 3.677 3.721 

V 

2 

5 
10 
20 

30 

30 

10.10 
5.513 
4.601 
4.221 
4.103 

40 4.046 
60 3.990 
120 3.935 
240 3.907 

"' 3.880 

V 200 

40 

10.57 
5.715 
4.751 
4;348 
4.224 
4.163 
4.104 
4.045 
4.017 
3.988 

300 

10 5.510 5.685 
30 4.832 4.972 
60 4.677 4.808 
120 4.601 4.729 
240 4.564 4.689 

00 4.527 4.650 

50 

10.92 
5.866 
4.863 
4.444 
4.314 

60 

11.20 

5.988 
4.953 
4.520 
4.387 

70 80 

11.64 
6.175 
5.092 
4.638 
4.498 

90 

11.81 
6.250 
5.147 
4.685 
4.542 

4251 4.321 
4.189 4.258 
4.129 4.195 
4.099 4.164 
4.069 4.133 

11.44 
6.089 
5.028 
4.584 
4.447 
4.380 
4.314 
4.250 
4.218 
4.186 

4.429 4.473 
4.362 4.404 
4.296 4.337 
4.264 4.304 
4.232 4.271 

400 

5.807 
5.069 
4.899 

4.816 
4.775 
4.735 

500 600 700 

5.899 5.974 6.036 
5.142 5.201 5.251 
4.968 5.024 5.070 
4.883 4.937 4.982 
4.841 4.894 4.938 
4.799 4.851 4.894 

800 

6.090 
5.293 
5.110 
5.020 
4.976 
4.931 

100 

11.96 
6.317 
5.197 
4.727 
4.582 
4.511 
4.442 
4.373 
4.340 
4.306 

900 1000 

6.136 
5.331 
5.145 
5.054 
5.009 
4.964 

6.178 
5.364 
5.176 
5.083 
5.038 
4.993 



2 
3 
4 

2 

9.849 

6.421 

5.299 
5 4.759 

6 4.444 

7 4.240 

8 4.096 

9 3.990 

10 3.909 

12 3.791 

14 3.712 

16 3.654 

18 3.610 

20 3.575 

25 3.515 

30 3.475 

40 3.427 

60 3.380 

120 3.334 

240 3.312 

2 

5 

10 

20 

30 

3.290 

30 

23.03 

8.264 

6.134 

5.336 

5.101 

40 4.989 

60 4.880 

120 4.774 

240 4.722 

4.671 

V 200 

10 7.194 

30 5.847 

60 5.557 

120 5.418 

240 5.350 

5.283 

Table 4. Values of ö for P* 0.99 

3 

12.56 

7.753 

6.234 

5.515 

5.101 

4.834 

4.647 

4.510 

4.405 
4.254 

4.152 

4.078 

4.022 

3.978 

3.901 
3.851 

3.790 

3.731 
3.673 

3.645 

3.617 

40 

24.07 

8.541 

6.307 

5.469 

5.223 
5.105 

4.991 

4.880 

4.826 

4.772 

300 

4 5 

14.20 15.38 

8.545 9.106 

6.782 7.169 

5.955 

5.481 

5.175 

4.963 

4.807 

4.687 

4.516 

4.400 

4.317 

4.253 

4.203 

4.116 

4.060 

3.991 

3.925 
3.860 

3.828 

3.797 

50 

24.86 

8.750 

6.437 

5.570 

5.315 

5.193 

5.075 

4.960 

4.903 

4.848 

400 

6.264 

5.747 

5.414 

5.183 

5.013 

4.883 

4.698 

4.572 

4.481 

4.413 

4.359 

4.265 

4.204 

4.130 

4.058 
3.988 

3.953 

3.920 

60 

25.49 

8.917 

6.541 

5.651 

5.389 

5.263 

5.141 

5.023 

4.965 

4.908 

500 

7.401 7.545 7.654 

5.992 6.093 6.169 

5.688 5.779 5.849 

5.543 5.629 5.695 

5.472 5.555 5.619 

5.401 5.483 5.545 

6 

16.28 

9.538 

7.467 

6.501 

5.951 

5.597 

5.351 

5.171 
5J)33 

4.836 

4.703 

4.607 

4.534 

4.477 

4.377 

4.313 

4.234 

4.158 

4.084 

4.048 

4.012 

70 

26.01 

9.057 

6.628 

5.718 

5.450 

5.322 

5.197 

5.076 

5.017 

4.959 

600 

7.743 

6.231 

5.905 
5.748 

5.671 

5.595 

7 

17.02 

9.889 

7.707 
6.693 

6.115 

5.744 

5.487 

5.298 

5.153 

4.948 
4.808 

4.708 

4.631 

4.572 

4.468 

4.400 

4.318 

4.239 

4.161 

4.123 

4.086 

80 

26.46 

9.177 

6.703 

5.776 

5.502 
5.372 

5.245 

5.122 

5.061 

5.002 

700 

8 

17.64 

10.18 

7.909 

6.854 

6.253 

5.868 

5.600 

5.404 

5.254 

5.041 

4.896 

4.792 

4.713 

4.651 

4.543 

4.473 

4.388 

4.306 

4.225 

4.186 

4.147 

90 

26.85 

9.281 

6.768 

5.826 

5.548 
5.415 

5.286 

5.161 

5.100 

5.039 

800 

7.817 7.881 

6.283 6.328 

5.951 5.992 
5.792 5.830 

5.714 5.751 

5.637 5.673 

9 

18.17 

10.44 

8.083 

6.992 

6.372 

5.974 

5.698 

5.495 

5.341 

5.121 

4.972 

4.864 

4.782 

4.719 

4.607 

4.535 

4.448 
4.363 

4.280 

4.240 

4.200 

100 

27.19 

9.373 

6.825 

5.870 

5.588 
5.454 

5.323 

5.196 

5.134 

5.072 

900 

7.937 

6.367 

6.027 

5.863 

5.783 

5.704 

10 

18.63 

10.66 

8.235 

7.113 

6.475 

6.066 

5.783 

5.515 

5.416 

5.191 

5.037 

4.927 

4.843 

4.778 

4.664 

4.590 

4.500 

4.413 

4.328 

4.287 

4.246 

1000 

7.986 

6.401 

6.058 

5.893 

5.812 

5.732 

12 

19.41 

11.03 

8.491 

7.317 

6.650 

6.223 

5.927 

5.710 

5.544 

5.308 

5.148 

5.033 

4.946 

4.877 

4.758 

4.681 

4.587 

4.496 

4.408 

4.365 

4.322 

14 

20.06 

11.34 

8.702 
7 485 

6.794 

6.351 

6.045 

5.820 

5.649 
5.405 

5.239 

5.120 

5.030 

4.959 

4.836 

4.756 

4.659 

4.565 

4.473 

4.429 

4.385 

16 

20.60 

11.60 

8.880 

7.627 

6.916 

6.460 

6.145 

5.914 

5.737 

5.486 

5.316 

5.193 

5.101 

5.028 

4.901 

4.819 

4.719 

4.623 

4.529 

4.483 

4.437 

18 

21.07 

11.82 

9.035 
7.750 

7.021 

6.555 

6.232 

5.995 

5.814 

5.557 

5.383 

5.257 

5.162 

5.088 

4.958 

4.874 

4.772 

4.673 

4.576 

4.529 

4.483 

20 

21.49 

12.02 

9.172 
7.859 

7.114 

6.638 

6.308 

6.066 

5.882 
5.619 

5.441 

5.313 

5.216 

5.140 

5.008 

4.922 

4.818 

4.717 

4.618 

4.570 

4.523 

165 
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Samenvatting 

In veel experimenten worden verschillende behandelingen beproefd en onderling verge

leken met betrekking tot een van belang zijnde karakteristiek. De vergelijkingen zijn gewoonlijk 

gebaseerd op de waarden van een parameter die behandelingen karakteriseert en representeert in 

het statistisch model. In de praktijk zijn deze onderlinge vergelijkingen vaak alleen maar een 

middel om te beantwoorden aan het eigenlijke doel van het experiment: 

het vinden van de beste behandeling. 
Het trachten hierop een direct en adequaat (statistisch) antwoord te geven heeft vanaf de vijftiger 

jaren geleid tot de ontwikkeling van zogenaamde statistische selectieprocedures. Het proefschrift 

beperkt zich tot de belangrijkste tak hiervan, namelijk die waarbij in het model de behandelings

parameters locatieparameters voorstellen, de (onafhankelijke) stochastische fouttermen een 

normale verdeling hebben en de beste behandeling de behandeling met de grootste waarde van 

de parameter is (dit laatste is overigens geen beperking). 

In hoofdstuk 1 worden de twee belangrijkste stromingen van aanpak van het selectiepro

bleem beschreven en de inhoud van het proefschrift in het raamwerk van de theorie op dit gebied 

geplaatst. 

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt ingegaan op de oorsprong en de motivatie van de "nieuwe" metho

dologie. In de literatuur van selectieprocedures wordt altijd gezegd dat deze procedures veel meer 

geschikt zijn voor de aanpak van het selectieprobleem dan reeds bestaande paarsgewijze 

vergelijkingsprocedures (all-pairwise multiple camparisou procedures). Dit is echter niet juist. 

Indien de laatste procedures geëvalueerd zouden worden als de eerste, wat echter nergens 

gebeurde, kunnen ze zelfs gelijk zijn. Tegenstrijdig of niet, ook dan nog blijkt dat selectie

procedures meer geschikt zijn. 

Hoofdstuk 3 bestudeert de belangrijkste karakteristiek van een selectieprocedure, namelijk 

de kans op correcte selectie, i.e. de kans dat door middel van de selectieprocedure inderdaad de 

beste behandeling wordt geselecteerd. Vooral het monotone van deze kans zal aandacht krijgen. 

Het blijkt namelijk dat een toename van het aantal waarnemingen soms leidt tot een vermindering 

van de kans op correcte selectie. Dit fenomeen, dat heeft geleid tot meerdere fouten in de literatuur, 

zal worden bewezen. 

In hoofdstuk 4 wordt de ontwikkeling van een belangrijke richting in de ontwikkeling van 

selectieprocedures geschetst, die van de zogenaamde Multiple Camparisous with the Best (MCB). 

Deze aanpak bestaat in het bepalen van simultane betrouwbaarheidsintervallen voor de verschillen 
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in locatieparameters van iedere behandeling ten opzicht van de beste van de rest van de behan

delingen en verenigt zo de twee stromingen genoemd in hoofdstuk 1. Vanwege dit en de 

importantie van selectieprocedures in het algemeen is het belangrijk deze beschikbaar te hebben 

voor vaak gebruikte proefopzetten. Hiertoe worden uitbreidingen van bestaande MCB intervallen 

(en dus selectieprocedures) naar het algemene lineaire model (met vaste effecten) gepresenteerd. 

In hoofdstuk 5 wordt getoond dat alléén voor de zogenaamde paarsgewijs gebalanceerde 

proefopzetten en de gerandamiseerde proefopzetten de kans op correcte selectie voor een 

willekeurige configuratie van behandelingseffecten kan worden bepaald. Gerandamiseerde 

proefopzetten veronderstellen dat door middel van een bepaald kansmechanisme, dat bekend moet 

zijn, de behandelingen worden toegewezen aan de experimentele eenheden. In het geval van zulke 

gerandamiseerde proefopzetten wordt ook een betrouwbaarheidsondergrens voor de kans op 

correcte selectie afgeleid en een nieuwe selectieprocedure gedefinieerd met heel aardige 

eigenschappen. 

In hoofdstuk 6 wordt ingegaan op de selectieconstanten (kritieke waarden) die een onderdeel 

vormen van de voorgestelde selectieprocedures en onontbeerlijk zijn voor de juiste uitvoering 

ervan. Voor iedere behandeling apart moet een selectieconstante bepaald worden, welke onder 

andere afhankelijk is van het totaal aantal behandelingen, het aantal zogenaamde "vrijheidsgraden" 

waarmee de fout geschat kan worden en de "positie" van de specifieke behandeling in de proef

opzet. Verrassend genoeg blijkt dat naast de te verwachten paarsgewijs gebalanceerde proefop

zetten ook nog andere de eigenschap bezitten dat deze selectieconstanten voor alle behandelingen 

hetzelfde zijn. Aangetoond wordt dat de aanwezigheid van een speciaal soort symmetrie in de 

proefopzet, autocongruentie genoemd, een voldoende voorwaarde is voor de gelijkheid van 

selectieconstanten. 

In de appendix worden tabellen gegeven van selectieconstanten die optreden in selectie

procedures voor paarsgewijs gebalanceerde proefopzetten en die ook in enkele voorbeelden in 

dit proefschrift gebruikt worden. De bepaling van de waarden in de tabellen verschilt van die van 

eerdere tabellen in de literatuur en bovendien zijn ze uitgebreider. 
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Stellingen 

behorende bij het proefschrift 

Statistical Selection: 

Multiple Comparison Approach 

van 

Stefan Driessen 

Stelling 1. 

Selecteren is vergelijken. 

Dit proefschrift. 

Stelling 2. 

De kans dat bij steekproeven uit een aantal normale populaties met gelijke 

populatievarianties de populatie met het grootste populatiegemiddelde ook het 

grootste steekproefgemiddelde heeft, kan afnemen bij toename van het aantal 

waarnemingen. 

Dit proefschrift. 

Stelling 3. 

In een autocongruente proefopzet zijn de positie van een behandeling ten opzichte 

van de andere behandelingen en de posities van de laatste onderling hetzelfde voor 

iedere behandeling. 

Dit proefschrift. 



Stelling 4. 

Zij À ~ 0, p E (0,1) en r1, r2 E IN00 r1 < r20 z6 dat 

l. ~min { 1, &'! <&--r - 1) } 
p ' 

dan geldt: 

~ .ç. (m) (~)k (l-~}m-k + i: Ë (n) pk (1 -p)n-k (m) (l)n (1 _J:.)m-n 
~ k m m kar,•l n•k k n m m 

~ 1. 

Zij À ~ 0, p E (0,1) en r E IN, z6 dat 

l. :~: re, 

dan geldt: 

(1-~)m + t t {n) pk {1-p)n-k (m) (l)n (1-l)m-n 
m k=l n=k k n m m 

S. Driessen. (1988). The sieve method, a sampling metbod for audit practice. Statistica 

Neerlandica, 42, 117-135. 



Stelllng 5. 

De ondergrens van de kans op selectie van de populatie met het grootste 

populatiegemiddelde van een aantal normale populaties, welke de betrouwbaarheid 

van de selectie weergeeft, is niet erg robuust tegen afwijkingen van de aanname van 

gelijke bekende populatievarianties. 

S. Driessen, P. van der Laan and B. van Putten. (1990). Robustness of the probability 

of correct selection against deviations from the assumption of a common known 

variance. Biometrical Joumal, 32, 131-142. 

Stelllng 6. 

In sommige klinische studies waarbij twee behandelingen worden vergeleken is het 

doel aan te tonen, dat de twee behandelingen gelijk zijn. En hoewel dit mogelijk 

statistisch bewerkstelligd kan worden, daarbij lettend op de kansen op foute 

conclusies, is daarmee nog géén bewijs geleverd. Er kan namelijk, ondanks een 

gerandomiseerde en geblindeerde proefopzet, naar het gewenste resultaat worden 

toegewerkt. 

SteiHng 7. 

Vooraleer met behulp van een statistisch computerpakket verdelingsvrije technieken 

toe te passen op een set van uit computerberekeningen voortkomende waarden is het 

goed te beseffen, dat vanwege de interne representatie feitelijk gelijke waarden niet 

altijd als zodanig door de computer (of het pakket) herkend zullen worden. 

Stelling 8. 

Het blinderen van de statisticus ten aanzien van de groepsindeling bij de analyse van 

een vergelijkend experiment zal de zuiverheid van diens conclusie bevorderen. 

Stelling 9. 

De dagelijkse verkeersinformatie is tevens milieu-informatie. 


